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Foreword

Sustainable poverty reduction is the World Bank's The report highlights the challenge we face in
fundamental objective. It is the benchmark by helping borrowing member countries to achieve
which our performance as a development institu- their poverty reduction goals. We cannot afford to
tion should be judged. be complacent as we confront this challenge. The

report shows what best practice in work on poverty
This report outlines the progress made so far in reduction can accomplish. The priority now is to

implementing the strategy and policies to reduce ensure that best practice is fully reflected in all the
poverty set out in World Development Report 1990, Bank's work and in that of our parners. Annual
the 1991 policy paper entitledAssistance Strategies to progress reports will inform our Board of Executive
ReducePoverty, and the 1992PovertyReduction Hand- Directors of progress in implementng the strategy
book and operational directive. to reduce poverty.

te~~~~~ rg: tAe-

Lewis T. Preston
President
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Glossary

Absolute poverty. The position of an individual or duction. They may also support the provision of
householdinrelationtoapovertrlinetherealvalue safety nets or targeted transfers to specifc groups
of which is fixed over time. in poverty. They also include SALS/SECALS that sup-

Gross primary school enrollment rate The percent- portpovertymonitoring.
age of the total number of children of all ages en- Prioriny poverty indicators. Country-specific indi-
rolled in prmry school against the ttal number of cators that taken together provide an overview of
children of primary school age. the state of poverty in a country. Include head-

Headcount index. The prporto of the polation counts of povertyandindicators of bothincomeand
whose standard of living (usuaUy measured in in- social aspects of poverty. The priority income indi-
come or consumption) is lower an the poer cators are: unskilled wage rates (urban and rual)

mortality rate. The number of infantdeats and ruml terms of trade. The priority social indica-
nfat morbtal rtte. The nu e of infant deaths tors are, net prmary school enrollment, under-five

that occur between birth and the age of one, per mortality, immunization, child malnutrition, and
1,000 live births in a given year. public expenditures on basic social services. Also

Poverty assessment. An assessment that quantifies included as social indicators are the following de-
the extent and nature of povrty and identifies the mographic indicators: female and male life expec-
policy, public expenditure, and instiutioanal issues tancy, total fertlihty rate, and maternal mortality.
that constrain effective poverty reduction and that Progrwm of targeted intermentions. A category of
develops recommendations for government action Baklendingt hatindudes projects thatmeet one of
ained at reducing poverLy two criteria the project includes a specific mecha-

Poverty gap The difference between the poverty nism for identifing and reaching the poor, and/or
line and the mean income of the poor expressed as the participation of the poor in the project signifi-
a ratio of the poverty line. When multiplied by the cantly exceeds the proportion of the poor in the
headcount index this gives the por gap index, population as a whole.

Poverty line. The standard of lihvng (usually mea- Purchasing power parity. A conversion rate among
sured in tems of income or consumption) below currenciesthatestablishescomparabilityinterms of
which people are deemed to be poor. command over goods and services.

Poerty profile. A description of how the extet of Relative povertj. The position of an individual or
poverty varies across subgroups of a population, household compared with the average income in
characterized by, for example, their gender, region the country.
of residence, type of economic activity, or source of Safaty net. A mechanismn that is intended to pro-
income. vide for those among the poor who are unlikely

Poverty-focused sALs/SECALs. Structural adjust- to benefit from economic growth or human re-
ment loans (sAs) and sector adjustment loans sources development. The safety net includes in-
(sEcAs)areacategoryofBanklendngthatindludes come transfers for those chronically unable to
policy-based operations that aim to eiminate dis- work-because of age or handicap-and for those
tortions affecting the poor and/or support a public temporarily affected by natural disasters or eco-
expenditure program that focuses on poverty re- nomic recession.

.i



viii

VTe World Bank The World Bank refers to the toward developing countries at more advanced
IntenationalBankforReconstructionandDevelop- stages of economic growth and social progress. MDA

mentUIRD) andits affiliate, the International Devel- finances programs and projects on concessional
opment Association (MA). mm loans are directed terms in the poorestcountries.



Summary and Conclusions

The World Bank's fundamental objective is to proach in the design and implementation of its
adueve sustainable poverty reduction in the devel- country assistance strategies. The key challenge for
oping world. Based on a review of country experi- the Bank is to extend and deepen that effort This
ence, the Bank's World Development Report 1990 will entail completing many poverty assessments
(wDR) artculated a two-part strategy for reducing overthe next two and a half years and incorporating
poverty. The first part involves promoting broad- the results of these assessments into country assis-
based growth that makes efficient use of the poor's tance strategies. It will also involve a concerted
most abundant asset-labor. The second part in- effort to intensify analytical and country work on
volves providing the poor with access to basic social the following issues: (i) assessing the distributional
services. WDR 1990 also recoeDunded that safety impact of public expenditures and of labor market
nets be established to protect the most vulnerable and other policies; () systematically incorporating
members of society. To apply this strategy in its lessons leamed from the evaluation of ongoing and
operations, the Bank prepared the policy paper As- completed programs and projects into the design of
sistance Strategies to Reduce Poverty (1991). To guide new policies, programs, and projects; and (iii) pur-
staff in implementing the strategy, the Bank issued suing participatory approaches to poverty reduc-
an operational directive and the Poverty Reduction tion within countries, with country counterparts,
Handbook (1992). with donors and other official agencies, and with

This progress report summarizes trends in pov- nongovernmental organizations (NGos) to ensure
erty and in country policies for reducing poverty, ownership of and commitment to the poverty re-
and it reviews the actions taken by the Bank to duction strategy among all relevant development
support countries in implementing the WDR 1990 partners.
strategy. The report concludes that developing
countries have made substantial progress in reduc- Poverty and Country Polcies
ing poverty over the past three decades, although
there has recently been some loss of momentum. Trends in Poverty
The key challenge is thus to resume the more rapid
rate of poverty reduction of earlier years. Countries Over the past three decades, developnng countries
that have shown little progress in reducing poverty have achieved substantial gains in living standards,
will need to adopt policies to promote rapid growth as measured by income and social indicators. How-
that make efficient use of labor as well as policies ever, the rate of improvement slowed during the
that increase access to social services. In countries 1980s. The proportion of the population living in
where there has already been considerable success poverty (defined as those living on less than $1 a
in reducingpoverty, the focus should beonimprov- day in 1985 prices) has fallen slightly since 1985, but
ing public expenditure programs to promote equi- the absolute number of poor people has nsen. Re-
table access to social services and to physical cent estimates suggest that in 1990, 1.1 billion peo-
infrastructure and on eliminating policy distortions pIe in developing countries were living in poverty,
that adversely affect the poor's interests. about 8 percent more than in 1985- In Asia the

Meanwhile, the World Bank-in keeping with its proportion of the population that is poor declined
commitment to poverty reduction-has made steadily during the 1980s. In East Asia and the
wide-ranging efforts to reflect the WDR 1990 ap Pacific, it is estinated that there were fewer poor

ix
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people in 1990 than in 1985, while in South Asia Some structural policy reforms that encourage
there were more. Both the absolute number of poor growth are likely to reduce poverty faster than oth-
and their relative share in the population are esti- ers, including, for example, removing distortions
mated to have increased in Sub-Saharan Africa, in against agicultural products (since many of the
the Middle East and North Africa, and in Latin poor are producers in rural areas), relaxing regula-
America and the Caribbean. The depth of poverty toryconstraints thatlimitlabordemand,andiinvest-
has also increased in these regions. ing in physical infrastructure and agricultural

Social indicators have improved over the past extension. The poor will be able to take advantage
three decades, but their rate of improvement gener- of earning opportunities if they have increased
ally slowed during the 1980s, particularly in those access to land and credit. However, the success of
countries with the lowest per capita income. There such programs hinges on resolving difficult design
are significant regional variations, and in a number issues as wC as on political acceptability.
of countries social indicators remain at very low Equally important are policies that improve the
levels. Many of these countries are in Sub-Saharan accessibility and quality of basic investments in
Africa and, to a lesser extent, in South Asia and the human resources development. For example,
Middle East and North Africa. However, the rate of Colombia's success in significantly reducing pov-
improvement in South Asia and in the Middle East erty in the 1980s was a result of its sustained growth
and North Africa since the 1960s has been consis- and of earlier investments that it had made in
tently high, while the rate of improvement in Sub- human capital. Investments in human capital en-
Saharan Africa has baen much lower, about half the hance the productivity of labor-the most import-
rate of South Asia. From the mid-1960s to the mid- ant asset of the poor-and they are often very
1970s the improvements in social indicators that effective in transferring resources to the poor.
were achieved by low-income countries were
greater than those achieved by middle-income Prospects for Po"ertyeduction
countries, but there was a reversal of this trend by
the 1980s when indicators for middle-income coun- Looking ahead, projections made by World Bank
tries improved at a faster pace. staff for the year 2000 for low- and middle-income

countries suggest that growth in the aggregate may
Country Policies be sufficient to enable them to reduce poverty at a

more vigorous pace in the future. These growth
There has been significant progress in reducing forecasts, which are based on an assessment of
poverty in those countries that have both im- likely country policies and the external environ-
plemented efficient policies to stimulate growth ment, suggest that growth in Latin America and the
and provided basic social services to the poor. Caribbean will recover to an extent that will be
Countries that have achieved sustained growth, sufficient for poverty to dedline again in the region.
such as Indonesia and Malaysia, have experienced The projections also suggest that there is scope for
large declines in poverty. The converse is also true. rapid poverty reduction to continue in East Asia
In many countries in Latin America and the Canb- and the Pacific and for poverty reducton to be
bean, inSub-SaharanAfrica, and in theMiddle East revitalized in South Asia. However, in Sub-Saharan
and North Africa, per capita income declined dur- Africa the forecast rate of income growth is lower
ing the 1980s, reflecting extenal shocks and the than the rate that would be necessary to reduce the
legacy of inappropriate macroeconomic and struc- number of poor. This is at least partly due to the
tural polices. This resulted in an increase in the rapid projected rate of population growth. Thus,
incidence of poverty in many countries in these individual country exceptions notwithstanding,
regions. poverty is likely to increase in Sub-Saharan Africa

The pattenz of growth is also an important factor during the remainder of this decade unless many
in determiiung the extent to which the income of the countries in the region make sigificant changes in
poor grows. For example, equitable participation in their polices. This underscores the need for policies
rural-based growth in China from 1978 to 1985 and that influence the pattern of growth in ways that
in Indonesia throughout the 1970s and 1980s cause the income of the poor to grow faster than
brought about impressive reductions in poverty. averageincomeineach country. Italso confirms the
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need to complement policies to stimulate growth fold since the early 1980s;it increased from 5 percent
with investments in family planning, health, and of total Bank lending in fiscal 1981-83 to 14 percent
education. Countries and donors will need to inten- in fiscal 1990-92. In particular, lending is now con-
sify their efforts to prevent a serious worsening of centrating on the development and extension of
human conditions. basic social services, such as primary health care

and primary education, with special emphasis on
The World Bank's Implementation Effort maternal and child health and on improving educa-

tional opportunities for girls. Also, because high
The policy paper Assistance Strategies to Reduce Pov- fertility rates and poverty form a vicious crcle, the
ertyshowed how toapplythe wDR199Oapproachin Bank continues to integrate its population and
the World Bank's operational context. It prescribed health activities.
assessing the consistency of countrypolicies, public Another measure of lending, the Program of
expenditures, and institutions, with poverty reduc- Targeted Interventions (Tin), consists of invest-
tion, as a basis for the design of the Barnes country ment operations that include a specific mecha-
assistance programs. The measure of the Bankrs nism for reaching the poor and/or in which the
poverty reduction effort is the entire country assis- participation of the poor significantly exceeds the
tancestrategy inthecontextofcountrycommitment proportion of the poor in the population as a
and donor efforts. Country circumstances deter- whole. In fiscal 1992, the rr included fifty-one
mine how Bank-supported operations should focus projects in a wide range of sectors, the total value
specifically on poverty reduction. In countries of which amounted to about 14 percent of new
where poverty is narrowly concentrated and the lending. The Frr contains a significant number of
implementationcapacityisgood,targetedinterven- projects that explicitly target women, botl in in-
tions can be an important part of government pro- come-generating and in social sectors.
grams to reduce poverty. Where poverty is more Meanwhile, an increasing number of adjustment
widespread and the capacity to implement pro- loans are supporting the protection and reonenta-
grams is weak, adopting policies that promote tion of public spending on basic social services and
broad-based growth while also supporting basic are promoting safety nets or targeted transfers to
social services is probabLy the most cost-effective specific poor groups.The share of adjustment lend-
way to reduce poverty. ing that addresses social issues climbed from 5 per-

The Bank has increasingly been placing poverty cent in fiscal 1984-86 to 50 percent in fiscal 1990-92.
reduction at the center of the policy dialogue and of In fiscal 1992, eighteen out of thirty-two adjustment
its country assistance strategies. This is evident in loans included an explicit poverty focus, and four-
the fact that lending and analytical work have be- teen of these adjustment loans had related tranche-
come much more poverty oriented. Progress in in- release conditions.
corpo-ranng poverty objectives explicitly into
country assistance strategies is most apparent in PovertyAnalysis
those countries where poverty assessments have
been completed; their findings have shaped the There has been a sharp increase in the amount of
policydialogue, lending,and theagendaforfurther country-specific poverty analysis that has been car-
country analytical work. ried out since the late 1980s. This has included

country poverty assessments, poverty-related eco-
Bankuide Lending nomic and sector reports-especially in the social

sectors-research, and data development.
Progress in implementing the poverty reduction Since mid-fiscal 1992 when the operational direc-
strategy is learlyvisibleinthecompositionof Bank tive on poverty reduction was issued, the pace at
lending. While the volume of lending for agricul- which poverty assessments are being prepared has
ture has remained constant in nominal terms, lend- been accelerating. As of November 30,1992, twenty
ing for rural infrastructure (for example, roads, assessmentshadbeencompletedforrnineteencoun-
village infrastructure, and electrification) has ex- tWies (including one update). By the end of fiscal
panded.Meanwhile,imvestmentlendingforhuman 1995, sixty-eight additional poverty assessments
resources development has increased almost five- are scheduled to have been completed for sixty-one
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countries (induding seven updates). This will bring adverse political conditions. Given these con-
the total coverage to eighty countries by the end of straints, the Bank has been supporting attempts to
fiscal 1995. In severl countries, notably in the Sub- improve the institutional capabilities of countries to
Saharan Africa and Middle East and North Africa conduct nationaEly representative household sur-
regions, preparatory data collection and analysis veys. It is also supporting a number of interim
are already under way. measures, such as caIrying out less ambitious, spe-

A great deal of poverty analysis exis's other than cial-purpose surveys, and improving the collection
that contained in the poverty assessments, and this and quality of country-specific priority indicators,
has often either paraleled or served as a building which can help to track progress in reducing pov-
block in the preparation of the assessments. This erty in the absence of household-based surveys.
analysis (contained in economic and sector reports)
can form the basis of a broader poverty assessment Future Directions
if its findings are integrated into countrywide anal-
yses that identify cross-sectoral priorities. Some of The preceding discussion has focused on the prog-
this analysis is contained in Country Economic ress that countries have made in reducing poverty
Memoranda and in Public Expenditure Reviews, and that the World Bank has made in ensuring that
but most is contained in sectoral reports covering its assistance strategies support and complement
mainly human resources development and food country efforts to reduce poverty. The key challenge
seuanity, poverty profiles and poverty trends, and, for countries and the Bank is to both extend and
to a lesser extent, population, environment, and deepen their efforts to implement the WDR 1990
women m development issues. povertyreductionstrategythroughout thedevelop-

Bank-supported research on poverty has been ing world.
increasing. Preliminary figures indicate that the
proportion of resources (both from the Research Extending and Deepening Implementation:
Support Budget and from departnental and other Counby Issues
funds) devoted to poverty reduction and human
resources development has increased from 25 per- Creatingaclimateforpovertyreduction. For the most
cent in fiscal 1990 to 30 percent in fiscal 1992. A part, poverty increased during the 1980s in those
major research project covering twenty-one devel- countries where the policy framework was not con-
oping counties and focusing on the relationship ducive to growth. In many of these countries this
between economic growth and poverty during ad- outcomewasassociatedwithinappropriatedomes-
justment found a strong positive correlation be- tic policies exacerbated by external shocks from
tween growth and poverty reduction. It also found rising interest rates in international markets, by the
that, unless carefully targeted, direct budgetary debt crisis, and by turmoil in world commodity
transfers intended for the poor were often captured markets. The combination of these factors triggered
by the middle class. Studies prepared for the Con- a vicous circle of low growth, fiscal deficits, infla-
ference on Public Expenditures and the Poor (June tion, declining incomes, and increasing poverty.
1992), which was sponsored by the Bank and the The challenge for these countries is to restore the
Government of the Netherlands, assessed alterna- climate for sustainable growth and human re-
tive methods of targeting; for example, evidence sources development by putting in place and main-
indicates that providing basic social services is an tamning an appropriate macroeconomic framework
effective approach for reaching the poor. Other re- and by restoring spending on basic social services.
search has shown that educating girls is a high-re- Tomininmzethepotentiallyadverseimpactthatthe
tLrn investment. introduction of stabilization polices may have on

Accurate data on the extent and depth of poverty the poor in the short term, safety nets can be intro-
and the main characteristics of the poor facilitate the duced within the context of the overall macroeco-
process of designing policics and programs to re- nowicframework.
duce povertyt Although improvements have been
made over the past five years, collecting new data Reaching the remaining poor. In other countries,
is still extremely difficult in many data-poor coun- considerablesuccesshasbeenachievedinestablish-
tries because of weak institutions, lack of funds, and ing a suitable climate for growth, human resources
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development, and poverty reduction. The remain- resources permit. Thus, poverty assessments are
ing challenge for these countries is to increase the being scheduled. Technical assistance is being pro-
effectiveness of their poverty reduction strategies vided-or is being considered-for the informa-
by formulating and imnplementing policies and tion-gathering stage of this process.
spending plans that promote an efficient and equi-
table pattern of growth as well as by implementing Informing the policy dialogue. In parallel with the
specific interventions to reach the remaining poor efforts that countries will need to make to deepen
people. This means that publicexpenditures should their poverty reduction efforts, the World Bank
focusspecificallyonefficientprojectsandeprograms should continue to generate analysis in poverty
that benefit the poor; that more in-deptn analysis of assessments and in country economic and sector
the distributional implications of sectral interven- work to support the design of country assistance
tions should be done as a basis for policy design; strategies and the policy dialogue. This analysis
and that more sophisticated institutional mecha- shouldpayparticularattentiontoseveralkeytopics
nisms should be developed for delivering social that have not yet been systematically addressed. At
services and the safety net. Given the importance of the top of the agenda is the need to give greater
reaching specific groups of poor people, it is essen- attention to the incidence, composition, and man-
talto developlocal capacityforidentifyingthepoor agement of public expenditures; such work should
and analyze how policies affect them. be done in conjunction with efforts to find the most

efficient ways to mobilize public resources. It will
Extending and Deepening Implementation: also be important to strengthen the link between
World Bank ksues poverty profiles and the analysis and design of

policies. For example, policy-induced distortions in
Widening the coverage of poverty assessnents. The the relative pnces of commodities may adversely

completed assessments and other country economic affect the interests of the poor as producers or con-
and sector work provide the basis for the Bank's sumers. Studying the potential impact on poverty
poverty-focused policy dialogue with a number of of proposed reforms will enable governments to
countries. By the end of fiscal 1995, eighty-eight plan more effective reform programs and to iden-
poverty assessments in eighty countries are sched- tify where compensatory transfer programs are
uled to have been completed. This will cover most likely to be needed- To assist staff in sharpening
active borrowers, excuding the Bank's most recent their skills for this kind of analysis, the Bank is
members. Compared to the previous timetable, documenting the lessons of past work and is de-
more countries will have to be covered over a veloping in-house training seminars to dissemi-
shorterperiod of time Moreover,manyof thesched- nate examples of good practice. The material from
uled assessments are for counties where data and these seminars will be made available outside the
supporting institutions are weak and where there Bank to borrowers and donors alike.
are few existing studies on which to base the work
Experience suggests that in such circumstances as- Conducting further research. On some topics there
sessments tendto takelongerand to costmore. Staff has been little systematic empirical investigation of
taining seminars need to be developed to ilustrate the links between policies and poverty outcomes.
ways to prepare assessments if the available data These topics indude the effect on poverty of labor
are limited. market and social security reforms, the synergies

In the Bank's new member countries from the between economic policies for reducing poverty
former Soviet Union, poverty analysis is being in- and those for protectng the environment, and the
cludedinCountryEconomicMemorandaandlabor design of cost-effective targeting mechanisms to
market and safety net studies. So far, the emphasis reach the poor. The Bank has begun research initia-
in these counties has been on making safety nets tives in all of these areas. For this research to yield
more effective in supporting economic restructur- results that can be applied to country policies and
ing. Recogniizng the many urgent priorities that programs, it will need to be based on better country
these countries face, it will nevertheless be import- data, particularly at the household level. The Bank
ant to move expeditiously to assess the poverty is continuing to support initiatives in this area and
situationfullyas the information base and available is disseminating its experience wiLth implementing
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itspnncipal householdsurveyinstrumentsinorder active involvement of the beneficiaries. To this end,
to make them more accessible to operational staff, the Bank has been stressing the importance of being
their country counterparts, and donors for use in responsive to the needs and preferences of benefici-
policyanalysis. aries. Greater emphasis is being placed on partici-

patory approaches, on involving NoOs, and on
Evaluating on-the-ground impact. There are con- carrying out beneficiary assessments. These ini-

ceptual and practical difficulties in assessing the tiatives are part of a Bankwide effort to improve
extent to which the Bank's own efforts contribute the way projects are designed and implemented,
to poverty reduction outcomes in countries. Mea- and they are particularly important for poverty-
suring the impact of specific policy and project focused operations. Given that the Bank's role is
interventions is conceptually easier, but in prac- not to substitute for borrowers but to work with
tice it is still quite difficult. Establshing the ap- them, the Bank's most important contribution in
propriate benchmark for making "with project" this area may be to help borrowers become more
and "without project" comparisons is rarely responsive to the people affected by policies and
straightforward; in addition, the impact of some projects.
initiatives may only become evident in the long
term. Nevertheless, evaluating outcomes and en- Strengthening partnerships. To make substantal
suring the timely feedback of lessons learned so headway in reducing poverty, especially in those
that they can be taken into account in the design countnes where growth prospects are weak, strong
of new interventions is a priority task for the development partnerships that support country ef-
Bank, for borrowers, and for donors. At the oper- forts are essential More collaboration with donors
ational level, indicators for tracking the impact of and other official agencies (both at the international
poverty reduction interventions, particularly of level and at the country level) and, most important,
human resources development projects, are being with country counterparts is required. To this end,
developed to provide a more systematic basis theBank will routinelysharethefindingsof poverty
for evaluating a project's effectiveness and for assessments with donors, for example, at Consulta-
fine-tuning its design throughout the project tive Group meetings. In-country workshops for do-
cycle. The indicators for monitoring dhe impact of nors and country counterparts are also useful
adjustment operations on the poor are also to vehicles for reaching key audiences. Moreover, do-
be given more emphasis in the design of adjust- nors and country counterparts could particpate in
ment operations as a basis for tracking the impact the preparation of assessments far more frequently
on poverty during the implementation stage and than is the case now. For example, international
beyond. expertise and financial assistance will continue to be

necessary to help countries develop the capability
Broadening participation. Experience suggests to undertake sample surveys and to use the data

that the effective implementation and operation more effectively in poverty analysis and in policy
of most poverty reduction projects require the decisionmaling.



Introduction

The World Bank has reaffirmed its commitment to preparation of periodic poverty assessments for
reducing poverty and has stressed that this is its each country. The aim of the assessment is to iden-
fundamental objective. Its policy is to integrate the tify the poor, the causes of their poverty, and the
messages of the World Development Report (wDR) possible policy remedies for reducing poverty. The
1990 on poverty into its operations. WDR 1990 artic- assessment is to serve as the basis for the design of
ulatedatwo-partstrategyforreducingpoverty.The the Bank's country assistance strategy (incuding
first element involves encouraging the kind of the policy dialogue and the program of assis-
growth that makes efficient use of the poor's most tance). Helping countries to improve the quality of
abundant asset-their labor. Ihe subsidization of their communxity- and household-level data will
capital, distorted prices for labor-intensive prod- strengthen the analysis and design of policies and
ucts, and restrictions on labor mobility all act as is particularly important for tracking progress in
constraints on the demand for labor and must be reducing poverty over time.
overcome, while the availability of basic infrastruc- This progress report summarizes trends in pov-
tire and inputs must be improved. The second erty and in country policies and reviews the
element of the strategy involves ensuring wide- World Bank's efforts to support countries in im-
spread access to prmary health care, family plan- plementing the wDO 1990 strategy. It looks at how
ning, nutritional services, and prnmary education to the Bank's poverty-related analysis is influencing
enable the poor to participate fully in the growth of the design of country assistance strategies to re-
the economy. wDR 1990 also emphasized the need to duce poverty. The report descibes the evolution
provide safety nets to protect the most vulnerable that has taken place in country assistance strate-
members of society. gies and in the composition of lending, including

How this is to be done is spelled out in the policy operations designed specifically to address pov-
paper Assistance Strategies to Reduce Poverty, in the erty. It sets out the remaining challenges that
Poverty Reduction Handbook, and in an operational countries and the Bank face in reducing poverty
directive?I The operational approach involves the in the developing world.

1.



1. Trends in Poverty and Country Policies

This section summarizes recent trends in the state holds where income falls below a poverty line
ofpovertyindevelopingcountries.Itconcludesthat (sometimes called income poverty). In particular, the
although the incidence of poverty in the developing proportion of the popula tion of Sub-Saharan Africa
world has declined considerably over the past three covered by a representative and reliable household
decades, poverty remains a persistent problemL The survey lags behind those in other regions.
section examines country experiences with respect
to policies for growth, human resources develop- Updating Poverty Trends in the 1980s
ment, and safety nets for vulnerable groups.

Current estimates suggest that in 1990, 1.1 billion
Global Poverty people were living on less than $1 a day (at 1985

prices) in developing countries? Table 1 summa-
Over the past three decades, developing countries rizes the latest available estimates of the number of
have made substantial gains in living standards, as poor people and of the poor as a percentage of the
measured by income and social indicators?2 Real population (the hadcount index) in 1985 and 1990.
ncreases in per capita consumption levels and de- The table shows that there was little progress in
creases in the incidence of absolute poverty have reducing poverty during the second half of the
occurred in parallel with continuous and steady 1980s. The proportion of the developing world's
improvements in socil indicators. Over the past populationlivinginpovertrhasfallenslightlysince
twenty-five years, average per capita consumption 1985, but the absolute number is estimated to have
has increased by 70 percent in real terms, average risen.
lifeexpectancyhas increased from fifty-one tosixty- These aggregates hide marked differences across
three years, and primary school enrollment has regions. As shown in table 1, in South Asia and in
reached 89 percent. East Asia and the Padfic the proportion of the pop-

During the 1980s the overall progress in improv- ulation living on less than $1 a day has declined. By
ing living standards slowed dowrL There was also contrast, this proportion has increased in the Mid-
a marked divergence in progress among regions. dleEastandNorthAfricaandinLatinAmericaand
The overall incidence of povet is probably still the Caribbean. Although there has been only a neg-
falling, but not by enough to preveent an inaease in ligible dcange in the percentage of the population of
the number of poor. Progress in improving social Sub-Saharan Africa living on less than $1 a day, the
indicators also slowed down. This means that de- number of poor in the region has grown at roughly
veloping countres are going to have to redouble the same rate as the population, about 3 percent per
their efforts to reduce poverty and that donors will year. This was the largest estimated increase in the
have to improve the effectiveness of their external number of poor inany region.The proportion of the
assistance to enhance country efforts- population considered poor in Sub-Saharan Africa

international comparisons of poveLty data pose a is now estimated to be almost equal to that in South
number of conceptual and technical problems (see Asia, which still has the highest poverty incdence
box !). All estimates must, therefore, betreated with among all the regions and where about half of the
caution. Also, there are sharp regional vanations in world's poor live Although the percentage of the
the coverage and qualty of data that can be used to South Asian population estimated to be living in
estimate the number of people who live in house- poverty fell, this was not enough to prevent the

3
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Box 1. International Comparisons of Poverty Data

Intenational comparisons of poverty statistics pose a Quantifications of poverty are sensitive to where
number of problems. One is that there are differences the poverty line is set The box graph gives the esti-
among the household surveys used by the various mated percentages of the population of the develop-
countries (although survey methodologies are getting ing world consuming less than vanous amounts in
not only better but also more standardized). The esti- 1985 and in 1990 (as indicated bythepovertyincidence
mates quoted herearebasedon nationally representa- curves). It shows that about one in four people in both
tive household surveys of consumption expenditures years was consuming less than $25 per month, while
on all goods and services (in most cases) or incomes as many as one in two consumed less than $45 per
(whenconsumptionisnotavailable).Inmorethanhalf month. An extra $0.70 per day added to the poverty
these cases, more thar none observation was made over line implies a doubling of the number of people
the period. counted as being poor.

A secondproblemis thatpovertylinesdifferamong
countnes, and this creates difficulties in companing Box Figure 1. Aggregate Poverty Incidence
standard estimates of, for example, the percentage of Curves, 198-90
people deemed to be "poor.' Should one estimate the
number of poor in the Uniited States tobe greater than SD
in Indonesia (the official estimates of the percentage 1985
of poor are now about the same for these two coun- O 70 - -
tries) when the poverty line of the former is much -

more generous-in terms of the goods and services EL 60 -

that it includes-than the latter? The answer depends
on the purpose of measurement; for the present pur- 0

poses, all poverty measures have been-re-estimated ./
,40-to accord wnth the same real poverty line across

countres. &30 
Which poverty lie shoud be chsen? Poverty lines /

that are appropnate for the poorest counties are used 20 -
her wDR 1990 argued the case for basing international
compansonsona povertyline of $31 per month or$1 per 8 10
day at 1985 US purchasing power parity (F1). Al- *

though the consumption bundle used is oriented ~ 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70
toward niddle-inconie groups than the poor, the LPw
rates derved from the United Nation's International Consumption per capita per month, 1985 PPP $
Coipaisons Progtauuneappearto be thebest available
method formaldngpovertylinesintemafonalywmpa- Note For irfornatio on th data sources used and fur-
rable. They have been widely used for this purpose, and ther analysis of the robustness ofthe results, see Che Datt,
this is the pracdie followed here and Ravallion (1993).

not enough to prevent the estimated number of taking into account how far the average poor per-
poor people from rising. During the same period, son's income is from the poverty line. The table
the number of poor people in the Mfiddle East and shows that in some regions (Latin Amenca and the
North Africa was estimated to have inceased by Caribbean, the Middle East and North Africa, and
more than the rate of population growt, as was Sub-Saharan Africa) the poor have become poorer.
also the case in Latin America and the Caribbean- Thepovertygap estimateishighestforSub-Saharan
East Asia and the Pacific is the only region where Africa. Thus, while a slightly higher percentage of
the number of people living in poverty and the the population is living on less than $1 a day in
proportion of the population in poverty are estima- South Asia, the depth of their poverty is estimated
ted to have decreased. to be less than in Sub-Saharan Africa.

Table I also provides estimates of the poverty gap Differences in the rate of growth of average hou-
inde This index reflects the depth of poverty by sehold living standards have been an important
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Table t Estimates of the Magnitude and Depth of Poverty in the Developing World, 1985-90

Number of poor Headcount index Poverly gap index
(millions) (percent) (percent)

Region 1985 1990 2985 1990 1985 1990

Aggregate 1,051 1,133 30.5 29.7 9.9 9.5

EastAsia and the Pacific 182 169 132 11.3 3.3 2.8
Eastern Europe 5 5 7.1 7.1 2.4 1.9
Latin America and the

Caribbean 87 1OB 22.4 25.2 8.7 13
Middle East and North Africa 60 73 30.6 33.1 132 14.3
South Asia 532 562 51.8 49.0 16.2 13.7
Sub-SaharanAfrica 184 216 47.6 47.8 18.1 19.1

Note. The poverty estimates are for eighty-six countries, representg about 90 percent of the population of developing counri
Theyhave been updated from those used in WDR 1990 and arebased on national household sample surveys from thirty-one counties,
represting roughdy 80 percent of the population of developing countries, and on an econometric model to extrapolate poverty
estimates to the remaining fifty-five countries. The estimates do not indude the countriesof Indo-na or of the fonmer SovietUrnion.
ThepovertylineisS3l.23perperson permonthat 1985 prices Itis derivedfromaninternationalsurveyof povertylinesandrepresents
the typial consumption standard of a number of low-income countries. The poverty line in l curen is chosen to have constant
purchasing power parity across countnes based on 1985 purchasing power panty exchange rates. The headcount index is the
percentage of the populai below the poverty line. The poverty gap index is the mean distance below the poverty line (zero for the
nonpoor) expressed as a percentage of the poverty line. See details on the methodology in Ravallion, D..tt, and van de Walle (1991).
The updated estimates are documented in Ravallion, Datt, and Chen (1992).

percent increase in per capita consumption is on the observed rates of population growth by region
average associated with a 20 percent fail in the in the 1980s. The comparison between this critical
percentage of the population who are poor?S This minimum rate with actual rates of growth during
relationship vranes from country to country. Figure the decade (the first two columns of table 2) shows
I compares thepercentage change in the proporion that both East Asia and the Pacific and South Asia
of thepopulationlivingonless than$1 per daywith
the percentage change in real consumption per
capita across those countnes (n all regions) for
wbich reasonably comparable observations for two in Household Mean Consumption between
dates during the 1980s are possible. in Dats in Cons

Otherfactors affectingchanges inpovertyrare the Survq Dates in the 1980s
initial income distribution and how that distribu- -

tion changes. Poverty reduction is swifter when a 3W
higher proportion of the gains from growth reach , Poverty mdenc rose, hActoa
the poor. In Brazil average per capita income grew X aveage consumption d
by 220 percent from 1960 to 1980 to achieve a 34 c
percent dedline in the headcount index of poverty, 8
whereasiniadonesiapercapitaincomegrewbylO8 CatJ -5 100
percent from 1971 to l987 to bring about a 42 per- -.
cent decline in poverty incidence. This difference in w
perfomance is because of the less equal initial dis- .1

tribution of income in Brazil and the broad-based
growth achieved in Indonesia.

Table 2 presents estimates of the minimum rate of p -10W Poverty incidene fell,
growth in aggregate consumption necessary to g average consumption rose
achieve a reduction in thenumber of poor. Itreflects
theestimatedrelationshipbetweenincreasesinper -200 , ,
capita cJnsumption and declines in the percentage -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40
of the population who are poor (see figure 1) with Percentage change average real consumption
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Table t Minimum Rates of Growth to Reduce the Number of the Poor
(percent per year)

Minimum rate ofgrowth
in aggregate consumption Actual rate of growth Projected rate of growth

needed to achieue a reduction in aggregate consumption in aggregate consumption
Region in tire number of poor 1980-90 1993-2000

East Asia and the Pacific 2.4 6.1 7.7
Latin America and the

Caribbean 3.2 1.2 4.7
SouthAsia 3.3 5.1 4.9
Sub-Saharan Africa 4.7 0.8 3.3

No?it Based on thedataforlow-andmiddle-incomecounties in WDR 2992; theMiddleEast, North Africa, and Europe are excluded.
The projections come from the World Bank's data files. The minimum rate of growth in aggregate consumption needed to achieve a
reduction in the number of poor is based on the empirical relationship depicted in figure 1.

achieved rates of growth in consumption in the more than 30 million in the urban centers compared
1980s that were enough to bring down the number to around lOnillion inthe rural areas. Of the overall
of poor (although the slowing of progress in South increase in poverty, about 44 percent was account-
Asia during the latter half of the decade resulted in edforby the increase in poverty in the cities of Brazil
an increase in the number of poor, as indicated in alone. Another 17 percent of the increase took place
table 1). In East Asia and the Pacific, the rate of in Peru7
growth in aggregate consumption is considerably For East Asia and the Pacific, nutrition-based
more than the estimated minimum that would be poverty estimates show a dramatic decrease in the
needed to reduce the number of poor. The reverse incidence of absolute poverty-from one-third of
is true for Sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America thepopulationinl970toone-fifthinl980anddown
and the Caribbean; in both cases the rate of growth to one-tenth in 1990.0 Although much of the reduc-
is well below the critical value, markedly so in the tion in the number of poor in East Asia and the
case of Sub-Saharan Africa. Pacific took place in rural areas, poverty in the

region still remains mostly a rural problem.
Regional poverty trends. It is instructive to examine There are, however, some differences in perfor-

trends in two regions for which more detailed data mance, as progress in reducing poverty has been
exist.6 One is Latin America and the Canbbean, in slower in some countries in the region than in
which the living standards of the poor have de- others. Of the estimated 180 million absolute poor
cined over the decade. The other is East Asia and inl990in East Asia and the Pacific, China accounted
the Pacific, in which the poor have fared better in for 100 million. China achieved an average annual
the 1980s than before. rate of growth of 8.5 percent over the 1980s-4the

Recent estimates of the size of the poor popula- highest economic growth rate recorded by any de-
tion in Latin Am, -ca and the Caribbean, using a veloping country during the decade. This contrib-
regionalpovertyline of $2 per day (abigherpoverty uted to spectacular declines in the incidence of
linethanistypicalofsomeotherregions),showthat poverty, from about one-third in 1990 to barely
thenumberofpoorinthisregionincreasedbymore one-tenth in 1990, which was largely because of
than 40 million between 1980 and 1989. Across the broad participation in strong rural economic
regionduringthel980s,percapitaincomefellbyl1 growth. This progress now appears to be slowing
percent, real wages decied, and unemployment down, htwever, and there were signs of a modest
increased sharply. In many countnes in the region increasein rural income disparities inChina during
duning the recession of the 1980s, the income of the the late 1980s. In two rapidly industrializing coun-
poordedinedmorethanaverageincome. Inalmost tries (epublic of Korea and Malaysia) with GNP
everycomyinymtheregionthe risemurban poverty growth rates that averaged 6 to 8 percent dunng the
was greater than that in rural poverty; the number 1980s, the incidence of absolute poverty was more
of poor people was estimated to have increased by than halved, to less than 5 percent. In contrast, in
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Thailand the high economic growth rate during the achieved by low-income countries were greater
1980s had little impact on the incidence of poverty, than those achieved by middle-income countries,
since this growthwas notsufficientlybroad-based. but this trend was reversed by the 1980s when
Indonesia started the 1970s with more than half its indicators for middleincome countries improved
people in poverty (some 70 million), but by 1990 the at a faster pace. In general, countries with the lowest
incidence had fallen to i5 percent and the number incomes tend to have the lowest social indicators,
of poor to 27 million. Steady gains have been made and they tended to have slower rates of improve-
by Indonesia over a sustained period as economic ment in their social indicators during the 1980s.
growth has coincided with increasing overall
equality. Prospects for Reducing Poverty in the 1990s

Social indicators. Trends in sodal indicators show There was only a slight improvement in the aggre-
that although there has been a substantial improve- gate incidence of poverty in the latter half of the
ment over the past twenty-five years (see table 3), 1980s inthe developing world. The number of poor,
the rate of progress for most countries slowed dur- therefore,increasedatcdosetotherateofpopulation
ing the 1980s.9 As is the case with income poverty, growth. There was an increase of about 8 percent in
there is significantregional variation, and in a num- the number of poor over this period, for a com-
ber of countries social indicators remain at very low pound annual rate of about 1.5 percent. If ftis rate
levels. Many of these countries are in Sub-Saharan were to be maintained over the rest of the decade,
Africa and, to a lesser extent, in South Asia and the about 1.3 billion people would be consuming less
Middle East and North Africa. Although the rate of than $1 per day (at 1985 prices) by the year 2000.
improvement in South Asia and in the Middle East Reversing this trend will require both apprecLiably
and North Africa since the 1960s has been consis- higher economic growth rates during the rest of the
tently high, improvement in Sub-Saharan Africa decade and improved patterns of growtlh
has been much slower, at about half the rate of What do current growth projections imply about
South Asia. From the mid-1960s to the mid-1970s, what will happen to the number of poor by region?
the improvements in social indicators that were The third column of table 2 shows World Bank staff

Table 3. Trends in Selected Social Indicators by Region, 1965-90
tReion 1965 Z970 1975 1980 1985 1990

Infant mortality rate

East Asia and the Pacific 95 76 56 49 41 34
Europe and Centrl Asia 76 66 53 42 33 28
Latin America and the Caribbean 94 84 73 62 53 47
Middle East and North Africa 150 137 123 110 93 80
SouthAsia 147 137 128 116 103 92
Sub-SaharanAfrica 156 143 134 126 117 107

Gross primary school enrollment rate

EastAsiaandthePacific 88 88 118 III 120 129
Europeand CentralAsia 102 105 104 100 104 102
Latin America and the Caribbean 98 - 99 105 108 107
Middle East and North Africa 61 64 75 83 85 90
SouthAsia 68 68 75 78 88 90
Sub-SaharanAfrica 42 46 56 80 71 69

- Not available.
Nofc Infant mortality rate indicates the number of infants who die between birth and the age of one year per l,OO0 live biths in a

given year.Grossprmaryschoolenrollment rateis the totaInumber of children ofallagesenrolled inprimary school asapercentage
of the total number of primary school-age children; the ratio may exceed 100 percent because some pupils are younger or older tian
the coDrysstandard prmary school age. The data come from the World Bank's main database. Some of these data are estimates-
For more details, se World Bank (1992g).
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projections of the likely rate of growth in aggregate large declines in poverty incidence. At different
consumption from now until the year 2000. South times, Brazil, Indonesia, and Malaysia have all
Asia and (particularly) East Asia and the Pacifc are achieved sustained growth in mean income of
expected to achieve appreciably more growth than more than 3 percent per year. Brazil achieved a
the estimated miniimum needed for the number of reduction in poverty incidence from 56 to 22 per-
poor to fall. This is also true of Latin America and cent between 1960 and 1980; Indonesia reduced
theCaribbean. poverty incidence from 64 to 22 percent between

Undercurrentgrowthprojeclions,however,Sub- 1971 and 1987; and Malaysia reduced poverty
Saharan African countries are expected to grow by incidence from 35 to 14 percent between 1973 and
only3.3percent,whereastheminimumgrowthrate 1987. Evidence from Chile (1987-90), Costa Rica
that would be needed to reduce the number of poor (1987-89), and Venezuela (1987-91) also illustrates
is 4.7 percent. These figures assume a continuation the fact that poverty falls when income nses, even
of past trends that generally involved stable income over short periods of time.
distributions. Thus, under current conditions and The convese is also tre. Economies such as India,
expectations, the number of poor in Sub-Saharan Morocco, and Sri Lanka that have experienced low
Africa is likely to rise still further dunng the next long-term growth have expenced slow poverly
decade. This underscores the need for policies that reducton. Meanwhile, the poor have lost ground in
influence the pattern of growth in ways that cause countries in economic declne. In Lain America and
the income of the poor to grow faster than average the Carbbean, for example, extenal shocks and a
income. It also confirms the need to complement legacy of macroeconomic and structural policies
policies to stimulate growth with investments in caused many economies to decline durmg the 1980X
family planning health, and education. This would Falls in income in Argentina and Peru brought sub-
resultinagreaterdedineintheincidenceofpoverty stantal iceases in poverty. Although the present
for a given rate of growth in average income recovey in Latin America and the Canibbean should
and would prevent a serious worsening of human reduce poverty substantially, poverty has increased
conditions. in those counties that are still mired in recession

and that need to adjust-they have failed to adjust
Poverty and Country Policies or have only just begun to do so-induding Brazil,

Peru, and a group of smaller countries. These Cour-
It is clear from the previous discussion that a) de- tfies will account for the bulk of the region's poverty
veloping countries have made substantial progress problem in the 1990s. In Sub-Saharan Africa the
nreducngpovertyoverthepastthreedecadesand disappointing growth record of the 1980s was also

that (ii) there has been some loss of momentum in associated with increased poverty; as per capita
recent years. The key challengeis thus to resume the income decined, poverty rose.
more rapid rate of poverty reduction of earlier
years. To help counties that are pursuing this ob- Policy reforms. Given the strong correlation be-
jective to benefit from the lessons of experience of tween growth and poverty reduction, structural
other countries, the following discussion reviews policy reforms designed to achieve efficency and
recent developing-country expeience. Drawing growth objectives also promote poverty reduc-
inter alia on the Bank's operational and analytical tion.Y' However, it may take some time before re-
work, it reinforces the findings of wViDR 1990 and its sults begin to be achieved, in terms of growth or of
poverty reduction strategy. There has been signifi- poverty reductioiL Nevertheless, some of the posi-
cantprogressinreducingpovertyinthosecountries tive impact of policy reform on poverty reduction
that have both implemented efficient growth poli- can be accelerated by concentrating, in the initial
cies and provided basic socal services to the poor. phase of reform, on correcting policy distortions

that espeially disadvantage the poor and by direct-
Growth-oriented Policies ing public expenditures toward basic physical

infrastructure (such as rural roads) and basic social
Rapid poverty reduction generally requires rapid services. Meanwhile, in moving toward policies
growth. Counties that historically have enjoyed that stimulate growth, it is essential to adhere to a
large increases in mean income have experienced sustainable macroeconomic framework. To mini-
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mize the potentially adverse impact that the intro- would occur if Brazil strengened its social sector
duction of stabilization policies may have on the policies, if Pakistan redressed its past neglect of
poor in the short term, safety nets can be intro- social service provision, and if many African coun-
duced within the context of the macroeconomic fries tackded the lack of coverage and breakdown in
frameworkl the provision of primary social services and basic

infrastructure.
Efficient incentive policies that benefit the poor.

Liberalizing critical prices early in the sequence of Safetly nets. The poor's level of consumption can
reforms can cause the income of the poor to in- be protected duning the reform process. Indonesia
crease faster. This was an important factor in re- borrowed abroad to moderate the depth of the re-
ducing inequality in Indonesia and Costa Rica. cession that accompanied the implementation of
Relative price changes led to gains in terms of policy reforms. Partc:ipants in the Special Program
trade for producers and wage earners alike. In of Assistance for Africa receive large net transfers
African countries, where approximately 90 per- (averaging 12 percent of GDP in 1989-91) that are
cent of the poor are located in rural areas, it may helping to sustain consumption as these counties
be possible to reap substantial gains from this undertake reforms. Rather than providing general-
type of policy (see box 2). In Ghana and Nigeria, izedprotectionofconsumptionlevelsforallincome
for example, the rural sectors have gained consid- groups, which wilU undermine stabilization efforts,
erably from adjustment-related changes in the it is important for countries to establish safety nets
real exchange rate. In other countries, such as toprotectthemostvulnerablegroups.Forexample,
Tanzana, improvements in relative prices for the in countries in transition from socialism, large
rural poor occurred more slowly as a result of drops in output, widening income distributions,
initiallyinadequateorslowreform, suchasdelays and constraints on inherited systems of social pro-
in unifying exchange rates or failures to reform tection could lead to significant increases in pov-
marketing institutions. In such cases, deeper re- erty. The design of affordable safety nets-and
form is needed. possible tradeoffs with other expenditurs-thus

In urban areas,povertyisinfluencedbypolides need to be explicitly addressed in the design of
that affect small or unregulated enterprises. transition policies (see box 3).
Growth in these so-called informal activities is
primarily dependent upon growth in the rest of External environment. Adverse country condi-
the economy because most of what they produce tions can result from a combination of external
is for consumption. It is also important for gov- developments and domestic policy In some cases,
emnment to ensure that small-scale entrepreneurs the adverse effects of external factors such as
are not unduly hampered by regulations that im- trade restrictions may be mitigated by large inter-
pede their ability to compete in the marketplace.? national transfers. In many other developing
Removmg regulatory biases toward larger firmis, countries, however, the success of their poverty
relaxig overly stringent regulations for all firms, reduction strategies is likely to be affected by
and providing appropriate urban infrastructure exteral circumstances such as the progress of
are the best ways to facilitate growth that benefits global negotiations in stemming protectionist
the urban poor. tendencies.

Effcint public expenditures that benefit the poor. Improving Human Resources Development
Growth policies can be made more favorable to the
poor by reinforcg them with investments in basic Policies designed to expand the availability of basic
physical infrasucture and socal services because social services and to improve their quality are an
these investments facilitate the accumulation of equally important element of the WDR 1990 poverty
physicaland human capital by the poor Colobia's reduction strategy. The evidence is clear that invest-
relative success in the 1980s in significantly reduc- mentsinthe human resources of the poor (primarily
inginequalitycanonlypartlybe attributed to gains through programs that expand the availability of
interms oftrade. Itwasalso aconsequenceofearlier basic education and health services) have substan-
investments in human capital. Gains for the poor tial payoffs. Prelimnary findings of sevreal on-
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Box 2. Policy Reform and the Rural Poor in Africa

The vast majority of the poor in Sub-Saharan Africa Experience to date, however, also shows the diffi-
live in rural areas. In Cote d'Ivoire 86 percent of the culties entailed in tackling Africa's agricultural prob-
poor lived in runal areas in the mid-1980s, while in lems. In some countries, failure to implement policies
Ghana the figure was 80 percent The primary source that build the competitiveness of exports has contrib-
of livelihood for the rural poor is agriculture, supple- uted to a squeeze on tradables that has hurt agricul-
mented by non-farm earnings and by remittances tural producers. Inothercountries, producerpricesfor
from the cities. Prior to adjustment, biases against exports have stagnated or fallen, despite price re-
agriculture were extreme, in the form of direct taxes forms, reflecting trends in intemational commodity
and the effects of overvalued exchange rates and in- prices. In yet others, economywide reforms need to be
dustrial protection. Well-intentioned efforts to pro- complemented by a far-reaching reform of marketing.
videfarmerswithservicesthrough publicsectorinput Although successes in Ghana and Nigeria were partly
supplyandmarketinginstitutionscommonlywentto due to marketing reform, in Tanzania delays in im-
waste because the institutions oDncerned were hope- plementing marketing reforms for some export cops
lessly ineffcienL When low growth turned into full- caused delays in passing on benefits to producers. In
scale crisis in the early 1980s, many govemments Malawi until recently, restrictions were placed on the
responded by increasing the rationing of foreign ex- production of profitable export crops by small farmers.
change and domestic goods. This made things worse These restictions have since been removed, and an
because it slowed growth and was "anti-poor." In increasng number of smalholders are being given li-
Tanzania, for example, the bulk of what little foreign cmses to take productsdirectly to theaucion floor.
exchange was available was allocated to extraordi- In the food crop sector the liberalization of prices
narily inefficient industries, while most basic con- and marketing has contributed to an increase in food
sumer goods became unavailable in rural areas. production. Per capita food production has held

The aim of policy reform in Africa has been to steady in the latter half of the 1980s after a fall in the
redress these past biases. Both depreciating real ex- first half. This has helped to limit food imports in
change rates and iberaling external and internal many counines; overall, cereal imports in the late
trade raise the prices of tradable agricultural goods. 1980s were 8 percent lower than in the early 1980s.
Cocoa farmers in Ghana and Nigeia experienced a Food prices show no overall trend in real terms, and
doubling or more of the purchasing power of their increased domestic food production may have con-
crops because of exchange rate depredation and rises tributed to income gainsby net producers. Stable food
in the share of the final price they received. Rural priceshelpthoseamongthepoorwhoarenetpurchas-
dweliersinTanzaniacouldgetconsumergoodsagain, ers of food.
andtheyresponded byincreasingagriculturalsupply. Adjustmentisnot enough to bringabout significant
These gains have been complemented by renewed changes that will benefit the rural poor. Investing in
growth in countries undergoing reform. The core rural roads, developing research and extension ser-
group of countries in the Special Program of Assis- vices, and developing private services are equally im-
tance PA) grew by an annual average of 3.2 percent portant for broad-based rural development This will
betweenl988and 1991, compared with lApercentfor take time and different kinds of govenmment actioiL
countries outside the SPA that have only received The first round of refonms has dearlybrought benefits
World Bank support from the International Develop- tosomneofthepoor,butdeeperpolicyreform,arevival
ment Association (IDA). A severe lack of data makes a of public and private investment, particularly in rural
firm assessment impossible, but the combination of a infrastruchtre and research and extension services,
recoveiy in growth and the removal of some of the and continuing institutional reform will be required
worst anti-rural biases cerbinly helped many of the inthe 1990stoachieve thegrowththatisaprerequisite
poor. for bringing about a major tunaround in poverty.

goig stucies indicate that there are large returns to research projects focusing specifically on education
improving the quality of social services. These re- suggest that expanding low-quality schooling may
turns often exceed the returns to inceasing quar- not be the optimal public investment In particular,
tity. In Brazil, for example, results from World Bank the quality of rural schools in northeast Brazil, the



Box 3. Addressing the Vulnerability of the Poor in Countries in Transition

In most of the countries of Eastern Europe and of the vulnerability of the reforms to falls in income. How-
former Soviet Union poverty incidence used to be low ever, inherited systems of transfers will need to be
because of their middle-income status, their employ- radically reformed to meet the needs of the unem-
mentguarantees,theirwell-developedsocialservices, ployed and to ensure that the tranfers are affordable
and the widespread transfers available to those out- and that the needy can be targeted.
side the labor market Now, however, poverty is al- There are three immediate issues facing these
most certainly increasing rapidly. Cumulative falls in countries in transition. Forrmal safety nets, which
per capita income of 20 percent are the rule (and in most countries are pursuing, will cost more titan
some countries, including Albania, Bulgaria, Georgia, those adopted by comparable countries with mar-
and Romania, they have been much larger). The pre- ket-based economies because of the large number of
viously high degree of equality meant in practice that people to be covered. Can these countries afford
much of the population of the region had income only these safety nets? How far is it possible to reform
moderatelyaboveanypovertyline.Aswagedistribu- safety net systems to improve targeting to the
tions are widening and more workers are ceasing to needy? What is the tradeoff between spending on
work (whether because of unemployment or because transfers to hold up consumption and spending on
theyhaveleftthelaborforce),inequalityisrising. Past health and education necessary to prevent declines
social service provision and new and old safety nets in human capital? These issues are interconnected,
(unemployment benefits being largely new) are also since the contraction of the labor market will be
under threat as enterprises withdraw from the social linked to the pressures on the safety net system and
sectors and as pressures on budgets rise. on the fiscal situation.

Making policy choices in this context is not easy Different countries will require different solutions.
because the tradeoffs in the transition economnies are Hungary, for example, may be able to afford a re-
much more acute than in most market-based econo- formed version of a formal transfer system of com-
rmes, and there is not enough information to assess prehensive social security and unemployment
them fully. Two issues are important here. First, em- benefits. Kyrghyzstan and Albania probably cannot
ployment policy is critical to poverty outcomes. The and will require more radical reforms. In all cases,
fact that many more people are employed in old, there is an urgent need for an explicit assessment of
inefficient rather thanl new, efficient activities points the implications of the alternative reform paths for
to highly adverse outcomes for employment in the the poor. Sector reports in Belarus, Hungary,
short termL Thus, the tradeoff between the pace of Kyrghyzstan, Poland, Romania, and the Russian Fed-
reform through radical disprotection (for eample, by eration are addressing these issues. There is also an
liberalizing trade) and gains in efficiency should be urgent need for data to be collected that will allow
explicitly assessed because this is central to the pace conditionsduringthe transitiontobermonitored (data
and sequencing of reform. Second, safety nets are collection is already under way in the East European
particularly relevant given the social and political countries and in the Russian Federation).

country'spoorestregion,couldbesubstantially im- The poor tend to benefit less from tertiary ser-
proved at low cost by increasing the availability of vices, such as university education and curative
books and by improving teaching skills.' hospitals. In Indonesia, for example, where the

The evidence also shows that the poor tend to Bank has recently completed a major analysis of the
benefit disproportionately from investments in incidence of such expenditures, the poorest 20 per-
basic services, such as prinmay schools and primary cent of the population receive 24 percent of the
health care centers. Since the better-off are typically government subsidy to health sub-centers and 22
already fully served by basic services, icremental percent of the subsidy for primary education, but
services tend to benefit the poor more than propor- they receive only 5 percent of subsidies to hospital
tionately to their share in the population. Further- inpatients and 3 percent of subsidies for senior sec-
more, since the poor tend to have larger families, ondaryschooling.
services that benefit children tend to benefit the )irect income gains from better health and edu-
poor more. cation are only one way in which social services
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improve the well-being of the poor. Better health but the pace of improvement in the income of the
and education outcomes also raise welre directly poor has been slow because of slow growth. A
by expanding the range of options that people have comparison between Jamaica and Malaysia
in their lives. Differences in the extent to which illustrates the point. In 1960, both countries had
countnes have reduced child mortality and raised almostexactlythesamepercapitaincome,although
life expectancy have been directly corlated with Jamaicahad betterhealthand education conditions.
their success in increasing access to public health By 1990, both countries had improved their social
care, independently of differences in the incidence indicators, butMalaysia's haveimproved more dra-
of poverty.13 matically, and its per capita income has risen to

Growth is not necessary for social indicators to double that of Jamaica. Thus, the economic oppor-
improve, but failure to grow can diminish the po- tunities available to Malaysia's poor have increased
tential for the impact of public action. Economic more. Conversly in Palkstan, growth raised the
growth provides income to finance an expansion in income of the poor, but because social services re-
access to key social services. For example, since ceived too little attention, the poor's conditions, as
independence, most goverenis in Sub-Saharan measured by the social indicators, did not improve
Africa have had the objective of providing universal at the same pace.
primary schoolin& yet progress toward this goal Investing in the human resources of the poor is
came to a halt in the 1980s. This was probably the an effective strategy for increasing their particpation
result of the economic crises in the region and the in economic growth This is ely to be more feasible
associated dedline in both the quantity and quality than efforts to increase their other assets by im-
of public services. plementing redistributive policies such as land trans-

The retumns from investments in basic social ser- fes This is because land redistribution programs
vices are affected by the climate for growth and the have succeeded ondy in m s where they
opportunities available to the poor. Countres such have been politcally acceptable and institutionally
as Jamaica and Sri Lanka have excellent sodal indi- feasible. Where those cirumstances exist;, however,
cators as a consequence of effective public action, land transfer policies should be supported



2. The World Bank's Implementation Effort

The World Bank has inreasingly ben pladrng pov- reduce poverty. Where povertyis more widespread
erty reduction at the center of the policy dialogue and implementation capacity weak, broad-based
and its country assistance strategies. This is partic- growth and support forbasic social services may be
ularly evident in the ways in which the composition the most effective ways to reduce poverty.
of the BankIs lending has changed.The Bank's anal- This section examines several aspects of the
ysis, research, and data collection activities have Bankes country assistance strategies. Individually,
also increasmgly addressed the causes of and solu- each aspect gives ordy a partal picture of the Bank's
tions to poverty as a basis for formulating country overall effort. These aspects include the policy dia-
assistancestrategies. logue and lendin& the Progam of Targeted Inter-

ventions (1), and the adjustment operations with
Design of Country Assistance Strategies poverty-focused components. These actil.ties are
to Reduce Poverty supported by a wide range of analysis on poverty,

including poverty assessments, economic and sec-
In keeping with the policy paper Assistnce Strate- tor work, and researdL
gies to ReducePoueriy, the design of the Bank's coun-
try assistance strategies has been changing in ways Policy Dialogue mad Lending
that support and complement country efforts to
reduce poverty. This design is guided by two prin- Progress in explicitly incorporating poverty reduc-
ciples. First, because all public policies and pro- tion objectves into oDuntry strategies is most evi-
grams affect the poor either diredy or indirectly, dent in countries where a poverty assssment has
the Bank's perspective on what is needed to reduce bee completed. In several cases, the findings of the
poverty in a county must be comprehensive Sec- assessment and of other Bank analyses have been
ond, because the depth and nature of poverty vary helpful in designing assistance strategies that sup-
significantly among countries, the specific empha- port country efforts to promote efficient growth, to
sis given to macro, sectoral, or targeted policies has expand access to social services, and to strengthen
to be determined by country-specific circum- safety nets. In box 4, this process is demonstrated in
stances. The measure of the Banks poverty reduc- the case of five developing countnes.
tion effort is the totality of the country assistance Overall, the assessments have identified key
strategy in the context of country commitment and actions tobe taken that will enhance countries' pov-
donor efforts. Within this broad framework, erty reduction efforts. These include removing ds-
although every Bank-financed project should be tortions that inhibit labor demand, providing
consistent with the poverty reduction strategy, it incentivestoagriculturlsmaliholders,andcorrect-
need not necessarily have an explicit poverty- ing imbalances in the composition of public expen-
redudngoDmponentCountycircnustancesdeter- ditures. Some assessments have also identified
minehowBank-supported operations should focus ways to improve the cost-effectiveness of safety
specifically on poverty reduction. In countries nets.
where poverty is narrowly concentrated and im- In countrieswherepovertyassessments havenot
plementation capacity is good, targeted programs been completed, the Bank's other econonuc and
can be an important part of govermnent efforts to sector reports have been used to provide the ana-

13
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Box 4. Designing Country Assistance Strategies to Reduce Poverty

China by enabling snallholders to gain access to a broad range
of cash crops. Also, the Entrepreneurship and Capital

The poverty assessment found that broad participation Market Adjustment Program has been set up to expand
in strong rumral growth caused poverty to be significantly access to investment opporunities and finance, to reform
reduced during 1978-85. The poor are now concentrated trade, tax, and labor policy, and to reorient public
in resource poor areas, mostly in upland sections of the expenditures toward basic social services. About one-
interior provinces. Achieving further reductions in pov- fourth of the Bank's lending during fiscal 1990-92 has
erty will be more difficult than in the past, and the strat- supported the social sectors-with loans to education
egy now requires more selective interventions. and population-and about one-third has been directed
Accordingly, the assessment recounends that the gov- toward smallholderagriculturae. Two future agnculhtral
emrnent eliminate constraints on labor mobiliy, increase projectwill provide financial and otherservices to small-
its investment in human capital and physical infwastruc- holders, especially women, and projects to expand the
ture in resource-poor areas, and restructure its rural de- rural water supply and to provide women with income-
velopment programs to emphasize high-return projects earnng opportunities are being prepared.
in the areas of rural enteprise and agriculture. To com-
plement thisstrategy, theassessment recommends thata Mexico
poverty motring system be established. These finr-
mgs have been incorporated into the Banks assistance The assessment found that poverty isimairdy rural and is
strategy. associated with the imbalance in public expenditures

between urban and rural areas. Consistent with this find-
India in& lending to agriculture and rural development has

increased as a share of the Barnes annual lending pro-
Theasgessmentconcluded thatfurtherpovertyreduction gram from less than 20 percent in the late 1980s to about
would require implementing far-reaching structural re- 40 percent since fiscal 1991. A recent agricultural sector
forms to promote growth and efficient labor demand, adjustment loan supported the rationalization of public
improving the access by the poor to social sector pro- investment, the privatization of parastatals, and a nutri-
grams, and improving the effectveness of targeted pro- tion/health pilot project for the poorest groups. General
graxnsand safety nets. The Bank's assistance strategy has subsidiesarebeingelimnnated,andtargetedsubsidies are
responded to these findings and to those of other Bank beingimprovedlInaddition,aseriesofrecentBartkloans
analysis,andBankresourceshavebeeninaeasinglyused has directed resources to four of the poorest states. The
to help to restructure and stabilize the economy. The loans support pubLic expenditure reforms aimed at dis-
recent adjustment loan has focused on reducing trade tributig per capita expenditures more evenly among
bariers,reformingpublicenteprises,andimprovingthe states and giving local municipalities more control over
financial system. Another operation has been proposed their exeditres. They also fiance the building and
to address the redepkloyent of employees in public en- upgrading of physical infrastructure and improvements
terprises, to imnpove the delivezy of social services, to in the quality of basi education and of basic health
incease the effectiveness of safety nets, and to monitor services.
the impact of adjustment on poverty. In addition, the
share of social sectr projects in the Banlks lending has VenezueLa
risen from less than 1 percent in the early 1980s to about
20 percnt in the early 1990s. In agriculture, lending is The findings of the poverty assessment were a key input
inreasingly being directed toward resource-poor areas, into the design of the Bankls assistance strategy and of its
particularlytoprojectthatbenefit poorfarnersandthat first proect m the social sectors in Venezuela, the Social
are located in neglected and drought-prone areas. Development Project The goals of this project are to

develop and expand preschool education in low-income
Meluikwi and rural areas, to rehabilitate and expand the primary

health care network, and to improve the government's
The assessment found that poverty reduction has been overall capacity to design, plan, and implement social
limited by regulatory controls on business and agncul- programs and to monitor their effects. The assessment
tureandbyfinancialandlabormarketinperfectionsand was followed by a comprehersive review of the educa-
that public expenditures for the social sectors are made- tion and health sectors, which has helped to shape three
quate. The Bank's overall assistance strategy to Malawi fortcomiing projectthe Basic Education Ptoject, the
has changed to reflect these findings. The Agniculture Endemic Disease Control Project, and the Hospital
Sector Adjusftment Credit is addressing these problems Moderiztion Project
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lytic foundation for making poverty central to the nearly 17 percent in fiscal 1992, and within these
design of assistance strategies. In Morocco, for sectors the emphasis is on shifting expenditures to
example, where a poverty assessment is being pre- rural areas and to prmary services.
pared, the policy dialogue has included specific If a counbts policies, programs, and institutions
poverty issues, paricularly those concemed with promote effective poverty reduction, the case for
growth,suchastradeandpublicinvestnentpolicy. substantial Bank assistance is strong, both from the
In addition, analysis of a household data set, col- InternationalBankforReconstructionandDevelop-
lected with substantial Bank assistance through the ment ([sR) and the International Development As-
Living Standards Measurement Study (LsMs), is ex- sociation (IDA). Int practice, however, it is often
pected to help evaluate the impact of the recent difficult to distinguish the impact of a country's
adjustment loan on poverty reduction and to pro- efforts to reduce poverty from its efforts to promote
videtheanalyticfoundationforfuturelending,par- efficient growth. Box 6 describes the process for
ticularly in the social sectors. allocating MA resources among recipients and how

In the countries of the former Soviet Union, pov- the allocations attempt to be sensitive to the extent
erty issues are being addressed from the outset of of a country's poverty focus. A country's poverty
the policy dialogue and len g process, in tandem reduction efforts are also taken into account in de-
with complementary analysis (see box 5). Poverty termirting iBRD lending. The substantial support
assessments for many of these countries are being that the Bank gives, for example, to El Salvador,
scheduled for the next few years. Indonesia, Mexico, and Morocco reflects the fact

In many African countries for which poverty as- that they are pursuing sound economic manage-
sessments have not been completed, country strat- mentandhumnanresourcesdevelopment,whichare
egies nevertheless strongly focus on removing the key ingredients for reduang poverty.
distortions and controls that discriminate against
the rural sector where most of the poor live and on Sectoral composition of lending. Agriculture and
eliminating regulations ': it inhibit small-scale en- rural development, water supply and sanitation,
trepreneural activity. In addition, the share of so- and human resources development are the sectors
cal sector projects has gone up, from less than 12 onwhichthefBankhasconcentrateditsdirectefforts
percent of investment operations in fiscal 1989 to to reduce poverty. During the 1970s, fundiing for

Box 5. An Integrated Approach to Reduce Poverty in the Countries of the Former Soviet Union

As the Bank's assistnce strategies are being put into Theanalysisof povertyatpresetfouLsesondevel-
place in the countries of the former Soviet Union, oping adequate safety nets and effective labor mar-
poverty issues are being included in the policy dia- kets. Poverty issues are initially being addressed in
logue,inlendinginanalysis,andineffortstoimprove countly economic and sector work and country eco-
data collection. Poverty reduction efforts concentrate nomuememoranda(CEMs)ratherthaninseparatepov-
on inrvestments for social protection and human re- erty assessments. Several CEMs (for example, for
sources development, including projects that encour- Lithuania and the Russian Federation) and sector re-
agelabor markets to funcdon effectively. This is being ports (including Kyrghyzstan and Ukraine) secific-
done by strengthening the capacity of national ally consider safety net and labor market reforms.
employment services to provide income support and Initial evidence indicates that poverty emsts and,
to engage in more proactive programs. For instance, during the economic transition, is increasing in some
the Employment Services and Social Protection Prto countries; therefore, a broader approach and addi-
ect in the Russian F;ederation addresses the weakest tional resources will be needed in some cases. The
link in the safety net-the ability to cope with exten- Bank is beginning to help governments to improve
sive unemploymenL Technical assistance to develop their data collection. This effiort is most advanced in
safety nets is a key component of recent rehabilitation the Russian Federation where the Bank is providing
loans (the Russian Federation and the Baltics), and technical assistance for a longitudinal survey that
stand-alone technical assistance loans are being pre- measures the social impact of the economic crisis and
pared in a number of countries, of the transition from a command economy.
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Box 6. Volume of mDA Lending Allocations

FortheverypoorestcountriestheWorldBankextends are considered in determining the IMRD/IDA balance
resources from the International Development Asso- and overall levels,
ciation (IDA) on only the most concessional terms. The DuringtheninthlAreplenishment(fiscalI991-93),
volume of lending for these countries is determined per capita allocations of IDA resources among coUn-
by a process guided by a rating system in which tries have been more sharply differentiated than they
economic performance plays a central role. A major used to be. Efforts to reduce poverty have been given
dimension of performance, in turn, is the greater weight The result is that actual allocations
government's commitment to reducing poverty. Also among IDA borrowers in fiscal 1991-92 more strongly
taken into account is the quality of the govemment's reflected the efforts made by counties to reduce pov-
short- and long-term economic management A erty. Country performance in poverty reduction and
country's antipoverty effort is assessed in terms of ineconomicmanagementtendtobehighlycorrelated.
how well it is implementing the pover reduction AmongcountriesthatreceiveBanksupportonlyfrom
strategy presented in WDR 1990. Some important ele- IDA, those in the top twenty-ffth percentile in terms
ments are whether policies succeed in generating the of poverty effort have received per capita allocations
kind of growth that makes productive use of labor, in that are about four times higher on average than the
expanding the delivery of social services, and in allocations to countries in the lowest twenty-fifth per-
strengtheningtheeffectivenessofexistingsafetynets. centile. During the eighth IDA replenishment, the
These considerations also affect allocations in coun- counties in the top twenty-fifth percentile received
tries that receive loans from both IDA and IBRD. In per capita alocations that were about three times
addition, issues of creditworthiness and portfolio mix higher than thosein thelowest twenty-fifth percentile

agniculture and rural development was the largest education lending Both are expected to increase
of the three sectDrs. By the late 1980s, however, the furiter in the next few years.
Bank had started to expand its role in human re- Within the field of human resources develop-
sources development, while the volume of lending ment, the lending focus has broadened from con-
to agriculture remained constant m nominal terms. centrating on project-speific activities to include
This trend in lending for agriculture, however, has support for sectoral policy reforms, now seen as
been accompanied by an expansion of lending to criticalforeconomicgrowthandpovertyreductionL
hdlp develop mral infrastucture (roads, village i- Two good examples of this evolution in lending are
frastructure, and electrification), which now ac- in Indonesia and El Salvador. In Indonesia the em-
counts for more than a quarter of total lending for phasis has shifted from expanding basic sodal
the rural sector. Lending for water supply and san- inftastructure and providing commodities to im-
itation has remained roughly constant at around 5 proving the quality and effectiveness of socal ser-
perent of Bark lending in the 1980s and early vices. Operations are concentrating increasingly on
1990s. introducing sectorwide policy reforms, training

The Bank's gowig focus on human resources personnelminhealthskills,andbuildginstitutional
development is reflected in the fact that its lending capacity. The Soial Sector Rehabilitation Loan mEl
to the sector has increased sharply, having grown Salvador also supports wide-ranging sectoral re-
almost fivefold since the early 1980s. As table 4 forms, including changing the composition of pub-
indicates, between fiscal 1981-83 and fiscal 1990-92, lic expenditures. The government is increasing the
lending for humnan resources development as a total budget for recurrent expenditures on pnmary
percentage of total Bank lending grew from about 5 health care and pnmary and preprimary education
percent to about 14 percent. During the past two and the share of the budget that is allocated to
decades, the bulk of lendig for human resources non-salaryrecurrentexpenditures.
development has been for education, which tripled TheBankhas also intensified itssupportforeffec-
between fiscal 1981-83 and fiscal 1990-92. Lending tive primary-level services where the impact on
for population, health, and nutrition has been in- poverty reduction is estimated to be the greatest
creasing sharply and is approaching the size of Lending for primary education more than doubled
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between fiscal 1987-89 and fiscal 1990-92, averaging poor, on women of childbearing age, and on chil-
about 30 percent of education lending i fiscal 1990- dren under the age of five.
92. Primary education projects in recent years have Inmanycountries,highfertility ratesandpoverty
focused broadly on enhancing learning ac:hieve- formaviciouscirdethatthreatensthewelfareofthe
ment while focusing explidtly on improving the populatior, especially women and children Poor
quality of instruction, providing leaming opportu- families tend to have a large number of children to
nities for disadvantaged groups, and most recently guarantee the survival of a few in an environment
promoting early childhood development. The Pri- nfe with risks of malnutrition and disease. Also,
mary Education linprovement Program in Chile, high birth rates are known to be associated with
for example, aims to increase the efficiency of pri- higher infant and maternal death rates. For these
mary education in poor urban and rural areas reasons, the Bank supports an integrated approach
through currculum improvement, teacher training, to population activities, and most of the ten popu-
textbook provision, and feeding programs. Most lation projects supported in fiscal 1992 induded
education projects supported by the Bank empha- health components, often related to nutrition or
size educational opportunities for girls. For exam- matemal and child health. The Mauritania Health
ple, the Punjab Middle School Project creates and Population Project, for example, will benefit
incentives to improve female participation in all mostlywomenandchildrenby improvingthequal-
levels of education by providing scholarships to ity and accessibility of basic health and family plan-
girls in rural areas of Pakdstan. The Bank is also ning services in poor rural areas.
helping to rebuild primary education systems dev- Support for nutrition has inceased markedly in
astated by civil aonflict (as in Uganda) and eco- recentyears. Nutrition activities in Bank-supported
nomic decline (as in Zambia). projects can be characrize as being targeted to

Lending for population, health, and nutrition tri- the poor in various ways. These indude targeing
pled betweenfiscal 198749 and fiscal 1990-92 Dur- programs geographically to reach those in greatest
ing fiscal 1990-92, it accounted for-a little more than need, channeling support through health services
one-third of human resources development lend- that deal with the lowest income groups, and in-
ing, and since it is growing faster than education, it volving NGOs that already have links to the poor.
will soon increase to half. Lending for basic health, The Bank has also been assisting govermnents to
which is the largest component of population, target exsting progms more efficiently by intro-
health, and nutrition, also increased sharplr, it ac- ducing components such as growtl. monitoring ac-
counted for about 4 percent of all Banik lending in companiedbynutritioncounseling supplementary
fiscal 1990-92, up from about 1 percent in fiscal feeding and vitaninand mineral supplementation.
1987-89. A fundamental objective of basic health Nutrition programs are increasingly being incor-
projects has been to improve the quali '. efflciency, porated into operations in other sectors, such as
andequityofbasicserviceswithanemp,hasisonthe agrialture, education, and emergency relief. For

Table 4. Average Annual Lending to Poverty-focused Sectors, Fisca 1981-92
Fisca 1981483 Fiscal 1.987-89 Fisca 1990-92

Lending ($ milHons)
Human resources development 659 1,059 3,028

Education 603 756 1,874
Population, health, and nutrition 56 303 1,154

Agriculture and rural development 3,513 3,638 3,753
Water supply and sanitation 596 765 1,023
Total Bank lending 13,261 19,421 21,698

As share of Bank lending (percent)
Human sourwces development 5 6 14
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example, in response to the devastating drought targeting mechanism is not necessarily included. A
that southem Africa suffered in 1992, several pro- system for monitoring the projects in the Prn has
jects include nutrition components. The Zimbabwe been established in all of the regions.'4

Emergency Drought Recovey and Mitigation Proj- In fiscal 1992, $3 billion or about 14 percent of
ect, for example, supports the delivery of food aid Bank lending was in the rn1 and fifty-one of the 190
directly to the most vulnerable groups through a Bank-approved investnent projects were PFr oper-
network of nutrition centers and provides a pack- ations (see table 5). About 20 percent of iDA lending
age of services including growth monitoring, nutri- in fiscal 1992 went to projects in the 'm Annex A
tion education, deworming, and micronutrient includes a brief description of the ni's objectives
supplementation. and lists projects included in the Pri during fiscal

1992
Program of Targeted Interventions The majority of these rn projects are broadly

targeted; only eleven projects contain narrowly tar-
Targeted interventions are one element of a geted interventions. The Bank's reliance on broad
country's efforts to reduce poverty. They comple- targeting reflects the importance placed on achiev-
ment broader macroecononic and sectoral policies ing universal provision of basic social services, such
and public expenditures, which are important de- as primary education and health care. Usually, the
terminants of cDuntry poverty outcomes. Recogniz- expansion of these services benefits the poor dis-
ing that the Bank's support for targeted proportionately and is sustained by widespread
interventions provides only a partial picture of its social and political support. In the eleven projects
efforts to support and complement country efforts that include narrowly targeted interventions, the
to reduce poverty, Assistance Strategies to Reduce Bank supports the targeting of individuals or
Poverty proposed targeting as a measure of one households in cases involving credit, land titling,
aspect of the Baanes assistance strategies. In doing and population, health, and nutrition.
so, it defined the term Program of Targeted Inter- Projects in thern cover a wide variety of sectors,
ventions (Fi) and established criteria on the basis of with the majority concentrated in agriculture and
which a project would be included in the in The rual development, human resources development,
crten. are: (i) narrow targeting, consisting of pro- and water supply and sanitation. rPT projects aim to
jects that include a specific mechanism for identify- benefit specific groups, such as unskiled workers,
mig and reaching the poor, or (i) broad targeting, residents of less developed and low-income areas
consisting of projects in which the participation of (both urban and rural), those lacking access to land,
the poor significantly exceeds the proportion of the those belonging to a particular ethnic group or re-
poor in the population as a whole even if an explicit cent migraants, and those with certain demographic

charactenstics such as gender, age (children under
five years of age), or health risks (diseases come-

Table 5. Program of Targeted Interventions, lated with poverty, such as schistosomiasis) (see
Fwal 1992 box7). Projectsinthe inaredesigned to achieveone

or more of the following objectves: raising produc-
Total Pn lending ($ millions) 2,994 tivity, developig human resources, improving liv-

As share of investment lending (percent) 19 ing conditions, and providing safety nets.
As share of all Bank lending (percent) 14 The Bank has supported a relatively small but
Total number of PTi projects 51 growing number of safety-net interventions (either

IDA mi lending ($ milions) 1,277 as free-standing operations or as components of
As share of all inn lending (percent) 43 projects) for the most vulnerable groups. In coun-
As share of IDA investmet lending (percent) 28 ties that receive IDA financing, these interventions
As share of all IDA lending (percent) 20 icreased from none in fiscal 1985 to fifteen in fiscal
Number of IDA FI protectS 31 ±991-92. This increase is partly explained by efforts

Note These figures are based on the followg ctena for to protect the poor from the side effects of stabiliza-
including a proect in the program of targeted intwnenio tion policies, especaly in Sub-Saharan Africa and
projectswitaspedfictargetingmechanismand/orprojedsfor Latin Amerca and the Carbbean, durng the late
which the proportion of poor anong project bene is at

gifficantlylargerfanitheirproportioninthetolalpopulatior. 1980s and early 1990s (see box 8). More recently the
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.tate specifically on poverty reductiorL The prnid-
Box 7. Targeted Projects Designed pal policy instruments that have been used for this
to Reach Women purpose are the reonentation of public expendi-

tures toward infrastructure and social services for
A significant number of projects in the Program of the poor and the elimination of distortions and
Targeted Inteventions explcitly target wolfe, regulatLons that especally disadvantage the poor.
both in income-generating and social sect . In several cases, poverty-focused adjustment oper-
agriculture the emphasis is on providing extension
and credit to women farmers and on involving at talsoesupothe provision of safes. nets or
them in natural resource management Urban de- targeted transfers to specifi poor goups.
velopment projects, for example, provide employ- A review of the Bank's adjustmentlending shows
mentforwomen,and watersecborprojectspromote that it has broadly supported the kind of reforms
the formation of women's assocations to retail that over the medium term are likely to restore
water. In the education sectr specific efforts have growth and reduce poverty.'5 Countries in whidh
been made to improve the access of girls to basic adjustment lending has been successful such as
education, for example by malkng the cuarnculum Indonesia, have also been relatively successful in
more relevant to their needs and by increasing the terms of reducing poverty. Since the late 1980s the
recauitment of female teachers. Projects in popula- share of adjustment loans that generally consider
tion, health, and nurintion provide a range of ma- social issues to one degree or another has increased
ternal and child health services, induding special shaiply from less than 5 percent of al adjustment
care forwomen atrisk of givingbirth to low-weight lsh drn fiscal 1984-86 to more tan 50 percent
babies.lasdxn il18 6 omr hn5 ecnduring fiscal 1990-92.16

I _____________________________ | According to the Bank's operational directive on
poverty reduction, structural adjustment loans and
sectoral adjustment loans (sALs/sECALs) that sup-

emphasis on safety nets has increased in Eastern porttheelirinationof distortionsaffectingthepoor
European countries to help cushion their transition and/or the reform of public expenditures for the
to a market system. purpose of reducing poverty are considered to be

In response to the increasing awareness of the poverty-focused.Thisdefikitionalsoindudesoper -
manydirectandindirectlinksbetweenpovertyand ations that support targeted interventions or pov-
the environment, the Bank has begun to address erty monitoringY17 In fiscal 1992, eighteen of
resource management and environmental issues in thirty-two adjustment loans included an explicit
n projects. In Benin, for instance, a program de- poverty focus (see table 6 and annex B, which con-
signed to rehabilitate infrastructure and environ- tains a desciption of the poverty focus of each
mental sanitation uses public works to raise the operation). Over half the poverty-focused adjust-
employment and income levels of the urban poor. ment operations in fiscal 1992 were funded by IDA,

In Brazil, the Rondonia Natural Resources Mnage- and eleven were in the Sub-Saharan Africa region.
ment Project has supported changes in policies, Mosthavemorethanonespecificpovertyreduction
regulations, and investments, including instituting goaL
land reform and establishingbasic support services In general, poverty-focused SAIS support wid-
such as credit, agricultural extension, and market- ening access to basic social services and physical
ing infastructure, infrastructure, reforming financial markets, im-

proving agricultural marketing, and to a lesser
Adjustmnt Programs extent reforming labor markets. Eleven of them

support targeted programs or safety nets (inainly
Structral and sector adjustment operations are de- food subsidies), food assistance programs, and
signed to support macroeconomic and sectoral pol- programs that retrain dismissed public sector
icy reforms consistent with efficient resource employees.
allocation and rapid and sustainable growth. These Adjustment lending has become more poverty-
are essental components of an effective poverty focusedinthreeareas Frst,nmanyadjustmentloans
reduction strategy. Country drcumstances deter- have given more attention to safety nets and to
mine when adjustment operations should concen- restructuring public spending. The most common
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Box & Transfers and Safety Nets

The most common safety net interventions have been structures using labor-intensive tedhniques that gen-
labor-intensive public works, nutrition programs, erate emergency employment in the construction sec-
targeted food subsidies, and the provision of family tor for low-income families. Tle Bank-financed safety
benefits and pensions. Public works projects sup- net interventions have also aimed at helping low
ported by the Bank have typically aimed atgenerating income families to reconstruct their dwellings and
quick employment for those whose incomes decline haveprovidedariticalagricultualinputsandvehicles
as a result of job losses or higher food prices. to transport food to affected areas. Examples indude

In fiSal 1990-92, four free-standing public works the Sudan Emergeny Drought Rehabilitation Project
projectswere supported in Africa (Burkna Faso, Mali, and the North China Earthquake Reconstruction
Niger, and Senegal). These projects emphasized the Project
involvement of beneficiaries in the design of the pro- These interventions emphasize the need for better
jectsbyfundingproposalsfiomlocalgroups.Asinthe targeting of food subsidies m countries with costly
caseof othertagetedprograms,publicworksprojects subsidy schemes that mainly benefit the nonpoor. In
mustbeassessedintermsoftheiracacmcyinargeting practice, food-based tagetng is difficult to imple-
the poor, their administrative costs, their political ment, and the potental is greater in urban areas than
sustainability, and the behavioral responses of their in rural areas. Targeting can be achieved by choosing
beneficiaries and other Experience shows that pro- the commodities to be subsidized carefully or by lo-
grams that use self-lection mechanisms (such as catmg distribution outlets in poor neighborhoods. In
providing jobs that pay low wages so that only the Tunisia,theEconornicandFmancialReformsSupport
poorhaveanincentivetotaketmenm)ratherthanthose Loan has used quality differentiation, in that it has
that rely on means testing are often cost-effective be- narrowed the subsidy to cover only milkwith cheaper
cause the former have lower administrative costs packaging and is direcing the sales of subsidizedbulk

The Bank has also supported labor-intensive works oil toward rural areas and poorer neighborhoods. In
during natural disasters such as earthquakes, Venezuela's Structural Adjustment Credit and in
droughts, or floods. The aim has been to support the Jamaicaes Social Development Project sharp reduc-
rehabilitation of damaged schools and healti centers tions in general subsidies were accompanied by
and the restoaion of flood protecion and irngation targeted interventions to protect the poor.

safety nets have been nutition programs, labor- Third, an increasing number of adjustment
intensive public works; and targeted food subsi- loans indude conditions for the release of
dies. The ructuring of public expenditures has tranches that relate to a country's efforts to reduce
taken the form of maintaning or increasing the poverty. The share of loans that include social
share of expenditures on social services, particu- sector conditionality increased from less than 5
larly basic social semices. In some cases the focus percent of all adjustment loans in fiscal 1984-86 to
has also been on improving the composition of almost 30 percent during fiscal 1990-92.3 In fiscal
social expenditure. hI Ghana, for example, in the 1992, eleven of the thirteen SALS and three of the
contextof thestructuraladustmentcredits,thegov- five SECALS contained tranche release conditions
emmnent has been restructuring recurrent expendi- dependent on poverty reduction measures. Most
tures in favor of non-salary expenditures. In of these conditions have been related to increas-
Gambia, budget allocations for recurrent expendi- ing or maintaining public expenditures on social
tures have been incrased. services (Bangladesh, Burundi, COte d'Ivoire,

Second, some loans are based on an overall Malawi, Morocco, Mozambique, Sierra Leone,
assessmentofhowreformswillaffectthepoorboth and Uganda). Other conditions have included a
inhiefransition and inthelongtenn. Infiscal 1992, progress report on land distribution and the
three operations, induding the Morocco SAL (see transfer of land rights to smallholders and private
box 9), supported the gathenng of poverty data and enterprises (Mozambique) and a report on im-
the monitoring of the impact of adjustment on the provements in the targeting of consumer subsi-
poor. dies (Tunisia). In Sierra Leone, tranche release
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was conditional on providing a special allocation in Typically the programs involve local govenmments,
the 1992-93 budget for sodally oriented programs. private sector groups, and NGCS in the design and

Social funds and social action programs" were implementation of these projects. These programs
originally established to protect those adversely are not, however, an adequate substitute for a far-
affected by adjustment, but they can also operate as readhing restructuring of social sector (and other)
intermediaries to finance interventions that target expenditures in favor of poverty reduction and
thepoor.r eyareoftenabletoplayaroleinincreas- growth. In fact, there is a risk that they divert atten-
ing political support for reform and in mobilizing tion away from strengthening the institutions and
extemal resources. The Bank has supported nine- basicprogramsinsectoralministriesandthuscause
teen of these interventions in seventeen countries, essential sector or policy reform to be postponed.
including eleven in Sub-Saharan Africa. Usually Another risk is that some social funds may not be
these programs channel resources to small, de- fiscally sustainable.
mand-drivensubprojects proposedbyalocal group Evidence on how effectivesocialfimds and social
(usually an NGO) or a local govremment agency. action programs have been in targeting the poor is

Table 6. Objectives of Poverty-focused Components in Adjustment Operations, Fiscal 1992
Roming Developing

p7ublic Addressing Targeted Monitong poverty Trandwe relese
expenditures distortions" pvronnns povertf pol;ic conditios

SALs

Bangladesh* x x
Bolivia* x
Burundi x x x
Malawi* x x x x
Morocco x x x x x
Mozambique' x x x x x
Panama x x x
Pena x x
Romania x x
Sierra Leone x x
Tunisia x x x
Uganda* x x x
Zimbabwe* x x x x x

SECALs

C6te d'Ivoire
Regulatory reform* x
Human resources* x x

Ghana' (Agriculture) x x x
Kenye x x
Zambia* x x x

totalmeasures 14 6 11 3 3 14

*Fmnced only by IDA, except those in C6te d&Ivoire and Zimbabwe, which are jointly IDA and WID funded.
NotE Poverty-focused adjustment operations include Lhose that (a) focus specifically on eliminatig distorLions affecting the poor

and/or (b) support a public expenditures program focused on reducing poverty. For more information on each of these operations,
see annex B.

a. Supports a reorientation of public expenditures toward physical infrastructure and basic social services for the poor.
b. Focuses specifialy on eliminating distorts at especially dimdvanthge e poor.
c Supports progams tat provide safety nets or that target speific groups.
d. Supports the gathierng of poverty data and the moritoring of the impact of adjustment on the poor.
e. Includesthedevelolmentofpovertyreductionstrategiesandinprovementofpolicyformulainandcoordinaticnfcrreducing

poverty.
L Contains tranche release conditions related to poverty reduction mieasures.
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mobilizing a community to organize itself. Finally,
Box 9. Developing an Infonration Base some socda fumds have been less effective than they
to Strengthen Poverty Analysis: might have been because of weak management or
The Morocco SAL political conflict.

The recent Morocco structural adjustment loan Participatory Approaches
supports the development of an information base
to help strengthen poverty analysis, to design fu- The Bank has been stressing the need to tailor oper-
htre programs, and to track progress in redudig
poverty. This involves preparing a poverty profile ahons to the needs and preferences of benefiarnes.
(which describes the income and social aspects of eus, government and project ageniaes are being
povertyby activity, location, and othercharacteris- encouraged to placegreater emphasis onpartipa-
tics), the basic information for which is being taken tion, on involvilg NGOs, and on canying out benefi-
from the recently completed Living Stndards dary assessments. These initiatives are particularly
MeasurementSurveySM).Italsoinvolvesdevel- unportant because they give the poor a voice in
oping a set of indicators that can be monitored, poverty-fcused operations.
induding indicators of actions that the govemment
has taken (inputs) and specific income and social Strengthening participation. Programs and pro-
indicators(outcomes).Asystemforgaheringthese jects are more likely to be successful when the
indicators (some of which will require new data to intended beneficiaries participate in designing
be collected) is being devised. As a condition of and implementing them. A growing number of
releasing the second tranche of funds for the pro- B p. . .~pol Bank-supported projects involve beneficiaries atect, the process of colecing and monitoring the .s i t
indicators will be reviewed, and the system will be various stages in te project cycle, especially in
refined as necessary. The govemment will also pre agriculture, urban development, ral water sup-
parea povertyreductionstrategybeforethesecond ply, and population, health, and nutrtion. In ag-
tranche is released. riculture, projects are increasingly making explicit

provision for farmers to participate in project de-
cisions. A large number of urban projects have
invited and received input from local people,
while many successful projects to improve rural

limited and mostly anecdotaL Preliminary expen- water supply have involved active community
ence with the programs in a few countries (Bolivia, participation from the start. Some nutrition pro-
Guinea-Bissau, Honduras, and Sao Tome and jects rely specifically on local women's groups for
Princpe) indicates that in these ilstances they have their outreach efforts. The Bank has also made a
successrully met some of their objectives. Some les- major effort to explore the possibilities for benefi-
sons are emerging, partcularly regarding design ciary participation in environmental projects, in
and implementatiorL the Bank's economic and sector work, and in

Fist, it can be important to have a variety of forthcoming poverty assessmenLts, particularly in
agencies implementing specific subprojects accord- the Sub-Saharan Africa region.
ing to their comparative advantages. For example, Ini990theBank-withsupportfromtheSwedish
in the case of the Honduras Sodal Fund, it was International Development Agency-formed a
found that municipalities and local community learning group to study key issues such as how
groupswereusuaflymore effectiveforcarryingout participation improves the effectiveness of inter-
infrastructure projects and that NGOS were more ventions and what tools are available to assist Bank
effective for community banking, microenterprise task managers to encourage participation20 In Feb-
support and tmining activities. Second, poor com- ruary 1992 the group held a workshop that brought
munities often require some techimcal assistance to together Bank staff, academics, Ncos, governments,
developiLitiativesandtopreparequalityproposals and other donors to pool their experiences. The
since they are often not able to do so on their own, group has produced an interim report and is also
whereas groups in lIess poor commuxiities usually preparing a handbook of good practices, tools for
can. Third,insomecasesthefund isnotin existence task managers, and a training program for Bank
long enough to carry out some activities, such as staff.
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Several preliminary findigs are emergng from ing a growig number of beneficiy assessments.
discussions within the group, from interviews with These evaluate the socdocultural conditions of the
task managers of participatoyprojects, and from a beneficiary population on the basis of interviews
review of the Bank's overall experience with partic- with beneficiaries. The aim is to ensure that benefits
ipation. The commitment of task managers to ben- are reaching the intended groups and that the pro-
eficiary participation has resulted in a considera'ole jects are providing the right kind of infrastructure
amount of such participation in some Bank- and services for their needs. The results of benefi-
supported operations. It is also clear that different ciary assessments can also lead to changes in secto-
types of Bank-financed operations require different ral policy, as has happened, for example, in the
degrees of participation. In most operations it is education sector in Mali, in the energy sector in
required that there be information sharing or pen- Malawi, and in the health sector in Lesotho.
odic consultation with those people who will be Twenty beneficiary assessments have been com-
affected by that operation, and in an increasing pleted or are planned in fiscal 1992-93 covering a
number of projects local people are involved in widevarietyof topics,including populatiorhealth,
deciding how to implement them. In the forestry education, and food security. In Lesotho, for exam-
sector in particular, it is now widely accepted that in ple, the Bank supported the govenmment's efforts to
order to contain deforestation and toconserveforests, provide viLlagehealthworkerswithsimplecurative
indigenous people and those livig on the fringe of remedies because a beneficiary assessment had in-
the forest must be involved in its management dicated that villagers preferred traditional healers

who provided curative mixtures for immediate use
Inwlving NGOs. NGOs have been active m promot- (althoughvillagehealthworkers hadbeenfocusng

ing the participation of beneficiaries in Bank- onpreventive healthmeasures, the impactof which
financed projects. They havealso helped to improve would be felt only in the long term). The experience
the targeting of benefits because their grass-roots with beneficiary assessments that have been com-
involvementandexperienceenablethemtoidentify pleted so far shows that they have helped to im-
and reach specific groups as well as to spread infor- prove the design of projects and of sectoral policies
mation about the availability of specific sevices, in and that they should be used in this waymore often
particular family planning and preventive health in the future.
services. The Bank draws on their knowledge of
local conditions when appraising socially sensitive Aid Coordination
resettlement and rehabilitation schemes for those
displaced by development projects. Ncos are often Poverty assessments can provide the basis for dis-
abletohelppromotelocal ownershipbymobilizing cussionswithothermajoraiddonors. Somepoverty
communrties to contribute in cash, in kind, or in assessments have generated consensus among the
labor for projects from which they are likely to major aid donors, although more progress is
beneit. needed. For example, at the 1989 Consultative

In fiscal 1992, siy-ight Bank-financed proects Group (cc) meetng, there was considerable discus-
involved NGOs. The largest number was in Afica siononhowbesttohandletheproblemsofMozam-
(thirty-two), followed by Asia (seventeen) and Latin bique. A decisionwas made to commissionapaper
America and the Canbbean (twelve). Most were in that, when completed, had all the features of a
agricultureandruraldevelopmentarndinpopulation, fuIl-scale poverty assessment. As a result of this
health, and nutntiorL In recent years, the Bank has exercise, at the 1990 cc meeting, a consensus was
begun to commission independent studies to assess reached among the donors and the govemnment.
the lessoms leamed in specific projects and regions, The Bolivian poverty assessment was discussed
anditiscurrentlydeveloping a systemformonitoring at the Cc meeting in 1990, and the government has
and evaluating Bank/NCo-assisted projects. since articulated its strategy for social policy at the

cG meetings in 1991 and 1992. It was emphasized
Beneficiny assessments. As part of the effort to that there is a need for a coordinated approach by

improve the effectiveness of its projects and to de- donors to poverty reduction. It was agreed that the
velop methodologies that will be widely applicable educationsectorwouldbeapilotarea.TheBankhas
to public investment projects, the Bank is support- been requested to take the lead role in formulatng
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the detil of the policy and investment framework Bank on the b2st way to reduce poverty. Its objec-
for the pilot program. tives are to identify the economy-wide policy, pub-

Making the reports available is a useful first step lic expenditure, and institutional issues that
in improving coordination, which can be supple- constrain effective poverty reduction and to recom-
mented by inviting donors to dissemination work- mend agenda for refomnL The asssment should
shops in the countries, as happened recently in the analyze the extent to which the government's short-
case of the China poverty assessment. Discussions and long-term economic management is succeed-
about specific poverty assessments, however, have ing in generating the kind of growth that will create
been relatively infequent at consultative meetngs efficient demand for labor, in developing human
or at similar gatherings. A concerted effort to share capital, and in improving safety nets.
the findings of the poverty assessments with other The bcuue and focus of poverty assessments vary
donors is needed. This should help to improve co- across counties, depending on country circum-
ordation and stimulate both donor and country stances, government comnitment to reducng pov-
efforts to reduce poverty. erty, and the nature and extent of available data. In

A further step would be to increase collaboration counties where the commitment to reducing pov-
on the reports and on designing strategy, as has erty is limited, particular attention should be paid
been considered with a number of multilateral in the assessments to establishing the causes and
agencies as well as with several interested bilateral implications of poverty as a basis for the dialogue.
agencLes. Collaboration with donors is under way To this end, quantitative analysis-if data are avail-
on several forthcoming assessments. In Ghana, able-can provide a sense of the costs and benefits
donors are currently helping the Bank's team to of alternative polices. In countries where data are
prepare the forthcoming assessment using partici- not available, the analysis in the poverty assess-
patoxy methods of analysis. In some cases donors ments will necessarily be more qualitative, with
are planning to use the Bank's poverty assessments proxy variables used to identify which groups are
as a building block for looldng more intensively at the most vulnerable.
special issues, such as the role of the informal sector
or self-help groups. Coverage. Twenty poverty assessments have been

Another aspect of donor coordination is to orga- completed for nineteen countries. (his includes
nizeperiodicdiscussionsofprogressinimplement- one country with an updated assessment-see
ing country assistance strategies to reduce poverty, table 7. Annex C contains a timetable for completed
as was done during a semsion sponsored by the inter- and scheduled assessments, and annex D contains
American Development Bank dunng the World poverty assessment summaries.) Most of these as-
Bank's Annual Meetngs (in Setember 1992). sessments were prepared in response to country

needs and were completed or initiated before the
Analysis of Country Policies to Reduce PoverLy operational directive on poverty reduction and the

Povery Reductin Hlndbook were issued in final
Since the late 1980s there has been a sharp increase form. Indeed, the standards that were set in these
inthe amount of country-specific policy analysis on two documents reflected the examples of good
poverty This has included country poverty assess- practice from previously completed poverty assess-
ments, poverty-related economic and sector work, ments,whicharenowservingasmodelsforpoverty
and research and policy work There have also been assesmens that are currently being prepared.
considerable efforts across the Bank to improve the The countries for which assessments have been
coverage and quality of poverty data, induding completed account for about two-thirds of the pop-
household databases and priority poverty india- ulation of the developing world and contain most
tors, and to increase their relevance to policy. The of the world's poor. This is because assessments
following sections cover each of these areas in turn. have been completed for several large countries in

Asia, such as China and India. However, assess-
Poverty Assessments ments have been completed for only about one-

third of the countries in Latin America and the
A poverty assessment provides the basis for collab- Caribbean; in the other three regions (Sub-Saharan
oration between country officials and the World Africa, the Middle East and North Africa, and
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Table 7. Poverty Assessment Completed and Scheduled, Fiscal 1989-95
Share of poor in

Region dwepin worlds Completed SchduledJ! Total

East Asia and the Pacific 15 5 5 10
Europe and Central Asia - 0 5 5
:atinAmeicaanldtheCaribbean 10 8 17 25
Middle East and North Africa 6 1 5 6
South Asia 50 4 2 6
Sub-Saharan Africa 19 2 34 36

Total 100 2(t 6r 8f

- Not available.
a. World Bank estimate of poverty indidence (in percentage) for 1990 fom Table 1.
h As of FebMay 26, 1993.
c. icludes nneteen first-round and one updated poverty asesments that were completed before November 30, 1992.
d. Indudes scty-one first-ound and seven updated poverty assesments scheduled to be completed between December], 1992

and the end of fiscal 1995.
e Incudes eighty countric fthat have a first assessment completed or scheduled and eight that have an updated assessment

completed or scheduled to be completed by the end of fical 1995.

Eastern Europe and Central Asia), eLven fewer coun- of the new member counties; data are limited, and
tries have been covered. In some cases, progress has political sensitivities may cause progress to be slow.
been constrained by lack of data, by weak institu- Moreover, in some cases the iritial assessment is
ions, and, at lmes, by political sensitivities. likely to provide only a rough indication of the
Some of the completed assessments are more extent of poverty and of the priorities for policy

comprhensive than others in terms of the nature reform and public investments, and subsequent
and scope of the policy solutions that they recom- analysis is likely to be needed.
mend. Some reports contain an assessment of the In several countries, notably in the Sub-Saharan
extent of poverty and analyze the broad policy Afica and in the Middle East and North Africa
framework, the role of the social sectors, and the regions, preparatory data collection and analysis
effectiveness of specfic targeted interventions.21 are already laying the foundations for the planned
The Indonesia report, for example, analyzes the assessments. In Morocco, for example, the forth-
successful reform of a broad range of policies that coming assessment will analyze the results of the
had previously been major obstadles to reducing LSM survey. In Ghana and C6te d'Ivoire, where
poverty. The China and Nepal studies concentrate surveys have been conducted at two points in time,
on a few key policy and istitutional issues. An- the assessments will document changes in the inc-
other seven reports focus on the role of public ex- dence and characteristics of poverty. In other coun-
penditures, primarily in the social sectors, in ties in Sub-Saharan Africa there are considerable
reducing poverty?22 Of these, only three present constraints on data collecton Nevertheless, a large
detailed poverty profiles. amount of high-quality poverty assessment work is

The pace of prepanng assessments is accelerat- being done using existing data. For example, in
ing. According to the currelt timetable, eighty- Ethiopia the forthcoming poverty assessment pro-
eight poverty assessments in eighty countries are poses targeted interventions for both urban and
scheduled to be completed by the end of fiscal 1995. rural areas based on analysis that skilfuly extracts
This includes eight updates of completed asses- considerable information from a poor database. In
ments. The process is takng somewhat longer than Uganda, the forthcoming poverty assessment uses
was originally expected, when it was intended that the analysis contaied in previous reports on
a first round of poverty assessments would be com- agriculture and n the social sectors while extend-
pleted for all countries by the end of fiscal 1994. This ing the orignal analysis of labor markets and of the
is not supising since many of the assessments that impact of macroeconomic policy reforms on the
remain to be done are for small, low-income coun- poor. The prelimnary findings of the assessment
tries, mainly in Sub-Saharan Africa, as well as most indicate that the government is on the nght track in
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liberalizing the exchange rate and trade regime, analysis is necessarily country-specific. The goal of
eliminating agrcultural marketing monopolies, the analysis in the assessment is not to be com-
and containing the fiscal deficit (among other re- prehensive per se but to develop a strategy that is
forms) and that the main remaining challenge is to likely to reduce poverty significantly. The pov-
improve the implementation of the refonns. In erty profile should be the basis to determine the
other cases, such as the Central African Republic, a topics to be analyzed, as this will help to judge the
preliminary assessment is being done by updating likely impact on poverty of the sector-specific
an existing study, and further data collection and recommendations. The aim is to consider which
analysis will be required to complete a more thor- policies may constrain poverty reduction and to
ough review. Meanwhile, the Sodal Dimensions of decide the extent to which the analysis should
Adjustment (sDA) program has been supporting cover macro or sectoral policy issues. Accord-
data collection components in more than twenty ingly, countries that have completed poverty
Sub-Saharan African programs that aim to identify assessments tend to fall into one of two categories,
the poor and to measure the impact of adjustment depending on the nature of poverty in the country
on them. The poverty assessments for Albania, Po- and the scope of the analysis. One category con-
land, and Romania will build on the initiatives for sists of countries where poverty is widespread
improving household data; these are initiatives and the proposed strategy is appropriately broad,
financed by the Bank. covering a wide range of policy and institutional

In addition, the analysis in a number of forthcom- elements (for example, Bangladesh, India, Indo-
ingpovertyassessmentsisbenefiting fromparticipa- nesia, Malawi, Mexico, Nepal, Pakistan, and the
tory approaches that have been included in an Philippines). Another category consists of coun-
attempttogainadeeperunderstandingofthesocial tries where poverty is no longer widespread so
and cultural dimensions of poverty. These include policy changes on a limited number of key issues
the assessments for Burlcina Faso, the Central Afri- constitute an appropriate country strategy (for
can Republic, Ghana, Madagascar, and Zambia. example, China and Malaysia).

There are also plans to update several completed Second, those assessments that contain more de-
assessments In some cases, such as the Philippines, tailed povertyprofiles and policyanalysis that iden-
additional data have become available, and some tify the characteristics and deteinants of poverty
issues, mainly in the social sectors, have been ana- form the basis for more specfic recommendations
lyzed in depth. The updated assessment for Palid- that can help to sharpen the policy dialogue and
stanwili analyze newly available household survey influence the composition of lending. Assessments
data. In those cases in which the completed assess- that combine an analysis of macroeconomic and
ments focus on public social sector expenditures, sectoral policy with the pover-ty profile have been
theassessmentswillbesupplementedwithanalysis able to identify the general impact of policy on the
covering a broader range of issues. For instance, the poor and to define what programs for the poor are
analysis contained in the assessments for Bolivia, necessary within the broad macroeconomic frame-
Ecuador, Paraguay, and Venezuela will be extend- work. The Indonesia report documents the relation-
ed by forthcoming cEms in which the relationship ship between structural adjustment and an
between macro and sectoral policies and poverty improvement in the condition nf the poo; (the only
reductionwillbeexamined,as willtheroleof public report todosoindepth),and thereportforMalaysia
sector programs and the role of safety nets in pro- analyzes theincidence of expenditures on the social
tecting the most vulnerable groups. sectors. The reports for Egypt, Mozambique, and

In some cases, additional analysis has been un- Venezuela identify the impact that reform has had
dertaken to refine existing strategies (see examples on the poor in the short term.
in box 10). In Egypt, as part of an effort to put Third, accurate and reliable data play an import-
recommendations from the assessment into prac- ant part in producing the analysis. For the most
tice in operations, a social welfare study is under part, poverty assessments have been completed in
way to identify wdys to improve the safety net. countries for which fairly good data exist, and a

number of reports have made good use of existing
Lessons. Inportant lessons can be learned from statistical systems for poverty monitoring, analysis,

the experience so far. First, the choice of topics for and designing strategies (for example, India and
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Box 10. Refining Country Assistance Strategies to Reduce Poverty

Indonesia The country strategy aims to reduce any remaining

The first Indonesia poverty assessment conduded that trade and domestic distortions and focuses on prD
poverty is decreasing and that as it becomes more moting growthand expanding access to basic services
localized the potential gains from targeting are increas- in the outer islands.
ing. The forthcoming update of the assessment contin-
ues to investigate the issues of targetingand thepriclng Philippines
of public goods: First, it demonstrates how regional
targeting of developmentresourcescanreducepoverty The update of the Philippines assessment concludes
with the help of regional poverty profiles. Second, it that policies for broad-based growth, including
evaluates the incidence of public subsidies for ed' -a- macroeconomic stability, intemationaily competitive
lion, health, and petroleum products and assesses the prices, market exchangerates, and public expenditure
scope for shifting public spending toward the poor. reforms, have helped to reduce poverty.
Third, it analyzes how prices have influenced the dis- The updated assessmentsuggests thatfurthersteps
tribution of benefits from publicly provided education should be taken, including reforming taxes, restruc-
and health services and examines how price taring public employment, and reforming energy
discrimination might result in better targeting of the prices and institutions. It also recommends introduc-
poor. Fourth, it makes extensive use of the household- ing specific targeted projects in the areas of nutrition,
level data sets coliecterd by the government and looks maternal and child health, and the urban environment
at ways to improve the database on poverty to increse to ensure a supply of dean water and to improve the
the accuray and effaienrcy of targeting. health of the urban poor.

Indonesia). Although in some cases data shortcom- ment of poverty (a proxy for a more extensive pov-
ings limited the depth of analysis (as in Bangladesh, erty profile) was also higher than for the others.
Bolivia, and Nepal), a few exemplary reports have However, these differences are not statistically sig-
been produced for data-poor counties (such as nificant, reflectng large vanations in staff-week
Malawi), where rough indicators and a mix of agri- costs associated with differences in the topics cov-
cultural and small sample surveys were used. ered and in the depth of the analysis and the fact

In the future more effort could be given to analyz- thatsomereports reliedmore thanothers onstudies
ing the characteristics of the poor (including the that were already available either inside or outside
most vulnerable groups) and analyzing poverty the Bank. Costs can be reduced by using the results
trends and poverty correlates. In counties where of available country economic and sector work
household surveys are available, estimating the
poverty gap and estimating social indicators sepa- Country Economic and Sector Work
rately for the poor and the non-poor would be espe-
cially useful for estimating the extent and depth of A great deal of poverty analysis exists other than
poverty. It would also be helpful if the assessment that contained in the poverty assessments, and this
reports were to give more attention to identifying has often either complemented or served as a build-
shortcomings in the existing data and recommend- ingblock in thepreparationof the assessments. This
ing improvements, particularly to enable the track- analysis can form the basis of a broader poverty
ing of changes in poverty over time. assessment if its findings are integrated into coun-

Fourth, the cost of preparingpovertyassessments ktywide analyses that identify cross-sectoral priori-
has been high and is related to the depth or breadth ties. This link could be improved if future country
of the analysis. Overall, the more comprehensive economic and sector work were to include more
reports used more staff weeks than the less analysis of the links between macro reform and
comprehensive reports, and the cost of preparing poverty in countries undergoing major reforms, of
thoseassessmentsthatindudeathoroughmeasure- the composition and incidence of public expendi-
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tures, and of employment and wage issues. Some provides rough estimates of the percentage of the
poverty analysis is contained in county reports populationwithinsufficientincometomeetitsfood
(which have sometimes been lassified as poverty needs.
assessments) and in public expenditure reviews, Several reports disacss transfers and safety nets,
but most is contained in sectoral reports covering indluding targeting and food subsidies. In many
mainly human resources development, food secu- studies of Eastern Europe and of the countries of the
rity, poverty profiles, and poverty trends, and to former SovietUnion, the need to move from univer-
a lesser extent population, environment, and sal social support toward creating targeted safety
women in development issues. (See annex E for a nets that protect the most vulnerable groups is ad-
list and a description of selected poverty-oriented dressed. Recent sector work on food subsidies in
analyses.) Algena and Tuisia found that general food pnce

subsidies were favonng the non-poor, which led the
Poverty trends and prfies. In the East Asia and Algerian and Tunisian governments to reduce gen-

Pacific and Latin America and the Caribbean re- eral subsidies in favor of more targeted interven-
gions,fairlyldetailedstudies of thetrendsinpoverty daons. A study in Latin America and the Canbbean
andsocialindicatorsminmostcountriesuptothe end reviewed food distribution programs in the region
of the 1980s have been prepared. In the Africa re- and concludeci that the Bank should support tar-
gion, poverty profiles have been prepared for six geted programs aimed at those most at rsk of mal-
countries for which household data are available; nutrition and should work for the elimination of
poverty-related informationhas also been included poorly targeted food subsidies. A recent food policy
in about sixteen country studies that will provide a review in Bangladesh recommended strengthening
basis for future povert a sments and, in a few food trade in the private sector, reforming methods
cases, will help analyze the unpact of policy reform of stabilizng the price of rice, and expanding self-
on the poor. Many studies assess the specific condi- targeted programs.
dions faced by women in poverty, while several
others examine discrimination against women in Macroeconomic and labor market analysis. Experi-
labor markets, in the distnbution of assets, and in ence has shown that it is useful to study the impact
access to health and education. on poverty of ongoing or proposed policy reformns

(such as those addressing distortions in the relative
SecLoral studies. Poverty-related issues have been prices of commodities that affect the poor as pro-

addressed in a large number of sectoral studies, ducers or consumers). This kind of analysis would
mostly in human resources development, food se- indicate which reforms have the highest potential
curity, agriculture, and environment During fiscal for reducing poverty, thereby making it possible for
1992, about fifty studies covering education, governments to plan more effective reform pro-
health, population, and nutrition were completed. grams and to identify transfer programs where
Overall they examine the provision of basic ser- needed. It would also indicate where more reforms
vices, which gives them an implicit focus on pov- would be needed in order to remove market distor-
erty although they are rarely based on household dions that prevent the income of the poor from
and community data. growing Fewreports,however,studytheimpactof

Some sector reports base their analysis on a reform on poverty (see box 11). These issues should
poverty profile that dassifies the poor by gender, be analyzed regularly in countries that are under-
region, and nutritional status, among other cate- taldng reform.
gories. Themes common to most of the reports The links between poverty and the sectoral
include changing the composition of expendi- composition of employment andbetween poverty
tures and improving the access to and the quality and the structure of the labor market are also
of services. Food security studies have been pre- important Recent reports include an analysis of
pared covering twenty countries in Sub-Saharan rural and urban employment in Malawi, food se-
Africa. These studies are particularly useful in curity studies in Mozambique and Nigeria, a re-
that they provide important measures of poverty cent study of labor legislation in Rwanda, and an
incidence, as African households below the pov- analysis of the informal sector and the role of
ertylineareusuallyfoodinsecure,andeachstudy women in Zimbabwe.
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Box IL Selected Studies of the Impact of Reform on Poverty

India Tanzania

The most recent Country Economic Memorandum The 1991 CE1M concluded that although trade liberal-
(CEM) evaluated the impact of the adjusbnent pro- izationcausedagricalturaloutput telivingstan
gram on the living standards of the poor. It concluded dards of peasants to rise, the benetas of past exchange
thatrapidlyreducingmacroeconomicimbalancesand rate devaluations have largrly been taxed away by an
implementngpolkiestopromotegrowthandencour- inefficient export crop marketing system. Accelerat-
age efficient labordemand (such as reducing the tauiffs ing the pace of marketing reforms would achieve more
on capital goods and reforning the licensing of indus- agriculturl growth and would increase the benefits
bial investment) were the most important ways to that accrue to the rural poor.
bring about a sustained imrovement in the incomes
of the poor. The CEM also condluded that these mea- Uganda
sures should be acompanied by reforms to improve
the access of the poor to basic education and basic The forthcoming combined poverty assessment and
health care In addittion, it recommended improvmng CE analyzes the effects of adjustment on the poor
the oDst-effectiveness of existing targeted programs and concludes that the majority of the poor in
while expanding programs with self-targetng fea- Uganda have not been adversely affected. The CEM
turesand improvingthequal.tyof tieassetsthatthese also finds that the improvement in the overall eco-
progams help to create. nomic and political environment has provided the

basis for sustained poverty reduction, partly due to
MAe&wzscar the government's reform program, which provided
A studyused data onpercapita rice consumption and a better incentive framework (by liberalizing the
expenditure to show the distributional effects of phas- exchange and trade regimes and reforming agricul-
ing out an inefficient food subsidy program on the turalpricing),and partly as a result of theend ofthe
country's main production and consumption crop long-standing civil conflict Both of these factors
(rice). The study found that although consumption have contributed to a decrease in inflation and an
went down for all income groups in urban areas, the increase in the production of food crops, which
consumption by the poor was the most adversely are the main sources of sustenance for the rral
affected, dropping more than 30 percent. poor.

Public expenditure remiems. Public expenditure dence of social sector expnditures and targeted
reviews are an important part of the Banks coun- government programs suck as credit and food-for-
try economic analysis. They can help to assess the work programs, and a report on Indonesia analyzes
effectiveness of existing expenditures in reducing the rnle of public expenditures hi reducing poverty.
poverty and in redirecting resources m ways that However, most public expenditure reviews do not
will enhance the economic opportunities of the explicitly examine the incidence of public expendi-
poor and their capacity to take advantage of such tures (or who pays for or benefits from them) or
expenditures. analyze how other types of public expenditures

A review of public expenditure reviews orm- (suchaspublicphysicalinfriastructureinvestments,
pleted duning the past three years has condluded consumer and producer subsidies, and other tar-
that for the most part their treatment of poverty is geted programs) can contribute to reducing pov-
limited. lhey typically analyze soial expenditure erty. Nevertheless, Social Sector Expenditure
allocations, and many recommend increasng the Reviews cover the impact of social expenditures on
coverage and quality of certain socLal services by poverty more frequently, and it would be helpful if
taking such measures as reallocating resources their findings could be routinely integrated into
from higher education and curative health care to public xpenditure reviews.
primary education and preventive health care. For The results of public expenditure reviews must
example, a study on Bangladesh examines the inci- be considered in the context of how those expen-
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Box 12. Slected World Bank Poverty-focused Research Projects Approved in 1985-92

* Determiants of Nutritional and Health Outcomes * Poverty and the Social Dimensions of Structural
in Indonesia and Implications for Health Policy Adjustment in Cote d'lvoire
Reforms
R education, Growth, and Inequality o Bail * Poverty in Idia, 1950-90: A Dynamic Analysis of

* Education, Growth, and Inequaity in Brazil the Determinants of Household Consumption
* Evaluation of Social Sector Investments
- Hoalushol ofSocialSectornvestmentsinH n * The Policy Analysis of Poverty: Applicable Methods
* {ousehold Investment in Hunman Capital and Case Studies

and Utilization and Benefits from Social
Services * Comparative Study on the Political Economy of

* Improving School Effectiveness in Developing Poverquituty, and Growth
Countres * AssessingtheQualityand SocioeconomicImpactof

* Poverty Alleviation and Adjustment in Malaysia Education in Sub-Saharan Africa

ditures are financed. In some cases, reallocating searchfindingsandexamplesofgood practicefrom
among spending categories may not free up re- operational expeience are also being used to de-
sourcessufficienttoundertakeneededepansionof velop staff taining programs within the Bank and
public services critical for poverty reduction, such to design seminars for policymakers from develop-
as basic education and health. In such cases, addi- ing countries to enlarge institutional capacity in the
tional resources must be mobilized. A recently is- countries themselves.
sued World Bank policy paper, Lessons of Tax Over the past two fiscal years the amount of
Reform, summarizes practical ways to restruc- research on poverty being done by the Bank has
ture general taxes so as to raise revenues while been inaeasing (see box 12). Preliminary figures
minimizing inevitable economic and adminis- from the Research Advisoxy Staff indicate that the
trative costs. There are also possibilities to gen- proportion of resources (both from the Research
erate resources within sectors, through user Support Budget and from departmental and other
charges, community levies, and the earmarking funds) devoted to the categories of poverty reduc-
of taxes for specific services. For example, ben- tion and human resources development has in-
eficiaries can, and are often willing to, contrib- creased from roughly 25 percent in fiscal 1990 to
ute for improvements or expansion of certain approximately 30 percent in fiscal 1992.
services. In many sectors, cost recovery is sug-
gested only for services the poor do not use, Povertyandbroad-basedpolicies.Anumberof stud-
thus freeing up budgetary resources for services ies have analyzed the relationship between eco-
that primarily benefit the poor. nomic growth and poverty during adjustment. A

major research project comparing the experience of
Research and Policy Work twenty-one developing countries was completed in

fiscal 1991. It found a strong positive correlation
The World Bank's research and policy work on between growth and poverty reductioiL It wamed,
poverty has an important role to play in sup- however, that direct budgetary transfers to thepoor
porting country-specific worklThe range of top- often did not work for reasons of poitical economy
ics being covered broadly conforms tn the unless they were carefully targeted; for example,
analytical approach articulated in WDR 19fk0. In- the benefits from tax-transfer mechanisms were
deed, preliminary results from some of the anal- often captured by the middle class. Empirical work
ysis have been used to develop and support the in Indonesia and Malaysia found that favorable
arguments made in major policy documents initial conditions (such as a mobile labor force), a
such as Assistance Strategies to Reduce Poverty timely adjustment program, and public spending
and the Poverty Reduction Handbook. The re- that benefits the poor-particIarly high-return
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spending on primary education-allowed these being done in the World Bank on human resources
countres to maintain their progress in reducing development issues. Major policy papers and state-
poverty during the difficult macroeconomic adjust- ments have recently been issued on primary educa-
ment of the 1980s. tion and on girls' education. Lack of education for

Research has also documented a marked contrast women, especially poor women, in countries such
in the case of Peru, where poverty has increased as Palistan contributes to low investment in daugh-
considerably (see box 13). Similarly, recently corm- ters, little power for women within the home, and a
pleted research on C6te d'Ivoire used four years of large preferred family size. Getting more girls into
data (1985-88) from the 1s5 survey to document school by expanding provision and improving
the drop in welfare during periods of macroeco- modesof delivery(forexample,byemployingmore
nomic decline and destabilization, thus highlight- women teachers) may have a higher payoff than
ing the need to protect the very poor during any alternative investment?P
economic declines. Several research projects are focusing on the

Future work in this area will concentrate on the determinants of outcome measures, such as
relationship between specific labor market inter- school achievement and nutritional and health
ventions and changes in economic policies, growth, status, rather than on inputs, such as student-
and distribution. New research is also planned oris teacher ratios, drug expenditures, or the avail-
ongoing on: how adjustment affects the poor in ability of healthpersonnel.2 4 Much of the research
Afica; ways of analyzing the effects of exchange is ongoing and winl continue to contribute to im-
rate and trade reforms on the poor; the dynamic proving human resources development policy,
effects of macroeconomic variables on the distri- particularly regarding the relative merits of in-
bution of household consumption; the ability of vestments in the quantity and quality of human
low-incomeurbanhouseholdstorespondtomacro- resources. Future work will pay special attention
economic and policy changes; and ways in which to the constraints that hamper the advancement
public policies and the behavior of households of women.
can protect the consumption of the poor from Another area where work is just starting is the
economic shock. A new research project in ndia issue of the consequences of population growth on
is examining the link between macroeconomic economuc growth and poverty. An area on which
and sectoral variables and poverty over a forty- more work needs to be done is how best to make a
year period, rigorous evaluation of specific Bank-financed proj-

ect interventions, particularly the impact that they
Pov and humn resources. There has been a have on the income-eaning opportunities and the

steady growth in the amount of research that is welfare of the poor?5

Box 13. Household Data Show the Costs of Avoiding Structural Adjustment in Peru

As part of the Bank's Living Standards Measure- The government lost the 1990 elections, primarily
ment Study (LSMS), a multipurpose household because standards of living were dropping precipi-
survey designed for policy analysis has been de- tously.
veloped. It was used in Peru for the first time in A second 7as survey was conducted in Peru m
1985-86. This date coincided with the arrival of a 1990 in the Lima area orLly. It showed that consump-
new govenment that disputed the effectiveness of tion levels had dedlined by one-half from their 1985
the Bank-supported structural adjustnent pro- levels and that the poorest groups had suffered the
grams. Instead, it undertook an "unorthodox" ad- largest declines. In tleir current discussions with the
justment program, which had the objective of new govemment in Peru, Bank staff are using the
protecting the poor from the adverse consequences results of these surveys, as well as another survey
of adjustment. Although the unorthodox progrm conducbed in 1991, to develop policies that will en-
seemed to work well in the first year or two, by 1988 courage economic growth while safeguarding the in-
the Peruvian economy was deteriorating rapidly. terests of the poor.
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Targeting. The principal focus of the Bank's anal- areavailablehasbeendevelopedtoaccompanythat
ysis of this topic has been on the effectiveness of monograph. Work is currently being done that in-
targeting. The aim of research has been to learn vestigates the robustness of common practices in
more about both the costs and the benefits of tar- poverty analysis to measurement assumptions, in-
geted interventions. This has typically involved in- cluding research on the extent to which policy
depth case studies of specfic policies, such as a conclusions are sensitive to the assumptions made
study that was done on the impact on poverty of in interpreting poverty data. A theme of this body
employment guarantees in idia as well as a study of work is that research at the World Bark has two
of unemployment insurance in the Philippines. distinct roles. First, it leads to a greater understand-

A recent study of targeted programs in Latin ing of specific policies than is possible under the
Ameica and the Canibbean found that narrowly constramts of Bank operational work Second, re-
targetedprograms(thatdistinguishamongindivid- search on methodology can yield valuable lessons
uals) can be effective, but targeting errors, adminis- about how to improve routine analytic activities in
trative costs, and undesirable behavior responses Bank operations.
should all be consideredd26 Other work has been
done on the incidence of the benefits of public lessons to Be Learned
spending, such as subsidies to health and educa-
tion, and on cash-benefit schemes, particularly in Some specific aspects of the relationship between
Eastern EuropeYV These studies are among the few poverty and policies that influence the pattern of
that have compiled empirical evidence on the issue growth are stillnot fully understood. It is important
of targeting, and it is aitical for more analysis to be to identify and bridge these gaps in order to form
done so that the robustness of the earlier findings more precse policy lessos for the future.
canbeevaluated.Arecentconference,jointlyspon- One gap is in terms of country coverage. The
sored by the Bank and the Government of the Neth- discussion in this report has drawn on various
erlands, on Public Expenditures and the Poor country experiences to support some key points
brought together those and other research results regarding investment in physical and human in-
on a wide range of interventions and drew some frastructure and sequencing of price reforms. Al-
conclusions for fiture resarch and policy?' though these examples provide good insights,

they are relatively few and, consequently, only
Po"ery and the ennmenLt. A number of studies illustrative. Systematically analyzing more coun-

have focused on the links between poverty, environ- tries with a wider variety of experiences would be
mental protection, and demographic factors. World even more useful for showing how specific
DevlpmentReport 1992: DVlopment and the Enron- growth-oriented policies (includg those associ-
vent identified a number of these links across a wide ated with short-term adjustment measures) can
range of issues, induding agriculture, forestry, water explain the variance in poverty outcomes among
supply, satation, energy, industry, andbiodiversy. countries.
Also, a mehensive study of the links between Another gap is in terms of the topics covered. For
population, agriculture, and the environment in example, more empirical analysis is needed of the
Sub-SaharanAfiicahasincorporatedpovertyconsid- relationship between labor markets and the poor,
erations in its analysis and sfbsequent recommeuda- including the influence of labor policies on the de-
tions. An ongoing research project is examining the . mand for labor. The precise impact of govement
impact of urban enviwnntal degradation on poor interventions-such as minimum wages, labor
slum dwellers and squattem regulations, and payroll taxes to finance social secu-

rity programs-on the wages and the employment
Methodology. here has also been an emphasis on of the poor is an important issue for countries with

improving and disseminating methods for analyz- large formal sectors.
ing poverty issues. A recent monograph, Poverty There is widespread agreement that the objec-
Comparisons,9 provides a guide to both theory and tives of poverty reducton, environmental protec-
pactice and is a hands-on, tehical companion to tion, and limiting populafton pressures are related,
the PoertyReduction HandooL A software package but some fundamental questions remain. More an-
for basic poverty analysis in situations where data alytic work would contrbute some insight into the
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current debate regarding the consequences of pop- Many countries already collect household survey
uaon growth on economic growth and poverty datathatcanbeusedforpovertyanalysis,andthese
There may be lessons to be leamed from a system- are often made available to Bank staff. As back-
atic review of actual country expences with the ground for this report, a census of household-level
specifc polides that would lead to a "win-win" data that would be useful o: poverty analysis was
outcome, as described in WDR 1992, with respect conducted among the Bank's country teams, and
to both poverty reduction and environmental responses were obtained for seventy-seven coun-
protection. tries. Distnbutional data (for 1980 or later) are avail-

Another imporlant issue is identifying the most able for seventy-one countries, and data from a key
efficient mechanism for directing the benefits of survey instrument-a national income and budget
government spending to the poor. Targeting survey-are available for fifty countries.' Hence, it
broadly by spending on public services that tend to ought to be feasible to prepare a basic poverty pro-
benefit the poor disproportionately, such as educa- file for more than half of the developing countries,
tion and health, is often an effective way to deliver although the information that is available must be
certain services to the poor. For other interventions carefully assessed to ensure its quality.
(such as cash transfers), narrowly targeted pro- The quality, detail, and timeliness of the data vary
grams (whichtry to distinguishamongindividuals) considerably depending upon the indicator and the
maybemoreeffective.AsisrecognizedinwDR1990, region. About half the countnes for which data are
however, these mechanisms must be caref ully eval- available have carried out and analyzed more than
uated since the gains must be balanced with an onesurveysincel98O.Becausethesesurveysarenot
assessment of the administrative costs, leakages to always comparable in terms of their methodology,
the non-poor, and behavioral responses in deter- in only about a quarter of developing countries can
mining their effectiveness. As mentioned earlier, trends be satisfactorily examined. There are also
this evidence is only now startng to be compiled, marked regional variations. It seems likely that
and more of this kind of work is needed to refine comparisons over time are feasible in fewer tian
lessons about the effectiveness of specfic targetng one-third of the Sub-Saharan Africa countnes.
mechanisms.

Initiatives to impro household-it edat. The Bank
Impruving Household Databases and Prioty has provided financial support and technical assis-
PavertIndicafors tance to improve household data through two pro-

grams-the centrally sponsored Living Standards
Helping countnes to improve the quality and reli- Measument Study (Las) and the Social Dimen-
ability of their data on poverty is an important sions of Adjustment (SDA) program in the Africa
component of World Bank country assistance strat- region. These activities can be tailored to fit the
egies. Accurate data on the extent and depth of uncprevailing inany particular country.
poverty and the main characteristics of the poor- As of December 1992, results are available from
such as their sources of income, the characteristics Lss multipurpose surveys m nine countries, and
of the goods they produce and consume, their ac- five more should yield data within the next year.
cess to publicly provided goods, their geographical Data from SDA Priot Surveys are now available
distnbution, and their assets (both physical and for seven countries, and the results from an addi-
human capital)facilitate the process of desigmng tional six countries should be available in 1993.
policies and programs to reduce poverty (see box Surveys are becoming easier to carry out Ad-
12). Data can also show how policy reform can be vancesininformationtechnologieshaveled tomore
designedtofavorthepoor. Forexample,injamaica, rapid data entry and management and, conse-
a comparative analysis of food subsidies and food quently, a faster tumaround between the comple-
stamps, using household survey data, demon- tion of fieldwork and the production of
strated that the food stamp program was much results-from two years to as ittle as two months.
more successful at reaching the poor. Partly as a In the Africa region, the focus has switched from
result of tlhis, the government decided to withdraw SDA Integrated Surveys, which are designed to
food subsidies and to double the size of the food study the determinants of poverty, to SDA Priority
stamp program. Surveys, which are designed to monitor poverty.
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Despite the improvements made over the past database and from the country departments has
five years, collection of new data has been ex- been used. In terms of coverage, demographic indi-
tremely difficult and has taken longer than ex- cators and most social indicators are universally
pected in many data-poor countries. Weak available, and new information on economic and
institutions and adverse political conditions have socialindicatorsforfifty-twocountri.s(upfromthe
sometimes been key constraints, particularly in orginal ten) has been assembled.
Sub-Saharan Africa. In many instances, raising The initial tabulation of the Pps shows that data
funds to finance data collection and analysis has on poverty lines, on some social indicators (partic-
been difficult. Domestic institutions are over- ularly child malnutrition and matemal mortality
stretched and need external support but they may rates), on public expenditures, on basic social ser-
not be willing to use nonconcessional resources to vices, and on income indicators are scarce even for
finance data collection. some countries with completed poverty assess-

In many countries poverty monitoring has suE- ments. However, over the next few years, coverage
fered from being one of the many competing de- of these indicators is expected to increase to at least
mands that are being made on the limited and half of the developing countries as existing house-
already overstretched resources of national statisti- hold and national income and budget surveys are
cal services. Poor coordination among donors has analyzed. The next step is to continue collecting
not helped the situation. In the long tern the devel- information to ensure that these gaps are filled.
opment of sustainable poverty monitoring systems Indicators of health outcomes that are being col-
has to be set in the context of strengthening the lected for WDR 1993 will help to inprove the quality
overall capacity of national statistical services to and coverage of Pis. In addition it is necessary to
gather timely, reliable, and relevant data. assess the quality of the data that have been assem-

In the Africa region, the Bank is undertaking a bled. This has begun in the case of the demographic
regional study of good practices to help countries indicators, where the sources of the information
decide what are their most pressing statistical havebeendocumented.
needs and to formulate coherent long-term statis-
tical strategies that donors will be asked to sup- Seting priorities. If accurate data are available, a
port. Several assessments of national statistical better understanding can be reached of the charac-
services have already been initiated (in Chad, teristics of poverty in specific countries and of the
Cote d'Ivoire, Kenya, and Mali), and others are effectiveness of country policies in reducing pov-
expected in 1993. erty. However, improving the coverage and qual-

ity of data collection efforts will require both time
Compiatwnofprioritypovertyindicators.Thepolicy and resources. The comprehensive and nationally

paper, Assistance Strategies to Reduce Poverty, sug- representative household sample survey is likely
gested that certain country-pecific poverty indica- to remain the most important survey instrument,
tors should be collected that taken together would and international expertise and financial assistance
giveanovennewof thestateofpovertyinanygiven will be necessary to help countries to develop the
country?1 It was expected that they would be rela- capabiIity to carry it out and to use the data for
tively easy to collect and would help to track policy analysis.
changes in poverty over time Subsequently, it was There are a number of intenm measures that
recommended that these piority poverty indica- could be taken while the long-term task of improv-
tors (Pns) should be an integral part of the poverty ing country data collection is being tackled. In par-
assessment reports. ticular, more could be done to gain access to and to

The Ps are being used to update the Bank's analyze existing data, even in cases where they are
publication Social Indicators of Development. Coun- deficentinsomerespects.Also,moreuseshouldbe
try-specific information has been assembled in the made of complementary techniques such as benefi-
Bank's main database. For countnes with com- ciaay assessments and less ambitious, special-pur-
pleted poverty assessments, the Prs have been pose household surveys.
drawnmainlyfromtheassessment Forthosecoun- In addition, efforts need to be nade to improve the
tries for which a poverty assesment has yet to be collection and the quality of country-specific pniority
completed, information from the Bank's main indicators. These indicators can help to track pro-
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gress inredudng poverty in countries where house- Particularattention needs tobe given to collecting
hold-based surveys are not available. In counties and improving the priority income indicators and
where surveys are conducted, they can be used to toimprovingthequalityofsocialindicators,includ-
track progress during periods between surveys. ing disaggregating them by income group.



3. Future Directions

The preceding sections discussed the progress that these counties is to restore the climate for sustain-
counties have made in reducing poverty and that able growth and human resources development by
the Bank has made in ensuring that its assistanoe puffing inplaceandmainiingasustainablemac-
strategies support and complement country efforts roeconomic fiamework and restoring spending on
to reduce poverty.The key dhallenges are to ectend basic social services. To mnimize the potentially
and deepen country and Bank efforts. adverseinmpactthattheintroductionofstablization

policies may have on the poor in the short term,
Countra Issues safety nets can be introduced within the context of

the overall macroeconomic framework.
Section 1 conduded that developing countries have
madesubstantialprogressinreducingpovertyover Deepening Implemenation of the Strategy
the past three decades, although there has recently
been some loss of momentumL The key task is, In other countnes, considerable success has been
therefore, to resume the rapid rate of povertyreduc- achieved in establishing a suitable climate for
tion of earlier years. In countries where there has growth, human resources development, and po'V-
been little progress in reducing poverty, tis will erty reduction. The hallenge for these counties is
enta adopting policies designed to promote rapid to formulate and implement policies and spending
and efficent growth as well as pursuing human plans that promote an efficient and equitable pat-
resources development. I countries where there tern of growth and to devise specific interventions
has already been consderable success in reducing to reach the remainng poor people. This will entail
poverty, the focus should be on refining public greater focusing of public expenditures on efficient
expendiure proams to promote equitable access projects and programs that benefit the poor, more
to social services and infiastructure and on elimi- in-depth analysis of the distributional implications
nating polcy distortions that predice the poor's of sectoral interventions asa basis forpolcy design,
interests. andmoresophisticatedinstitutionaldeliverymech-

asms for social services and the safety net. Given
ExandingImplkinentation of the Strategy the importance of readhing specific groups of poor

people, developinglocalcapacityforidentifyingthe
For the most part, poverty increased dunng the poorandanalyzinghowpoliciesaffectthemwibe
1980s in countries where the poliy framework was essentil.
not conducive to growthL In many of these coun-
ties, the increase was associated with inappropri- World Bank Issues
ate domestic policies exacerbated by external
shocks from nsing interest rates in international Meanwhile, the Bank-as shown in Section 2-has
markets, the debt crisis, and tunnoil m world com- made wide-ranging efforts to reflect the WDR 1990
modity markets This combation of shocks and approach in the design and implementation of its
inappropriate policies tri-gered a vicious cirle of country assisance strategies. The key challenge for
low growth, fiscal deficits, inflation, declining in- the Bank is to extend and deepen that effort This
comes, and increasing poverty. The challenge for will entail completing many poverty assessments

36
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overthenexttwoandahalfyearsandinoorporating their poverty reduction efforts, the World Bank
the results of these assessments into country assis- should continue to generate analysis in poverty
tance strategies. It will also involve a concerted assessments and in country econonic and sector
effort to intensify analytical and country work on work to support the poicy dialogue. This analysis
several key issues, inmluding the distributional im- should payparticularattention to several key topics
pact of public expenditures and the effects of labor that have not yetbeenfully addressed. At the top of
market and other policies. It will be necessary to the agenda is the need to give greater attention to
ensure that lessons learned from the evaluation of the incidence, composition, and management of
ongoing and completed programs and projects are publicexpenditures.
systematically incorporated into the design of new Sectoral policies also warrant more in-depth and
policies, programs, and projects. In addition, partic- systematic analysis. For example, policy-induced
ipatory approaches to poverty reduction (within distortions in the relative prices of commodities
countries, with country counterparts, with donors mayprejudicetheinterestsof thepoorasproducers
andotherofficial agencies,andwithoNGOs)willhave or consumers. These issues should be analyzed reg-
to be pursued to ensure ownership of and commit- ularly in sector work, with a view to formulating
ment to the poverty reduction strategy among all policy recommendations to be included in the pol-
relevant development partners. icy dialogue Studying the potential impact on pov-

erty of proposed reforms beJbre they are
Extending Implementation of the Strategy implemented wil indicate which reforms have the

highest potential for reducing poverty, thereby
The completed assessments and other reports pro- maldng it possible for governments to plan more
vide the basis for the Bank's poverty-focused policy effective reform programs and to identify transfer
dialogue with a number of counties. The pace at programs where needed. This approach will also
which assessments are being prepared is accelerat- indicate where more reforms would be needed in
ing, and by the end of fiscal 1995, eighty-eight pov- order toreinove market distortions thatprevent the
erty assessments are scheduled to be completed in income of !the poor from growing.
eightycounties.Thiscoversmostactiveborrowers, Qualitatively, the challenge will be to use the
excluding the Bank's new members. The remainiing lessons from the past assessments and related work
workload over the next two or three fiscal years is to strengthen tte link between poverty profiles and
demanding Compared to the situation in the past, the design of policies and to help to shape the policy
more countries need to be covered over a shorter dialogue and the program of assistance.
time period; moreover, many of the forthcoming
assessments need to be done in countnes where Finding cost-effective approaches. Improving the
data and supporting institutions are weak and quality of the analysis is costly, but the cost need
where there are few existing studies on which to not be prohibitive. A cost-effective way to do this
base the work. is, when possible, to design and schedule poverty

The schedule for preparing poverty assessments assessments in a way that allows the findings of
does not include the Bank's new member countries. sector reports to be incorporated into the analysis.
Recognizng the many urgent prionties that these Also, although detailed and accurate data facli-
countries face, it will nevertheless be important to tate more sophisticated analysis, they are often
move expeditiously to assess the poverty situation not a binding constraint for the analysis of the
once the information base and available resources most important issues. Sometimes data already
permit. Thus, assessments are being scheduled for exist but are underutilized. With careful analysis,
these countries. Tedhnical assistance is also being staff have been able to produce good but general
provided-orisbeingconsidered-fortheinforma- reports with limited data (as in Ethiopia, Malawi,
lion-gathering stage of this process. and Uganda).

DeepeningImplementaon of the Strategy Disseminating lessons learned. The Bank is docu-
menting the lessons of past work and orienting its

Informing the policy dialogue. In parallel with the in-housetrainingseaurarstodisseminateexamples
efforts that counties will need to make to deepen of good practice in these areas. The material from
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these seinars will be diated outside the contrbuteto country outcomes. Measuring the im-
Bank to the counties themselves in the form of pact of specfic policy and project interventions is
course iand Dublished documents. conceptualy easier, but in practice it is still quite

difficulL Establishing an appropriate benchmark in
Resarching new topics. On some topics there has order to make with project and without project com-

been little empirical investigation of the links be- parisons is rarly straightforward; in addition, the
tween poverty outcomes and policy. These topics impactof someinitiativesmayonlybecomeevident
indudehowpoverlyisaffectedbylabormarketand inthelongwterLNevertheless,evaluatingoutcomes
social security reforms, the synergies between eco- and providing for the timely feedback of lessons
noinuc policies for reducing poverty and those for learned into the design of new interventions are
protectng theenvironment, andthedesignof alter- priority tasks for the Bank, for borrowers, and for
native targetng mechanis to reach the poor. The donors.
Bank has begun research initiatives in all of these At the operational level, indicators for tracking
areas. the impact of poverty reduction interventions, par-

ticularly of human resources development projects,
Inmproving dahz. For this research to bear fruit for are being developed to provide a more systematic

country policies and programs it will need better basis for evaluatingaprojects effectiveness and for
country data. The importance of this analytic work fine tuning its design throughout the project cyde.
underlines the need to improve data collection. The TIhese evaluations are particularly important in the
Bankiscontinuingtosupportinitiativestoimprove case of the new instrumets that are increasingly
datacollectionatthehouseholdlevelandisdissem- being used to direct support quiddy to the poor,
inatingtheimplementationexperienceofitsprinci- such as socal funds These funds are becoming
pal household survey instruments to make them morepopular,andpreliminayassessmentsoftheir
more accessible to operational staff and their court- performance suggest that it is prudent to weigh
try counterparts for use in policy analysis. their benefits and costs carefully.

At the country level, collecting data on the prior- The indicators for monitoring the impact of ad-
ity poVertr indicators (ins) that were presented in justment operations on the poor, as called for in the
the World Bank operational directive on poverty operationaldirctiveonpovertyreduction,arealso
reduction makes it possible to track trends in pov- to be given more emphasis in the design of adjust-
erty, and the Bank country teams have begun to ment operations as a basis for trackng the impact
gather them.L It is already apparent that to coilect on poverty dunng implementation and beyond.
even this limited set of data systematicay will be
timeconsumingandcostly,asisclearfromthelarge Broadening partiipation Although a growing
number of gaps that remain in the preliminary number of World Bank projects involve beneficiar-
tables that have been prepared. In addition, the ies at some stage of the project cyrde, the extent,
quality of the data will need to be assessed system- quality, and effectiveness of this participation will
atically because the poor quality of some of the need to be given greater attention in future opera-
indicators is evident. tions. To this end, the Bank has been stressing the

Lack of data is only part of the problem; in many importance of being responsive to the needs and
instances there is a lack of knowledge about how to pree of beneficiaries. This will require con-
use them and how to assess the quality of existing tinumg efforts to prepare a bandbook of good prac-
sources. Because this is considered to be a prionty ticesandtotrainBankstaff,partcularlyprojecttask
activity, the collection efforts will be bolstered by managers.
traimnig semmin aimed at Bank staff and their
country ounterpart. Increasing collaborafion and dissemination. More of

the findings of the poverty assessments and of the
Evaluating on-the-ground irpact. As discussed in experienceof the countryassistancestrategiesneed

the operational directive on poverty reduction and to be shared with other donors because this will
thePoeryReductionHandbook,thereareconcephal improve the effeciveness both of the Bank's opera-
and practical difficulties associated with tying to tions and of other external assistance. Making the
ascertain theeentto which theBank'sownefforts reports available is a useful first step, which can be
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supplemented by invitng donors to dissemination agencies, as well as with seeral interested bilateral
workshops in the respective countnies A fuher agencies. Another aspect of donor coordination is
step would be to collaborate on preparing the re- to organize periodic discussions with multilateral
ports and on the resulting stategy design, as has andbilateralagenciesaboutprogressinimplement-
been considered with a number of multilateral ing cuntryassistance strategies to reduce poverty.
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Endnotes 11. Forexample,inPenittookanentrenr289 wodda
days to deal with regulations before being able to set up a small

1. World Bank (19924 garaent fct1y. These conditions are dificult for all, but pestle-1. World Bank (1992c). W~~~~~uarly for small-scale entrmeprners with small profit margins.
2. Thele are two equally important aspects of living s 12. HarbisonandHanushek(1992),whichisanoutputofthe

dard income and social. In practice, consumpton d are a World Bank research project ucation, Growth and Vunequal.
good proxy for the living standards derived from income. To ' -,

capture otheraspectsofwell-being,supplementaryinfonnation ity in BraziL"
an social outcomes and access to social services are used. 13. Anand and Ravallion (1992).

3. The database used was the same one fftt was usre for 14. Until recenly, the Bank monitored its targeted poertyr
WDR 1992, which was updated from the database used for WDR lending using an information system that tracks the project's
1990. These estimates are based on national houseold sample Pnimary Objective Category. This system gives a rough indica-
surveysfromthirty-onecountries(representingroughly80per- tion of the magnitude of poverty-related lending in the Bank.
cent of the population in developing counties) and extrapola- According to this, duing fil 1989-91, the share of Bank lend-
tions using an econtometric Alodel for fifty-six additional ing dectly related to poverty incrsed from 5.9 percent to 83
CUntries. percent. However, this approach umderestimates poverty-re-

The proportion of the region's population covered by a lated lending because it excludes projects that have another
household sample survey is, on average, more than 95 percent prim" y objective (for example, human resources development
in Asia and Eastem Europe and more than 80 percnt in Latin or women in development) but that are also poverty-related.
Ameria and the Caribbean. Estimates are less precise for the cause of changes in definition, ffie estimatecs of the r are not
Middle East, Northern Africa, and Sub-Saharan Africa, where dieetlycomparable to thegroup of projects classified according
sample surveys have been carried out in countries whose pop- to their piimaryolbjective.
ulation is only 11 percent of the aggregte population of these 15. World Bank (199a).
regons. The surveys cover a period spanning the 1980s (al- 16. TheseloanswereselectedfromtheWorldBank'sAdjust-
though they tend to be concentrated in the second half of the ment Lending Conditionality and Implementation Database
deemde). (ALCID) on the basis that they contained one or more aspects

4. Specifically,thepovertygapindex istheaveragedistance pertaining to the social sectors (which, for this purpose, were
below the poverty line (zero for the non-poor) in a population, broadlydefined).
expressed asa percentage of the poverty line. This measure can 17. This definition is not shictly comparable with the defini-
be interpreted as the ratio of the minimum cost of eliminating tion used in the World Bank'S ALC:D
povrty(fperfecttagetwerepossible suchthateachperson 18. This is based on information from the ALCID.
below the poverty line received an amount exactly equal to the 19. This secttondraws onanalysis byMarcand otrs(frth-
dfference between the poverty line and the person's incane) coming), and on unpublished materiaL
riladve to the maximnum cost, which would consist of maldng a 20 The leaming group defines particpation as "a proow
blanketpaymenttoeveiyoneequaltotheamountofthepoverty by wSich people, especially thedisadvantaged, tionlasn pohicy
Line. ylcpol,sealteiavnae,iQecpiy

5. In o words, an elasity of the headaunt index with formulation and control design alternatives, invesmbent
respect to mean consumption of -2 means that when mean choices, mianatementandmonitoringof developmentinterven
consumption increases by one increment, t h ions i their coamunities." A distinction is made between
decreases by two increments. This elasticity is an average that dir partici pation by the very poor, wio en, and indigenous
varies from country to country. Elasticities have been found i groups and indirect partiOpation by pvarous staleholders (local
the range of-i to -4 for individual countries. govepments, MNOs, and the private sector). he learning

6 Different regions use different real poverty lines. At- nantsintwentyBankprojectsfromtlurteersubsectom
tempts have been made, however, to ensure a degree of e1s tont ank projectsEfr mthirteen.sb Mectors

comparablity amog countres withi regiors21. Bolivia, China, Egypt, India, Indonesia, Malawi, Malay-compaabilty among coutres ithin region. sia, Mexio, Mozambique, Nepal, Palstan, and thePhilippines.
. Psocharopoulos and others (1992). BandeCheCostaRica,Ecuador,Paraguay, Per,

8. Joharksn (1992). adeeua
9. Thisisbasedon analysis by Kakwani (1992). Itis lypically and2V3nezuels.

easier to improve a social indicator when staing frim a low 23. Summ (1992).
le rater than from a high leveL The statements made here 24. Harbison and Hanushek (1992.
allow for that fact by a suitable non-linear transformation of the 25. A research prject, "Evaluation of Social Sector Invest-
socialindicator. lmprovement"ismeasuredbytheprcentage ments," is under way to evaluate the welfare effects of four
reduction in the shortfaR rom the best indiator value. For Barnk-financed social sector investnent projects in Latin Amer-
exmple, taling eighty years to be the best life expectancy that ica and the Carbbean.
a country could reasonably hope for, an increase from fifty to 26. Grosh (1992).
sxty years in life expedancy is deemed to be a 33 percent r. lAilanovic (1992).
reduction in shortfalL An increase from sixty to seventy years
would bea50 percent reduction in shortfaL 2l Paperspes.ted at this cnf.wil be publshed in

10. WDR 1991 identifies five types of policies for achieving Van de Walle and Nead (fortoming).
broad-based growt. O) investing m people, (i) establhing a 29. Ravallion (1992).
competitiveemvronmentforexterprie(il)openimgmarketsto 30. There appears to be little problem with access to data.
therestof theworld (iv) ensuringmacroeconomicstabilityand Among the country teams that responded, only one had no
(v) builing effective state and market institutions. Counties access to existing data. The most common form of access is the
that have implemented a combnation of these polices have use of published tabulations, although speial tabulations have
reaped handsome rewards in generating growth and reducng been commissioned for twenty-three countries, and unit record
poverty, data (tapes or diskettes) are availhble for about forty counries.
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Household-level data are available for about thee-quarters of and thelower-ncoe consumer price index. The priority social
thecounbies. indiators are: net primary enrollment, under-five mortality,

31. In addition to the upper and lower poverty lines and uimunizaton, child malnutrition, and public expenditures on
reWpective hadcounts of poverty, income indicator and social basic social services Also induded as socal indiators are the
indiators diould be collected. The prior income indicators demographic indicatort female/male life exectancy. total fer-
arc unidlled wage ratmes (urban and rural), rural terms of trade, tility rate, and maternamortality.



Annex A. Program of Targeted Interventions,
Fiscal 1992

Infiscal 1992,$3billionoraboutl4percentofWorld with certain demograp}dc characteristics such as
Bank lending was categorized under the Program gender, age (children under five years of age), or
of Targeted Interventions (prO, and fifty-one of the health risks (diseases correlated with poverty, such
190 Bank-approved investment projects were rx' as schistosoniasis). During fiscal 1992, projects in
operations. Table A-1 shows the regional vanation the Pn have at least one of the following objectives:
in Bank funding for x'n projects. Table A-2 briefly
descibes the program of targeted interventions for Raising productiity. Twenty-two Fn projects
fiscal 1992. had as their main objective raising agricultural

productivityby, for example, developing irrigation,
Objectives of Projects in the in, Fiscal 1992 extension services, aedit, and basic infrastructure,

by promoting appropriate tedhnologies, and by in-
Thebulkof rilendingis in foursectors: agriculture creasing the poor's access to land. For example, the
and rural development; education; water supply Daguangba-Hainan project in China provides
and sewerage; and population, health, and nutri- power, irrigation, and anniproved water supply to
tion. Targetedprojectsareintendedtoreachspecfic the economically underdeveloped southwest re-
groups, including the poor in less developed and gion of Hainan Island. In addition, the FELCRA E
low-income rural and urban regions, those ladcng project in Malaysia is desiped to raise the produc-
access to land, those who have recently migrated, tion of low-yielding small farms by constructing
unskilled workers, certain ethnic groups, and those access roads and infrastructure, promoting im-

Table A-L rn Lending by Region, Fiscal 1992
(milions of U.S. dollars)

Lat:in
East Europe Anmrica Middle East Sub-

Asiaand andCentl andthe andNorth South Sharan
the Pacific Asi Caribbean Africa Asi Afica Total

Total inn lending 758 108 1,149 161 258 560 2,994
Share of investmnent lending 14 8 29 17 13 26 19
MmharellBank lending 14 5 20 11 10 14 14

TotalnumberofPTlprojects 10 2 13 3 4 19 51

IDA FI Lending 412 0 43 27 258 537 1,277
Shareofall lilending 54 0 4 17 100 96 43
Share of IDA investment lending 40 0 21 17 21 29 28
Share of all IDA lending 39 0 11 17 16 17 20

NumberofIDA Pnrprojects 5 0 3 1 4 18 31
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proved agriculture technology, and supporting Sanitation Project, which provides women of child-
small fanmer entrepreneurship. bearing age and cildren under the age of five with

basic health services and food-supplement pro-
Developing human resources. Seventeen Pn opera- grams. ThefHonduras Social nvestmentFund com-

tionsaimtodevelophumanresourcesbyincreasing plements the adjustment program by transfering
access to or improving the quality of basic health resources to poor urban and rural communiies for
care,prhnaryeducation,andnon-formalvocational small-scale, labor-intensive subprojects in the eco-
education or basic skdUls. In Indonesia, the Non-for- nomicandsocialsectorsandbysupportingtraining
mal Education III project provides illiterates and activities, microenterprise development, and oher
primary-school dropouts with basic literacy train- social services. In the case of Rwanda, the project
ing. TheCosta Rica BasicEducationProject extends provides locally purchased food aid to vulnerable
educational services to poorer communities families and emergency food aid to regions tireat-
through decntralizing service provision and en- ened bysevere food insecurity.
couraging communityparticipation.

Natural resources management. Seven projects
Improving living conditions. Seven projects, mainly also have explicit environmental objectives. Five

in the urban development and water supply and of the projects (totaling around $551 million) are
seweragesectors,arehelpingtoimprovelivingcon- in rural areas and are mainly concerned with in-
ditions by upgrading slums, improving urban creasing farmer productivity while improving
housin& and expanding the rural and urban water natural resource management. For example, the
supply and sanitation. The Venezuela Low-income China Tarim Basin Irrigation project supports up-
BarxioslnprovementProjectaimstoprovirlewater, grading oasis irrigation and reclaining and irri-
sanitation, and electicity to poor settlements. gating desert wasteland as a way of increasing

agricultural output through more efficient use of
Safety nets. The five operations that support safety land and water resources. Two of these operations

nets address the adverse impact of recession and are in urban areas (approxAmately $100 million)
adjustment on the poor and have provided support and aim to improve health and the environment
m cases of natural disasters or emergencies. For by providing better access to and a higher quality
example, in Guyana the social costs of adjustment of water supply as well as low-cost sanitation and
will be cushioned by the Health, Nutrition, and sewerage.
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Table A-2. Program of Targeted Interentios, Fiscal 1992
P*ectname Criteri for indusorn

China

Daguangla4hainan This is a multi-purpose project to provide power, irrigation, and an
inproved water supply to the underdeveloped southwest amea of
Hahian Island. (b)

Education in Poor Provinces This project seeks to improve the efficiency and quality of prmary and
secondary schools. It will finance invesbments in small towns and in
rural areas, concentrating particularly on the very poor and an
disadvantaged villages; it will tso provide fee textbooks to verypoor
children. (ab)

Rural Water Supply and Sanitation This project involves constructing water supply and santation facilites
and developnmg health and educaton components in six prvne
The project will also inplement training programs at national,
provincial, prefecture, county, and village levels. (b)

Tarim Basin Irigation This project supports the systematic upgrading of 120,000 hectares of
oasis irgation in theTarim Basin of XinGiangand the redamation and
irrigation of 80,000 hectares of desert wasteland to produce cotton,
wheat fodder, fruit vegetables, oilseeds, and timber. (b)

Ndonesi

Non-fomal Educaian m This project wil improve the income-generating sIdls of the poor. The
services provided by the program are concentrated m poor areas that
have been selected according to basic education indicators. (ab)

Primary Education Quality This poect aims to improve the quality of prmary education and
I Roveient ultimatelytoimprovestudentachievementandcompletionrates.This

will be accomplished by: (i) improving teaching-learning processes;
(i) providing a more equitable resource base for underserved
schools; and (iii) enhancing the capacity to manage quality
improvemenit A poverty component provides special financal
resources to schools in low-income villages. (a,b)

Treecrops Smallholder Thisprojectsupports the govemment's efforstoincrasetheproduction
of coconuts and rubber by smallholders. It has a poverty component
in that coconuts and rubber tend to be grown by poorer famuers. (b)

FELCRAm Tbisisafollow-upprojectto thefiscal 1988FELCRA. TheFELCRAprogram
indudes rehabilitang low-yelding small farms by introducing tree
crops in schemes under group-fiing arrangements, constucting
acess roads and infrastructure, upgrading agricultural techunlogy,
strengthening institutions, and promoting small farmer entre-
preership. (b)

Fisheries m This project benefits fishermen on a poor island in the south who are
among the poorest members of the population. (b)

Pgpua New Guine

Dro Smalholder Oil Palm ITis projectwill developabout:6,500hectaresofland in twoareas of Oro
Development province (Popondetta and Kokoda) into smalTholder oil palm

plantations. (b)

(Tabiemntftueon Iefojlhxgp ge)
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Table A-2. (continued)

Pro,ect name Crite for jbiusibt
¾:~~ ~ ~ ~~~~....;;,- ,- - "'-'!;: 

Health Services Rehabilitation Materal and child health care is a major focus of this project (b)

Turkey

Agricultural Research This project brings tecological improvements to small farners and
rises farm productivity. (b)

BoEi

Agro-pot Development This project creates te Bolivia Export Foundation to develop financaly
sound, agro-based subsidiaes and oint ventures with small- and
medium-scale entrepreneurs and investors. The project supports
*market resech and feasbility studies for exporting the agrcultual
products of the highlands sudh as llama and alpaca wool and quinoa.
Llamas and alpacas are rased in the souithem part of the highlands by
small farmers who are among the poorest in Bolivia. (b)

Brzil

Mato Grosso Natural ResPurces This project supports environmental objectves such as environmental
conservation, management, and protection; land tenure
rglarization; and agroforestry development It also supports the
provIsion of socil and economc infastructure and services that will
benefit low-income small fmers and the indigenous population in
areas with above average incdence of povty. (b)

Metropoitan Transport Tlis project aims to improve aces to urban tansportation services and
Decentralization to lower the cmost of commuting for low-income workers who live in

the outsldirts of the metropolitan area (b)

Rondonia Natural Resources This project supports environmental conservation, management, and
potection land tenureregularizationand agrofestry development
It also supports the provision of social and economic instructure
and services that will benefit low-income small farmers and the
endogenous population in an area with above average incidence of
poverty. (b)

CMIe

Small Farmer Services This prject will raise the wre, income, and tedhnological level of
about 84,000 smallest farmers, rural women, and rural youth, using
agricultralextensioncreditand land titling for thesmallerand poorer
farmers. (a)

Technical Assistance and Rehabilitation This project supports hospital rehabilitation in poor areas. (b)

Costa Rim

Basic Education This project zationalizes the use of resources among different levels and
programs in the sector. It also decentralizes and extends serices to
poorer communities, by promoting Community participation. (b)
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Table A-2 (continued)

Project name Criteria for midusiorf

Ecuador

SDial Development L1 Education and This project aims to improve the quality of prmary education in poor
Training urban areas. (b)

Rural Development This project is partof a long-term effort to reducepovertyand to promote
socioeconomiic development in twelve selected rumral areas. The areas
were selected according to the number of small farmers they contain
and thuir relative level of po . The areas' potential for benefiting
from the project and for sustaining economcally viable pductive
activities was also taken into account (b)

Guyam

Health, Nutriton, and Santation Target groups in both rural and urban poverty areas consist primarily of
women of chldbring age and children under five years of age. The
subprojects wil provide pnmary health care and basic santation.
Eligibility criteia were developed during project preparation and
define the nature and scope of the subprojects, which are trgeted
mainly to those most at risk. (a,b)

Honduras

Social Investment Fund This project fimds smal-scale stbprjects in enmic and social sectos
in poor urban and rural communities on the basis of sponsorship by
municipalities, community organizations, and NGOsa (a,b)

Mexico

rimary Education This project aims to improve the qVality of pmnay education and the
efficiency of the educational system m the three Mexican States wnth
the poorest education indicators. (b)

Venezuela

Low-income Banios Imprvement Investments in basic infrastructure services, such as water supply,
sanitation, and electricity are targeted exdusively at barxios that
contain more than 50 percent of the poorest populationL (b)

iifilrEia-st.and .1-Wa ;.. - - ;*m 

Egypt
Schistosonmiasis Control This prqect will strengthen eisting schbsoiasis control effiorts as

wellasedend coveragetoareasnotpreviouslyservedbythecountry's
control programL The disease strikes primarily those who live in rural
or semirunal areas and who come into contact with affected bodies of
water. These are mostly poor rural farmers and workers families (b)

Iran

Sistan River Flood Works The area covered by this project is inhabited mosty by two minority
Rehabilitation groups who are iving below the poverty thresholld. The project will

safeguard the lives and property of these people and will complement
other economic activities to irove their income leveL (6)

Tehran Drainage This project wil reduce flood-related losses in the low-lying areas of the
city and its vicinitr, inhabited primarily by low-income families, and
will improve health conditions in these areas by reducing
waterlogging and sewage overflow. (b)

Crab Pfecon0bwaen umfgkhggeJ
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Table A-2 (cmntinued)

i now Citeria f or icluside

Population Vm Tlis project will improve and expand fiamily welfare servces to tle
poorest areas in selected cities. (a)

West Bengal Forestry This project supports the state's foresty development program, which
uses a forestry protection system to prevent the continuing
degradationof forestlands. Ths shouldbenefitthe states population,
nearly half of whom live below the poverty line and about 30 percent
of whom are members of sdheduled castes and tribes. (b)

N9epa

Basic and Primy Education This project aims to improve the efficiency of the delivery system to
prvide higher quality instruction in basic education at the primary
level and to marease the opportumities available to girls, the poor, and
those in remote areas. (b)

Pakia

MiddleSchooling - Tis project will improve the qulty of middle schooling in rural and
urban slums. especally for girls, through better planning and the
provion of more and miproved teaching materials. (b)

Urban Rehabilitatin and Management This project focuses on laborbased inrastucture rehabilitation and
improvement road and drain mantenance, and an env
sanitation componentaimed in large measure at womenn and children
in a low-income neighborhood of Cotonouf U,)

Camer-n

Food Security This project containsaspecicmedhnismfor taringthepoor. Itfunds
groups of poorfarmers to encourageincome-generatingactivitiesand
food self-sufficiency. (a)

Ghan

Adult Literacy Skldls The main objective of this project is to reduce adult illiteracybyabout 20
percent (1.1 illion adults) and to develop, revise, and distribute
functional basic- and post-literacy materials. (b)

Nitional Feeder Roads Rehabflitation This project's purpose is to create rural employment (including
and Mainenance employmentforwomen)roughlaor-intesiveroadworkstoextend

the road network to some of the mnst nwginaized areas, and to
increase rual mobility through the promotion of nonmotorized
vehicles. (b)

Ke;.

Mobasa Water At presen the poorest people have to buy water from vendors at
exorbitant prces and thus are hit hardest by the water shortage in
Mombasa. This project wil help the lowest income group by reducmg
the water shortage. It will also incease the number of water-selling
kIosks at strategic locations and will encourage the formation of
women's associations as water retailers. (b)
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Table A-2. (continued)

Project name Criteria for inclusion"

Lesotho

Educational Sector Development This projectaims toreaientpublic expenditures, to constructand funish
additional classrooms (first in the underserved highlands and later in
Maseru and other lowland areas), to rationalize the curriculum, and
to increase the availability of instructional materials. (b)

Mali

Natural Resouce Management This project's goal is to increase the capacity of local communities to
manage their own natural resources to halt and then reverse the
process of degradation (which is the greatest threat to agricultural
development). Women are the main target group of the project's
activities. (b)

Public Works and Capacity Building The objectives of this project are to promwte popular participation and to
create employment opportunities for unscilled workers. (b)

Mauritania

Population and Health This project will improve the delivery of health services in poor rural
areas. Cost-recovery schemes have been built in through a mechanism
to identify and exempt poorer sections of the population. (b)

Water Supply This project will supply more water standpipes in the poor peripheries
of Nauakchott. (b)

Agicultual Services Rehabilitation This project has three objectives: to develop integrated agricultural
and Development services; to assist some 130,000 small-scale family farmers who

produce food crops and cotton in Nampula 3nd Cabo Delgado
provinces; and to extend rural water supply facililies. (b)

Niger

Agicultural Services This project will provide agricultural extension and functional literacy
programs in rural areas. (b)

Population This project will strengthen the delivery of matemal health and family
planning services through its women-in-development component. It
also aims to expand microenterprises, increase functional literacy and
develop nutrition surveillance programs. (b)

Nigeria

First Multi-state Water Supply Improving the health standards of the lowest-income households and
the living conditions of women and improving the quantity and
reliability of the water supply, particularly in crowded urban areas of
two states, are the two key goals of this project. (b)

Rwmn&

Food Security and Social Action This project establishes up a labor-based work program in the poorest
districts of the country, targets food aid toward vulerable population
groups, and institutes a poverty monitoring system through
household surveys. (b)

(Table coninues on &befouiingpage)
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Table A-Z (continued)

hP fect name Criteria for inclusion"

Sdw Tome and Principe

Agricultural Privatization This project will promote smallholder development, encourage crop
and Smailholder Development diversification, and distribute and lease publidy owned agricultural

estates to smallholdes (a)

Health and Education This project includes a comprehensive malaria control program, an
integrated family health care program, the provision of essential
drugs, and the provision of more textbooks. (b)

Sudan

Emergency Drought Rehabilitation This project is designed to alleviate the impact of drought on the poor,
vulnerable, and displaced in the worst affected areas and to improve
water and sanitation facilities for people in refugee camps. It will also
increase the availability of drugs for the sick, maintain minimum
health standards among people affected by drought, supply
agriculturalinputs (seeds, handDtools) tamers intraditionalsectors,
and introduce a labor-intensive special public works program. (a)

Ugind

Northern Reconstruction This project concentrates on rebuilding the poorest region of the country,
which has been tom by civil strifea The various project components
aim to improve the living conditions of the poor, develop their human
capital, and increase their productivity by improving their physical
assets. 'rhe project components indude investment in infrastructures,
health, education, and water supply and sanitation. (ab)

a. Thee are two criteia for indusion of prjects in the Progmms of Targeted Inteventions. Criterion (a) refers to projects with a
specfic t ting mecanim, and/or citerion (b) refers to projects for which the proportio of the pour among poject beneficiaries
is igficantly larger han their proporbon in the total ppulatioL The criteri for each project areindicated in parentheses.



Annex B. Poverty-focused SAL/SECALs,
Fiscal 1992

Eighteen of the thirty-two Bank-approved adjust- SAL goes further and supports reallocating public
ment operations included specific poverty reduc- expenditures to protect high-prionty programs in
tion components. Thirteen of these are structural primary health and education, water supply, road
adjustment loans (sALs), and five are sector adjust- maintenance, and agiculture research and exten-
ment loans (SECAiS). Table B-1 shows the volume sion. A few loans, such as the SECAL in Kenya, sup-
and number of SAL/SECALS in fiscal 1992. Table B-2 port reforms to increase the efficiency and quality
briefly descrbes the poverty-focused SAL/SECALS of education expenditures at all levels and reduce
for fiscal 1992. drop-out rates at the primary and secondary levels,

especially for dhildren from disadvantaged areas.
Objectives of Poverty-focused sALmsEcALs

Distortions that especially afject the poor. Six opera-
Thefollowingfiveareasrepresentthemainpoverty tions address distortions that especially affect the
objectives addressed by the poverty-focused poor and support financial and labor market re-
SAL/SECALs (see table B-2). forms. In Malawi, the adjustment operation sup-

ports reforms to facilitate investment, to expand the
Publc expenditure reforns. Fourteen of the eigh- access of small-scale entrepreneurs to finance, and

teen operations supported public expenditure pro- to improve the way rural labor markets function,
grams mainly to maintain or increase expenditures including a minimum wage policy. Operations in
on education, health, family planning, and, to a Cbte d'Ivoire and Zimbabwe focus on reforming
lesser extent, water supply, infrastructure, and labor regulations and wage controls. Labor market
agricultural services. The Bangladesh SAL is typical reforms like these are usually expected to increase
of these programs and supports real increases in employment and to benefit the poor
funding for priority programs in primary health
and education and family planning. The Uganda Targetedprognzms.Eleven of these operationssup-

port targeted programs or safety nets. The most
common are targeted food subsidies, food assis-
tance programs, and redeployment programs for

Table B-1. Poverty-focused SAUSECALs, retrenched workers. Examples include shifting
Fial 1992 subsidies to less expensive packaging (Tunisia),

Total IDA IBRD subsidizing more nutritional but less preferred

SAL lending (US$ millions) 2,068 598 1,470 commnoditie-for example, maize (Mozambique)-
Number of SALs 13 8 5 and a nutrition program for dhildren and lactating
EcAL ending (us$ m;hons) 580 380 200 mothers in very poor regions (Panama). Redeploy

NALlber ofsEcAls lin 5 3 0 ment programs include the introduction of sever-
ance pay, retraining, and funding for small-scale,

Total SAL/SECAls (US$ millions) 2,648 978 1,670 labor-intensivepublicworksinZambiaZimbabwe,
Total number of SAL/SECAls 18 13 5 and Uganda. In Romania the country's pension and
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family benefits systems will be reviewed and mod- reduction strategy that will define polices and tar-
ified with the aim of targeting the family benefits get groups and draw upon an implementation
system more effectively, schedule.

Developing povrt reduction policies. Three opera- Poverty monitoring. Three operations support the
tions support the development of povertyreduction gathering of poverty data and the monitoring of the
strategies and institutional coordination. The Mo- impact of adjustment on the poor. The Morocco SAL

zambique SAL supports the aceation of an institu- introduces a monitoring system to track the income
tional focal point for policy analysis on poverty and andlivingstandardsof low-income households and
of a coordinating body for sectoral activities and is supporting a study of the impact of the SAL on
policy formulation. The Morocco SAL supports a low-income households. A study on the profile and
strategytoimprove thepartcipationof low-income incidence of rural poverty and on the impact of
groups in the development process. Under the agricultural policies on poverty will be conducted
Peru SAL the government will develop a poverty as part of the Ghana Agricultural SECAL.
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Table B-2. PoverLy-focused sALS and SEcLs, Fiscal 1992a

Lon or credit PoverTy-rdated objectives

.*.. ie a*_ * h'da-' . sL -<,;..JA .>.. - r . . . .

Burundi
Third Sbuctural Adjustment Program Key conditions were met for this program prior to its approval by the

Executive Board of the World Bank, induding agreement on a revised
1992 budget and 1992-94 PEP satisfactory to IDA. Before the second
trnche can be released, a 1993 budget must be adopted that includes
a safety net covering priority expenditures for education and health.
The financing strategy for education and health (which incltudes
elements of cost mrcovery and which sets roles for the borrower, NGOs,
the private sector, and users) that was developed prior to approval
must be implemented.

COte d'voire

Competitive and Regulatory Reform This program indudes labor mnarket reforms because the high cost of
Adjustment Program labor is a major factor in the lack of competitiveness in the economy.

Average formal sector wages are ten times per capita GNP, in part
influenced by public sector wages that are the highest in Sub-Saharan
Africa. Deregulation will help to createjobs foryoungentrants into the
labor force as well as for the poorest segments of society.

HIuman Resources Development The release of the loan tranches for this program will depend on the
Program satisfactory execution of the 1991 and 1992 budgets for health,

population, education, and technical and vocational training and on
progress in implementing the Human Resources Development
Program strategy. The program will put in place a system of cost
recovery at public health care establishments and a regulatory
firamework that will govern the private pharmaceutical market

Ghana

Agrculhurl Sector Adjustmnent The government is to implement a system to monitor the use of public
expenditures on poverty-reducing programs in the 1992 budget and
toensurepriorityfindingforsimilarprogramsin thel993budget.The
actions to be monitored include (i) the completion of a study on the
profile and incidence of poverty in the rural sector and on the impact
of agricultural policies on poverty, and (ii) the preparation of an action
programL There are no specific second or tiurd tranche conditions that
relate to poverty reduction.

Keya

Education Sector Adjustent This program aims to expand access to education and to increase
retention at the primary and secondary levels, especially for children
frmm disadvantaged areas. It also aims to improve the quality and
relevance of education at all levels and to reintroduce public financdng
of texdbooks to primary schools (which is a tranche-release condition).
Studies on prmary and secondary curriculum revisions and access to
and retention of children in primary schools should also be finalized
by the time the second tranche is due to be released.

A'kwi

Entrepreneurship Development The objective of this program is to facilitate entrepreneurial investment
through Recovery to promote access to financial capital, to improve human resources

development, and to expand employment opportunities. Tranche
release conditions include reorienting public expenditures in favor of
human capital (especially health, education, and agricultual services
to smanLhoders) and measures to imnprove the function of labor
markes

rrableconfinmaon &hefdbgwingpageJ
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Table B-2 (continued)

Loan or credit Poverty-relatedobicfives

Mozambique

Eonomic Recovery Program This program is desigrned to reorient primary health and primary and
secondary education budgetary expenditures toward high-priority
activities in key social sectors such as primary and smallholder
agnculture. A key second tranche condition is that the rate of increase
in these expenditures in the 1992 budget be maintained during 1993.
The program aims to reform agricultural marketing, inprove the
access of the private sector (induding smallholders) to credit, support
the implementation of direct income transfers to poor households,
prepare a progress report on land distribution and the bansfer of land
rights to smaliholders and private enterprises (second tranche
condition), and support the establishment of a central coordinating
body for the policy analysis of poverty and food security issues.

Sie= Leon

Reconstuction Import Credit Conditions for the release of the second tranche of this credit include
agreeing with the Bank, in the context of the PER, on the size and
composition of the allocation for the social sectors in the 1992-93
budgetand providinga specialallocationin the 1992-93 budgetforthe
soially oriented programs. Progress will be reviewed at the time the
tiird tranche is due to be released.

Uganda

First Structual Adjustment Credit A condition for releasing the tranches of this credit is that all budgeted
allocations for programs in primary health, primary and secondary
education, water supply, road maintenance, and agriculture research
and extensionmustbereleased. The governmentmustalsoremove the
remag constraints on the private sector so that pnvate initiative
can flourish.

Zambia

Privatization and Industrial Reform The satisfactory implementation of a safety net component will be part
Adjustment Credit and Separate of the second and third tranche release conditions. The safety net
Technical Assistance Credit includes a tLansitional subsidy on yellow maize, increased funding of

the workfare components of the Socal Action Program, and increased
spending on social services; specific interim tagets have been set for
these. Particular attention will be paid to rual infastructure. The
govemment plans to heighten public awareness of the Social Action
Program to ensure that the needy benefit

Zimbabve

Struchtual Adjustment Loan Prior to Board approval, measures were included to strengtien primary
education and health care and other services, to ensure access to basic
foodstuffs and social services, and to provide retraining. Modifying
the LaborActtoprovideemployeeswithauthoritytoretrenchworkers
if explicit compensation provisions are met is a second tranche release
condition.

Romanis

Structural Adjustment Program One of the components of this loan is to provide an affordable and
effective safetr netL This incudes more narrowly targeted public
expenditures; refonns to support the unemployed; and provision of
social assistance, family benefits, a pension system, and sick leave.
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Table B-2 (continued)

Loan or credit Povert-related objectives

Bolivia

Structural Adjustnent Program The letter of Development Policy commits the government to: 6) an
increase in the share of expenditures devoted to the health sector to 3.8
percent by 1993; (ii) an increase in the share of health expenditures
devoted to primary health care in the major cities to 40percentby 1993;
(iii) an increase in the share of personnel allocated to pnmary health
care in major cities to 40 percent by 1993; and (iv) an increase in
expenditures on texts and teaching materials to 5 percent of
expenditures on primary education by 1992.

Pananm

Economic Rtcovery Loan This operation will address the nutritional needs of lactating mothers,
children up to the age of five, and school-age children in the poorest
region. The govemment will agree with the Bank on the objecives,
actions, targets, and timetable for the pilot phase of a nutrition
program as a condition of second tranche release. It will also evaluate
the results of the pilot program and agree upon a national program as
a condition of third tranche release.

Peru

Structural Adjustment Loan As part of this loan, the government agreed to develop a poverty
reduction strategy and a schedule for implementing it Both must be
acceptable to the Bank. The strategy will outline policies and identify
target groups. The government will identify and prepare profiles for
health and education projects to be targeted to the poor and will
evaluate existing food assistance programs and initiate the first stage
of the necessary refonms.

No:NhAlfrica ;;

Morocco

Stwcntal Adjustment LoanE 1 This program increases public expenditures for primary education,
health care, and rainfed agriculture. It also introduces a monitoring
system to track the income and living standards of low-income
households and undertakes studies of the impact of structural
adjustnentonlow-incomehouseholds Satisfactory treatmentof these
issues is a condition of second tranche release. Based on the results of
these studies and the analysis of relevant data, a strategy to improve
living conditions of low-income households will be developed.

Tunisia

Elconomic and Financial Refoxms Improved targeting of consumption subsidies ic a condition of tranche
Support Loan release for this loan.
ts,,-o, -;_o . - fs,e- ; f . v>s. v-T.A' f' *'' . -." 5.. '''. - .'./* .. s*-{
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Bangladesh

Public Resources Management Second and third tranche release of this credit depends on the
Adjustment Credit govemment increasing funding for priority programs in primary

education, prmary health, and family planning programs. Actual
expenditures during fiscal 1993 are to be monitored as part of third
tranche conditionality.

a. Incudes SA/SECALs that (a) focus speificaly on eliminating distortons affecting th poor and/or (b) support a public
expendituresprogram focused on poverty reductionm



Annex C. Poverty Assessments, Completed
and Scheduled, Fiscal 1989-95

Schedule
Complete Fiscl 1993 Fic 1994 Fiscal 1995 Total

EastAsiaand thePadfic 5 2 2 1 10
Europe and Central Asia 0 0 1 4 5
Latin America and the Caribbean 8 2 14 1 25
MiddleEastandNorthAfrica 1 1 4 0 6
South Asia 4 0 2 0 6
Sub-Saharan Africa 2 6 18 10 36

Total 20 llb 41c 19 88d

Note: This schedule was finalized Februaxy 26,1993 and excludes inactive countries.
a indudes nineen first arkd one updated poverty assessments that were completed before November 30, 1992.
b. ITnludesboth filst and updated povertyasessments scheduled to be completed between December 1,1992 and the end of fiscal

1993.
c. Indudes both fist and updated assessments.
d. Includes eighty countries that have a first assessment scheduled and eight that also have an updated assessment scheduled to

be completed by the end of fiscal 1995.
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Annex D. Summaries of Completed Poverty
Assessments

Bangladesh 58

Bolivia 60

Chile 61

China 63

Costa Rica 66

Ecuador 68

Egypt 70

India 72

Indonesia 73

Maiawi 75

Malaysia 77

Mexdco 79

Mozambique 81

Nepal 83

Pakistan 84

Paraguay 86

Peru 88

Philippines 90

Venezuela 92

These assessment summanes were prepared by World Bank country teams. They are based on
completed poverty assessment reports. A few of them also draw on other country econonic and
sectorwork.
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Bangladesh: Poverty Assessment Summary reaching the poor. The size of thebudgetilinited the
magnitude of the government's efforts. The compo-

Povertyprofile.Thereportfound thatin1986 about sition of public expenditures exhibits a broad con-
51 percent of the rural population and 56 percent of cern for poverty reduction with respectable shares
the urban population were below the poverty line; of current expenditures being allocated to the social
in other words, they had an intake of fewer than sectors; this trend has continued through the recent
2,122 calories per person per day. More recent esti- 1992-93 budget. Analyzing the beneficaries of the
mates for 1988-89 showa slight decline to 48 percent government's programs, however, shows substan-
of the rural population and 44 percent of the urban tial underuse of public services on the part of the
population. However, the number of poor, particu- poor. For example, the government's rural develop-
larly in urban areas, increased between 1986 and ment and agrcultural incentive program predomi-
1989 because of a slowing down of GDP growth and nantly favored large farmers, and the benefits of its
because of the loss of seasonal employment in rural expenditures on human resources development
areas; this was the result of two major floods in 1987 tended to favor those who were not particularly
and 1989 as well asacycloneinApril 1991. The rural poor. This was also true in the case of expenditures
landless essentially form the core of the poor. imvolving direct and indirect transfers of income to

The key vulnerable groups that have been identi- the poor because the expenditure benefits accruing
fied include the landless, the disabled and the des- to the poor through reief were more than offset by
titute with no access to economic activity, and the benefits received by the less poor through sub-
migrants from rural areas seeking urban employ- sidies on agriculture and water development.
ment. Increases einandlessness and in the migration
of rural males have also resulted in the emergence Safety net. The governments safety net program
of landless households headed by women, an esti- includes income transfer programs targeted to the
mated 7 percent of rural households in 1983-84. lowest income groups in the form of Public Food
Agricultural wages constitute a significant propor- Distribution (oFD), relief, and Vulnerable Group De-
tion of the income of the poor, although some of the velopment (vGD) programs. The report noted that
poor are engaged in small-scale rural industries or although the benefits of the nonmonetary elements
are employed as unsklMled workers in the jute in- of the PFD generally did reach the poor, the mone-
dustry. The report noted that despite data limita- tary elements of the PD generally benefited the less
tions, some regional variations in the incidence of poor. The report recommended (i) improving the
poverty could be discerned. targeting of the Pim for the benefit of the poor; (ii)

mobilizing resources outside the public sector for
Incentive and regulatory framework. The report ex- organizing self-employment and employment op-

plained that the government's past efforts to reduce portunities in nonfarm activities; (iii) broadening
poverty consisted of improving incentives to in- the institutional base for ioverty reduction by in-
crease agncultural productivity and establishing creasing local participat-L and by expanding the
rural-based employment programs. These pro- role of NGOs and infornal organizations; and fi-
grams, however, were not very successful in gener- nally, (iv) intensifying efforts to reduce rapid pop-
ating adequate employment or self-employment in ulation growth. With the redirection in food aid in
farm and nonfarmn activities. The government also the current year, it is unlikely that the targeted nF
supported transfer and safety net programs and operations-Food-for-Work and VGD programs-
programs to expand employment opportunities can be maintained at the levels recorded in recent
(through, for example, the Food-for-Work Program years.
and bypromotingsmalland cottage industries and
other self-employment schemes). Poverty strategy. En addition to raising the overall

productivity of the economy, the strategy should
Public expenditures. The report found that the continue to support policies to increase agricultural

composition of government expenditures was productivity, which would help create farm and
broadly consistent with the govenment's poverty nonfarm employment in rural areas. While contn-
reduction objectives. The government's poverty- uing the Pm, the govermnent needs to contan its
focused programs, however, were not effective in costs and improve its targeting. The goveriunent
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also needs to examine closely its rural credit pro- HMi surveys were carried out, aAd the most recent
grams, which have not benefited the poor. The re- one was done in 1990-91. Sample size limitations
sults of the public expenditure prioritization in the HEs do not permit an analysis of how
exercise need to be fully implemented to increase poverty varies by region, although urban-rural
the effectiveness of the goverunent's programs. differences can be ascertained. Comparing the
Also, the measures to increase funding to the social 1981482 and 1983-84 HES surveys, a huge disparity
sectorsshouldbeaccompaniedbyimprovements in in the percentage of the population below the
the expenditure patterns within these sectors so poverty line can be observed. The explanation for
as to improve effidency. The government's efforts this discrepancy is most likely to be the substan-
to provide institutional support to NCOs should tial change in the methodology used after the
continue. 1981-82 survey. Nevertheless, estimates of pov-

erty derived from mHS should be interpreted with
Statistical system. Periodic Household Expendi- caution, especially when constructing detailed

ture Surveys (Oms) and Labor Force Surveys have poverty profiles, as these are subject to a wide
been done in Bangladesh During the 1980s, four margin of error.
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Bolivia: Poverty Assessment Summary fundingagencyindependentof theexistinggovern-
ment bureaucracy, supported social and employ-

Poverty rofi. The Bolivian poverty assessment ment generationprograms with the partiacipation of
found that the poorest of the poor live in rural NGOs and community organizations. Before the EsF
areas and tend to consist of smallholder farmers, began, many remote areas of the country had never
agricultural workers of Indian origin, and experienced central or regional govemment interven-
women. Crop production and prices have both tion indcinics, schools, or social programs. In 1990 the
fallen since 1976, which has made poor rural areas ESF was terminated, and the World Bank has been
even poorer. supporting its successor, the Socal Investment Fund,

as wel as heping to strengthen the capacity of exist-
Incentive and regulatoryframework The study eval- ing social sector ministnes.

uated how public polices affect the participation of
the poor in the economy. It addressed the effects of Potrrtystz .Thestudyproposedthatmacroeco-
stabilization policies on the poor, the sectoral allo- nonmic policies should remain conducve to pnvate
cation of public resources, the incidence of public sector development In the field of human resource
expenditures, and the efficiency of resource aloca- development, efficiency and equity improvements
tion. The study found that although the macroeco- should be made a priority. Efforts to increase the
nomic policy framework is generally conducive to assets held by the poor should include improving
labor-intensive growth, macroeconomic policies land titling and rural credit schemes. It should be
are too blunt an instrument to be effective in further possibleforpublicexpenditures oninfastructure and
reducing poverty, given that the poor have limited other services tobe reallocated to servethepoormore
employment opportunities and virtualy no access effectively without sacrificing efficiency. Public ser-
to credit. vices should continue to be demand driven, building

on the suaccsful example of the ESF. Ethnic and gen-
Public exenditures. The study also found that the der diimination must be addressed; at the very

very poor have benefited little fuom public expen- least, legal and regulatory codes should be revised to
ditures, in that they have little or no access to phys- remove iitutionalized discmination.
ical infrastructure or basic social servces such as
healthcare,education,andtraining.Thisreflectsthe Statistical system. Existing data on poverty in
fact that public services and infrastructure tend to Bolivia remain weak although a national census
be concentrated in urban areas. was recently completed (June 1992). The study

focused on examining the characteristics of "target
SafetymLd.Bolia'seconomiccrisisintheearly1980s groups" by location, occupation, gender, and race

severely affected the livmg standards of the poor. raffier than on calculating a poverty line and esti-
Socalexpenditures,whichwerealreadylow,became mating the absolute number of the poor. Based on
almost negligible. In 1986 the Bolivin govemnent surveys conducted in recent years, the study con-
createdtheEzergencySocalFund(isF),a poneering cluded that the characteristics of the poor have not
instution for dispersing money quicldy and effi- changed in the last decade. The Bank is assisting
cently to projts aimed at mitigating adverseffects the National Institute of Statistics to implement a
of the adjustment process on the poor. The ESF, as a iving Standards Measurement Study.
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Chile: Poverty Assessment Summary profile of mortality and disease, have changed the
profile from one typical of a developing country to

Poverty profile. The precise number of people liv- one typical of a developed country.
ing in extreme poverty in Chile is the subject of The nutritional status of the Chilean population
considerable debate. The report presented esti- is generally satisfactory. Chile has significantly re-
mates ranging from 12 percent of the population, ducedmalnutritionamongchildrenundersixyears
according to an assessment of overall living (partic- old. Quantitative educational indicators compare
ularly housing) standards, to as high as 45 percent, favorably with those of higher-income economies;
according to alternative-income and caloric-intake the average number of years of schooling now at-
measures and distinct poverty lines. Overall, tamed by Chilean students is among the highest in
Cbile'spoorestfamilies, defined as thosewhoseper Latin America, and adult ilUiteracy is among the
capita income fanls in the bottom 20 percent of the lowest in the region. Problems of access to primary
income for all Chileans, are not exceptionally large education are now largely resolved, but the sector
by international standards-their average family has not fully translated educational policy reforms
size is 5.01 persons (compared to a national average into higher levels of quality, efficiency, and equity,
of 4.25), with no significant rural/urban differen- especially among low-income urban and rural
tials. Poor households are relatively young, with groups.
almost half their members being under 15 years of
age. More than half contain a child under five years Social development. Chile's social development
of age, and a third contain at least three young over the last three decades has been impressive.
children. The typical head of household is relatively AlthoughChile's GNP per capita of US$2,130 in 1990
young. Nuldear families predominate among the places it among lower middle-income countries, its
poor. In most families, both spouses live on the social indicators-induding average life expec-
premises. Female-headed households are at a tancy at birth, infant mortality rate, the prevalence
higher risk of poverty, however, particularly in of moderate and severe malnutrition, educational
urban areas. attainment, and overall adult literacy rate-closely

The overall living standards of the poorest fami- resemble the profile observed in developed coun-
lies in Chile are substantially better than in many tries. This is because successive govermnents of
ofier developing countnes, and the coverage of widelydisparatepolitical philosophies have all had
basic services is generally good. The survey data a strong political commitment to social welfare.
(from cAsm II) revealed that notable accomplish- Sustained public investments in maternal and dcild
ments have been made in reducing inequalities in health care, food supplementation programs, basic
access to major social services, including health education, and potable water have played a major
care, nutrition, and education. Neverthfeless, the role in inproving health.
survey also documented some important inequali- In the 1980s the government aspired to redefine
ties that persist in access to key services such as the role of the state, to decentralize primary health
health care, particularly among adults. care responsibilities to the municipalities, to devise

In recent decades Chile has experienced pro- new health financng mechanisms, to promote pri-
found demographic changes. The total population vatesectorparticipation in delivering and financing
of the country was estimated to be 13 million in health services, and to target public health and nu-
1989, of which more than 85 percent lived in urban trition expenditures to low-income groups. Serious
areas, partiLcularly in metropolitan Santiago. Rapid imbalances and inefficient use ofresources continue
falls in the total fertility rate in conjunction wiith an to constrain the productivity and quality of health
increase in life expectancy have resulted in a rapid and education services.
growthl in the proportion of elderly in the total
population. The health of the Chilean population Public expenditures. The government's strong
has improved substantially, as indicated by an in- commitment to social welfare has been evident in
crease in life expectancy at birth and declines in the its relatively high social public expenditures. The
death rate and in the infant mortality rate. Rapid percentage of CDP spent on health care, for exam-
urbanizationandindustialization,aswellassignif- ple, has increased significantly over the last few
icant improvements in health and changes in the decades, and it is as high as that in several upper
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middle-income developing countries (5.3 per- decline in unemployment, these programs have
cent) but below that of lower-income oEcD coun- been eliminated. The National Supplementary
tries (7.2 percent). Total public expenditures in Feeding Program has significantly reduced malnu-
health are 2.2 percent of GDP or 42 percent of trition among low-income children under six years
total health expenditures, while private health of age.
expenditures account for about 3.9 percent of
GDP. Overall, central government contributions Poverty strategy. The promotion of social justice
to health represent about 7 percent of govern- with macroeconomic stability and growth is the
ment expenditures. centrl policy of the Chilean government. The gov-

On the other band, public spending on education emment has maintained economiic policies consis-
in Chile has declined during the last decade. The tent with an open market economy, promoting the
education budget's share of GNP fell to 2.5 percent private sector as the main engine of growth. WiLthin
in 1990, declining from almost 13 percent of total the constraints of a balanced budget, the govern-
public spending in 1981 to 8.1 percent in 1990. The ment has begun to improve the quality and effi-
decentralization of education funds to private sub- ciency of key social programs as a means to ensure
sidized schools through subvention payments now that the poor have access to basic services, particu-
accounts for approximately 60 pecnt of the edu- larly health care and education. One of the
cationbudget There has been a dramatic decline in governmenfs major actions in 1990 was to adopt a
the amount of total public pending going to higher tax reform to help finance improvements in health
education. and education.

Safety net. Chile has safety net programs targeted Statistical system. Chile lacks data of sufficient
at low-income groups in rural and urban areas quality to be able to cailculate the precise number of
wherethereisconsiderableunemployment,malnu- people living in e me poverty. Furthermore, it
trition, and inequalities in access to quality educa- lacks reliable data sets that can be compared over
tion. The Emergency Employment Programs, time. This has precluded any assessment of the
financed by the govenment, provided work to a precise gains m access to basic social services that
significantnumberofpeopleatthetimeofthecAsEN may have resulted from the reforms of the past
H survey in December 1987- Since then, with the decade.
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China: Poverty Assessment Summary Minorities are known to represent a highly dispro-
portionate share of the rural poor. The available

Poertyprofile. Broad participation in strong rural evidencedoesnotsuggestthatwomenareover-rep-
economic growth brought about a tremendous re- resented among the poor, although poverty cer-
duction in absolute poverty in China during 1978- tainly exacerbates society-wide problems of lower
85. The number of absolute poor are esmated to rates of female participation in education, higher
have delined from roughly 270 million in 1978 to relative female infant mortality rates, and higher
100 million in 1985, or from about one-third to less rates of maternal mortaity.
than one-tenth of the total population. However, no
furtherreductionsinpovertywereachievedduring Incentive and regulatory frameework. Widespread
the second half of the 1980s-the proportion of the participation in reform-driven growth in the
total population living in absolute poverty re- agricultural sector played the key role in the tre-
mained roughly constant at about 9 percent The mendous two-thirds reduction in absolute pov-
stagnation of poverty dunng 1985-90, which con- erty that was achieved during 197&-84. Rural per
trasts with the strong overall economic growth of capita income grew at an average annual rate of
those years, is consistent with the modest observed 15 percent in real terms dur.ing tlhis period and
increase of rural income disparity. The poverty gap increased a total of more than 130 percent. The
also increased slightly during the second half of the failure to achieve further reductions, in poverty
1980s-indicating a modest deepening of pov- during the second half of the 1980s, despite mod-
erty-but remained extremely low by developing- est agricultural growth and very strong industrial
country standards. growth, is more difficult to explain althnugh a few

The government has effectively limited urban factors can be identified. Sharply increased prices
poverty through a system of full employment cou- for grain and other subsistence goods adversely
pled withheavysubsidizationand pice controls on affected the real income of the majority of the
basic foodstuffs and housing and near universal rural poor. The working-age population grew so
access to educaton and health car The incidence rapidly that it exceeded the expansion of employ-
of urban poverty is estimated to have dedined to ment opportunities, contributing to a worsening
less than 1 percent of the registered urban popula- of rural underemployment. Also, economic
tion by 1984 and to have remained at about that growth was greater in the higher-income coastal
level thereafter. This opt-mistic portrayal, however, provinces than in the lower-income inland north-
fails to reflect the status of the unregistered urban western and southwestern provinces.
population. Those people, who number at least 10 The key determinant of the stagnation of poverty
million, formally hold rural residence but work in dunng 1985-90, however, was the absence of signiif-
urban areas without the job, food, health, and oher icant levels of agricultural growth and rural enter-
rights normally accorded urban people. Most eam prise development in the upland areas. In the 1970s
a decent living, but many do not, and all are ex- thepoorweremostlylocatedinflat,accessibleareas
tremely vulnerable if struck by illness, accident, or where increased application of ferlizer, better
other calamity. seed, and other modern inputs in the early 1980s

Rural poverty is estimated to have dedined from brought about rapid productivity gains, and they
about one-third of the rural population in 1978 to were able to participate in the rapid agricultural
roughly one-tenth by 1985. Since virtualy all of growthof 197-84. However,thesequick reductions
China's rural population received land-use rights of poverty through agricultural growth were
dunng the early-1980s, there are few if any landless largely exhausted by the end of 1984. Most of the
laborers. Insted, the majonty of the rural poor are remaining poor have remained trapped in more
now concentrated in resource-defiaent areas and remote upland areas where agricultural productiv-
compriseentirecomnmnifies, located mostlyin up- ity gains have not so far proven to be possible.
land sections of the inteior provmces of northern, Measured on a per capita basis, output of grain and
northwestern, and southwestern China. Although subsistene foods in such areas failed to sustain any
these poor have land-use rights, in most cases the significant increase during the 1980s. The fact that
landitselfisofsuchlowqualitythatitisnotpossible poverty is now concentrated in podkets in these
to achieve subsistence levels of crop production. areasisshownbytheavailablesocialindicators. For
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example, at least 50 percent of the boys and almost so that they include only those projects that gener-
100 percent of the girls in many of China's poorest ate reasonable market-determined returns on
towns do not attend school and will not achieve investment.
literacy. Also, infantand maternal mortality rates in
verypoorcounties are50 to 100 percent higherthan Safety net. The Ministry of Civil Affairs provides
the national average, and the incidence of infecdous disasterrelief and income maintenance supportand
diseases is also concentrated in these areas. coordinates the distribution of relief grain with the

Rural enterprises are an important source of em- Ministry of Commerce Grain Bureau. The State Ed-
ployment in the rural economy as a whole, but they ucation Commission and the Ministry of Public
have developed very slowly in poor areas. In the Health administer some special programs to im-
early 1980s employment from this source acully prove the education and health status of the poor.
decreased in poor areas as the commune system The Agricultural Bank of China and several other
was dismantled and workers could no longer be banks offer subsidized loans for "poor-area devel-
paid in work points instead of cash. Employment opment' programs through a variety of hnds ad-
rose again only after the government took a policy ministered by provincial bank branches and their
initiative supporting the establishment of small, networks of country and lower-level banks. The
family firms It is small-scale private enterprises Regional Office of the State Planning Commission
such as these thatappear to be bestsu.ited to operate administers a Food-for-Work Program that assists
in the underdeveloped markets of the poor areas. with the construction of roads, drinking water sys-
The government has assisted rural enterpnses to tems, irngation works, and other capital construc-
make an impact on poverty in several ways, includ- tion in poor areas. In addition, each of twenty-seven
ing making appropriate technologies available in central ministries and agencies has its own special
poor areas, subcontracting simple manufacturing poor-area project, and every province has its own
and production activities to poor households and specially funded programs.
villages, and providing subsidized credit to enter-
pises that agree to employ a specified number of Por strategy. The emphasis on economic de-
thepoor.Nevertheless, byl990only4percentof the velopment programs in poor areas was the main
rurallaborforceinChina's 120poorestcountieshad feature of the poverty alleviation strategy adopted
found employment in rural enterprise, in contrast during the Seventh Five Year Plan (1986-90). Subse-
to the 22.1 percent who had found such employ- quently the Eighth Five Year Plan (1991-95) takes
ment in the nation as a whole. the strategy a step fartier by increasing the assis-

tance given to the very poor who live in the worst
Public expenditures The poverty assessment con- physical environments. It also aims to integrate dis-

cluded that meeting the challenge of poverty reduc- parate programs in such areas as education, health,
tion in the 1990s will require the government to family plandng, and transport into comprehensive
make significant investments m human capital, in- local intervention packages.
cludinggreatercentralgovernmentfundingfored- Acieving further reductions in the number of
ucation, health, and relief services in the poorest people living in absolute poverty will be a more
areas. Annualized incremental funding require- difficult task than it was in the early 1980s. How-
ments for programs to improve education and ever,becausethepoorinChinaarenolongerspread
health services and indicators in the poor a .as are out across the country but are found in pockets of
estimated to be about $2 billion. With this amount remote, resource-deficient areas, it is now easier, in
of funding, it should be possible to make six-year both practical and fiscal terms, to target them. The
primary education open to 15 million poor children task will also be aided by a reduction in rural un-
and to reduce currently excessive levels of infant, deremployment during the 1990s. The LGEDPA was
child,andmaternalmorbidityandmortalityinpoor established in 1986 in part to provide more coher-
areas by at least a third. ence to the miany poverty reduction inutiatires and

The report also urged the goverment to revise to expedite economic development in the poor
its poor-area development assistance programs, areas. It has emerged as the principal advocate of
whicharecoordinated by the Leading Groupfor the China's rural poor. To maximize the potential ben-
Economic Development of Poor Areas (LGEDPA), eficial effect of this development on poverty, how-
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ever,itisessentialthatmigrationofsurpluslaborfrom erate retums to investment as determined by the
poor areas to more prosperous areas be failitated. In free market. Nevertheless, the government must
addition, the government will be strengthening the recognize that there is a limit to what can be
LGEDPA, the istitution responsible for implementing achieved through these programs.
explicit poverty alleviation programs.

Alhough they are not easy to find, real opportu- Statistical system. In the next phase of the poverty
nitiesdoexistforiimprovingagriculturalproductiv- reduction strategy, the government will be concen-
ity in upland areas and, thus, the incomes of those trating on establishing an independent and objec-
that live there. Thus, one of the immediate tive monitoring system to ensure that the data on
challenges facing the government is to restructure thelocationofthepoorandtheincidenceofpoverty
its rural development programs in these areas to are accurate and up to date. Fortunately, the State
include only those agricultural, rural enterprise, Statistical Bureau has both the necessaxy data and
road, and transport infrastructure projects that gen- skills to undertake this task.
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Costa Rica: Poverty Assessment Summary crude death rates by 60 percent. Enrollment at pre-
schools rosefrom 12 percent in 1960 to 98 percentin

Povertyprofile. According to the report, Costa Rica 1989. Primary education also increased signifi-
has reached a relatively advanced stage of social candy, and secondary enrollment more than dou-
development, having achieved significant increases bled.In contrast, in the early 1980s progress in social
in real income and a substantial reduction in pov- welfare slackened, and the country faced the most
erty. All indicators-literacy rates, infant and child severe recession inits history. For several years, GDP
mortality rates, life expectancy, health care cover- declined,andpastexpansionarypoliciesresultedin
age, thenutritionalstatusofchildren,andsaiitation high inflation, which increased fiscal deficits and
conditions-are ahead of those of most Latin Amer- balance of payments problems. Successive govern-
ican and Caribbean countnes. Nevertheless, the ments were forced to concentrate on stabilization
probability of being poor is approximately twice as and adjustment and were diverted from malkng
high in rural than in urban areas, and the number social development efforts. Also during the 1980s
of poor is also greater in rural areas. The total num- there was an influx of refugees (some 40,000) from
ber of poor ("critical" and "extreme") amounts to neighboring war-tom countries. This immigration
roughly half a million people (or about 100,000 further strained the economy since the refugees
famnilies). The distribution of "extreme" versus were typically poor, in bad health, and had little
"critical" poverty in rural and urban areas is fairly education or work expenence.
similar, each representing about 50 percent of all
poor. As a percentage of the overall population, the Publicexpenditures. Costa Rica has one of the high-
criticallypoorrepresent8.6percentandtheextreme est rates of social expenditures as a share of GDP in

poor 10.9 percent Lafin Amenca and the CanibbeanL Induding social
Themain causes of povertyareladk of education, security contributions, public expenditures in the

lack of work and large family size. Sixty percent of social sectors rose steadily through the 1960s and
the memnbers of poor households (who are older 1970s, readhing about 20 percent of GDP and repre-
han age ten) have less than a complete primary senting over 50 percent of total govemment expen-

education, compared to only 33 percent of nonpoor ditures. Moreover, per capita spending was even
household members. The illiteracy rate for the pop- higher than these figures would indicate since GDP
ulation aged over fifteen is about 75 percent. The was rwig rapidly. In terms of the distribution of
percentage of poor households in which no family these expenditures across sectors, there was a dis-
member is working is 25 percent, although in non- tinctbias toward the health and nutrition programs.
poor households this figure is only about 6 percent Despite past accomplisments, the economic crisis
Last, half of poor households have more than six ofthel980sledtoasharpreductioninoverallpublic
members compared to one-fourth of nonpoor spending, with most cuts occurring in the social
households. An examinationof otherdharacteristics sectors and in public investment. Reestablishing
of living conditions, such as access to basic social and continuing social programs will depend on the
sevices (for ecample, health and water and sanita- government's ability to deal with the limitations of
hion),showsnostrilngdifferencesbetween thetwo the economy.
groups

Saftty net. Socal programs in Costa Rica explicitly
Incentive and regulatoryfnfneamork This improve- address equitable distnbution and are geared to-

ment in social welfare has been achieved after sev- ward servng broad target groups. Totalbenefits are
eral decades of continuous economic progress, and fairly evenly distributed among income strata.
the pace atwhich the social sectors have developed Schemes targeting the most vulnerable among the
has followed closely the pace of economic growth. poor are few, however, and are mostly confined to
Costa Rica's economy grew rapidly during the health and nutrition programs. The report pointed
1960s and early 1970s, with GDP growth rates aver- out that most programs in health are not cost-effec-
agmg about 5.5 percent per year. This allowed sig- tive. Administrative inefficiences and cost over-
nificant improvements to be made in the social runs impede their potential per capita benefits and
sectors, which in turn effectively reduced poverty, are a financial burderL Nutrition schemes suffer
hifant mortality rates decrc sed by 70 percent and from targeting errors, and the allocation of re-
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sources within target groups is not optimal. The aspects of the social security system, including in-
targets also tend to exclude the most needy. This is creasing the retirement age and harmonizing the
also the case in infant nutrition and lactating financing, eligibility conditions, and pension
mothers' programs for which it is estimated that schemes. Similarly, it suggested that the salary
over 60 percent of those in need are not reached. At structure of the public sector be reviewed and that
the same time, because of inaccurate targeting the greater efforts be made to address population
programs benefit individuals who are not in need. growth and family planning services. Recently, the
For example, 38 percent of the benefits of one par- government has made some advances in these mat-
ticular school-feeding program go to people who ters. For example, the social security system has
are in no danger of being malnourished. Thus, these been reformed to reduce the number of existing
programs generally have greater social benefits pensionschemesandtoincreasetheretirementage.
than the average program in the region, but there is A National Registry of Beneficiaries system is also
room for improvement. beingestablishedthatwillpermittheidentification,

selection, and prioritization of the poor.
Poverty strategy. The study recommended that

more emphasis should be given to increasing Statistical systenL The government's database is
opportunities equitably. To achieve this, it recom- adequate in terms of availability but not in tenns
mended removing the differences in financial con- of quality. Household-level surveys are not con-
straints between socioeconomic groups in order to ducted often, and their scope is not very broad; the
widen access toprimaryeducation. At higherlevels last one was limited to questions on population and
there is a need to encourage private sector partici- employment Other figures have been extrapolated
pation. In the area of health the govenment should from the most recent census, which was canied
address institutional inefficiencies while ensuring out in 1984. To strengthen the distributive impact
that nutrition progrnms are targeting beneficiaries of social programs, the current government is
carefully and are reaching those in the population developing two information systems aimed at pro-
who are most at risk and who may have been over- viding accurate and up-to-date information and is
looked in the past (such as children of preschool also implementing a Living Standards Measure-
age). The study also suggested reforming various ment Study.
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Ecuador. Poverty Assessment Summary percent in 1990 because of budgetary constraints.
One of the basic problems afflicting both the health

Poverty profile. Historically, poverty has been and education sectors is a deterioration in quality.
widespreadandincomedistributionhighlyskewed Also, approximately 20 percent of the population
in Ecuador. According to recent estimates, 61 per- (mostly the rural poor) stiHl do not have access to
cent of the population live below the poverty line. adequate medical services. The distribution of pub-
The incidence of poverty is higher in rural areas lic expenditures in health is fairly even, with 50
(although not wel measured). hI urban areas, ap percent of the expenditures being devoted to 40
proximately 46 percent of households are classified percent of the beneficiaries, although less than 20
as livingbelow thepovertyline (16percent of whom percent is for basic health care. Educational expen-
fall into the category of the "absolute poor"). Low ditures are distributed even more equitably, al-
income groups include a high proportion of the though there is a bias on a per pupil basis toward
Indan population and of female-headed house- secondary and higher education. Educational coy-
holds. Poverty is also higher among workers in the erage in Ecuador, especially in the primary sector,
informal sector, which employs 36 percent of the is high.
economically active population. The poorest work- Besides direct social sector expenditures, the gov-
ers seem to be small farmers, street vendors, crafts- errnent also extends considerable subsidies to all
men, and domesticworkers. During the oilboom of income groups by maintaining low prices for pub-
the 1970s Ecuador made important strides toward lidy provided goods, especially in the energy sec-
improving theperformanceof thesocialsectors and tor. These subsidies, which were significantiy
ameliorating the plight of the poor. Infant mortality reduced recently, amounted to more than 5 percent
was halved (dropping to a level of 55 per thousand of C;DP. They were oftenjustified on the grounds that
by 1988), primary school enrollment reached 90 they protected and benefited lower income and vul-
percent, life expectancy increased from forty-ix nerable groups. Although a portion of the subsidies
years in 1970 to sixty-five in 1988, and the illiteracy reach these groups, most of the subsidies benefited
rate fell by more than half to 10 percent of the middle-andupper-incomegroups.
population. Many of those gains, however, were
partialy lost duing the 1980s, a period during Safty net. Ecuador does not have a comprehens-
wbich public finances suffered from the onset of the ive safety net program. Instead, it has a senes of
debt crisis, a decline in oil prices, a major earth- small targeted programs, especially those run by
quake, and a series of climatic shocks. the Ministry of Social Welfare. They include nutri-

tion programs, an integrated rural development
Incentive and regulatory framework The inflation- program, and child care services, but these pro-

ary pressures that emerged during the 1980s re- grams are not well coordinated.
duced the real minimum wage during the period by
more than 30 percent There was, however, an in- Poverty strategy. The government's strategy is to
provement in the rural sector in terms of trade expand the coverage of its social programs in poor
because of the real devaluation of the currency, areas, particularly in rural and marginal urban
despite continued price controls for agricultural areas, and to rely more on communities and
products. One component of the regulatory frame- nongovemnment organizations for delivery of ser-
work that has had an adverse effect on poverty has vices. The government is also interested in estab-
been Ecuador's restrictive labor code. These regula- lishing a social emergency fund to offset the impact
tions, which reduce employment flexibility, have of recent stabilization measures on the poor. This
been partially liberalized in the past year. strategy is being supported by the Bank, especially

in the areas of rural development and the health
Public expenditures. The resource constraints of sector,withparticularemphasisonimprovingbasic

the 1980s led to a decline in real expenditures per health care in poor areas. However, greater efforts
patient and per student, while coverage levels were are needed to improve efficiency and to eliminate
essentially maintained. Central government social waste while strengthening public sector
sector expenditures had stabilzed at around 5 per- decisionmaking and managemeiLL. Greater priority
Cent of GDP in the early 1980s but decirned to 4.2 must be given to using social sector programs as
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instruments for reducing poverty while ensuring ive survey of living standards. The primary
that they are provided with sufficient funding to sources of information are the census and
improve the quality of services provided. This periodic household surveys, the latest of w.hich
could be partially accomplished by refonning (or covered 10,000 households. Although efforts
increasing cost recovery for) programs that mainly have been made over the last few years to iden-
benefit higher-income groups, such as curative hos- tify low-income regions for targeting purposes,
pital care and higher education. At the same time, the government should now consider establish-
targeted programs should be designed to shield ing a better system for gathering data. Its goal
lower-income groups from the effects of the recent should be to obtain information of a quality
elimination of energy subsidies. and reliability consistent with the Living Stan-

dards Measurement Studies-in other words,
Statistical system. As is the case in many other based on consumption levels that include in-kind

developing countries, Ecuador lacks a comprehens- and nonmarket transfers.
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Egypt Poverty Assessment Summary generating opportuaities. This would be aided by
increasing the extent to which the economy is gov-

Poverty profile. The report found that 20 to 25 emedbytheworkingsofthefreezmarketbecauseat
percent of £gyptian households today are poor, thistimelegalincentivesforpivateinvestmentand
despite a wide-ranging, long-term government free capital market activity remain stifled. Brealdng
commitment to social development and the eradi- down the public sector monopoly on low-cost cap-
cation of poverty. The plight of the poor has been ital would facilitate private entrepreneurs'access to
worsening hi the face of a rapid population expan- capital and would lead to further job creatioin Flex-
sion, a deteriorating economy, and mounting pres- ible wages are needed to encourage labor mobility
sures on public resources. Most of the from low- to high-productivity jobs and to curtail
poor-landless farmers and the self-employed- "masked" unemployment in the civil service and
are located in Upper Egypt, where rural poverty is the illegal but widespread provision of refraining,
linked to agnculture. The bottom 10 percent of the careercounseling,andemploymentservices.Aided
rural population depend on transfer payments for by the extension of credit facilities, technical assis-
50 to 60 percent of their income. The urban poor are tance, and management ainin& income-earning
in industrial employment or services, particularly opporhmities in small or medium-size enterprises
the lowest ranks of govenment The poor indude should also increase.
one-fourth to one-third of Egyptian youth and a
large proportion of women, especially widows, the PubUicexpenditures. Egypt's second Five Year Plan
elderly, and female heads of hiousehold. (1987 through 1992) reiterates the government's

Although food security generally is adequate, as "responsibility for meeting the basic needs of the
measuredinpercapitacalorieintake,fooddistibu- population.' It earmarks 28 percent of public ex-
lion remains poor across and within households. penditures for the social sectors, up from 22 percent
M alnutrition has increased in the last twenty years, in the first Five Year Plan. The report focused on the
and heavy market distortions persist Overall, ill- benefits that this spending will have on human
ness and death rates have improved, but progress resources development The reportalso drew atten-
is uneven. Health services are strongly biased to- lion, however, to the pervasive problem of resource
ward urban centers and curative services. Rural misallocation in health and nutrition expenditures
areas and lower-income groups lag behind. High and to the need to expand and improve spending
infant mortality rates continue to reflect genderand on education. Moreover, the report pointed out that
incomediscrepancies.Ineducation,despiteincreas- targeted groups-females and the -very poor-are
ing enrollments at all levels, educational expansion not being reached effectively Because Egypt needs
has not kept pace with population growth, and to upgrade its human resources base and to reorient
illiteracyisstillwidespread,especiailyinthecaseof the skills of its labor force toward a more market-
woAien (62 percent compared with 38 percent for based economy, priorities in education should be
men) and the very poor. to strengthen universal primary education, to

improve the quality of teachers and curnculum,
Incentive and regulatory frmework. The report to improve and decentralize planuing and manage-

pointed to growing unemployment as a symptom ment, and to diversifv sources of financial support
of distortionsinthelaborandfinancialnmarkets. The
public sector suffers from overstffing. The guaran- Safety net. Egypt's extensive social welfare system
tee of employment that the government gibes to (social security and other pension schemes) is
university graduates, plus an administered wage aimed at the nonworling poor, but evidence sug-
system, has resulted in the separation of earnings gests that despite an extended reach, there is a
from productivity or real market conditions and shortfall in coverage for the most vulnerable
have created significant ban-ters to labor mobility. groups. The main problems i implementng pro-
Rural poverty and unemploymAent can be traced to grams are the inefficient targeting of beneficiaries
a lack of access to productive assets, such as land, andasharperosionoftherealvalueofcashbenefits.
and to the paucity of alternative sources of steady In addition, there are long-term conces regarding
income.Thereport'smajorrecommendationshinge the financial sustainability of the programs and the
on improving the access of the poor to income- quality of their ovall management These pro-
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grams are supplemented by a wide-ranging net- measures to achieve sustainable development. In
work of food, energy, and transport subsidies, sum, the goverunent should aim to increase
which have a considerable impact on the poor. The income-earning opportunities, to improve the
report concluded that a sharper poverty focus is equity and cost-effectiveness of public expendi-
necessary, by limiting subsidies to only the most tures in health and education, and to target all
essential food items tiat have been determined to secondary income transfers more equitably and
have direct nutritional effects. efficiently.

Poverty strategy. Given the heterogeneity of the Statisticalsystem. Thereisalackofhouseholddata
poor in Egypt, a diversified approach to reducing in Egypt, and thelast national census (1986) remains
poverty is needed. The strategy should combine a the main source of statistical information. More
welfare approach for the ultra-poor who depend on detailed profiles can be obtained from various sec-
incometransferswithaneconomxicapproachforthe tor surveys, such as household expenditure or na-
chronically poor who are engaged in economic ac- tional nutrition surveys, and from estimates
tivity but have insufficient eaniings Also, the strat- produced by the Central Agency for Public Mobili-
egy must emphasize human capital formation for zationand Statistics. But it is still difficult to get data
those poor who will be hurt by the economic re- that indude uniform measurement criteria and suf-
structuning and for whom access to health care, ficiently comprehensive breakdowns by income
education, and employment creation is crucial. The group, region, or gender. A database is being com-
report stressed the need for long- and short-term piled to facilitate targeting.
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India: Poverty Assessment Summary achieved only relatively low coverage in some
very poor states. Many of the works that were

Povert profile. The report found that the porest financed were found to be incomplete or poorly
of the rural poor are landless agricultural laborers maintained. It was concluded that some aspects
and smallholders, concentrated in areas of low ag- of the safety net programs would have to be re-
ricultural potential with limited irrigation. Non- formed in order to reach the poor more effec-
farm activities also account for an important share tively, such as what wage level should be paid,
of the income of the rural poor. The urban poor rely whether work should be offered seasonaily, in
on smiaull or informal businesses or on employment emergencies, or throughout the year, and whether
inmanufacturing. work should be guaranteed.

Incentiue and regulatory framework The study Poverty strategy. For the groups considered to be
found that agriculturl growth will be insufficient "generally' poor (as opposed to "ultra" poor), the
to absorb all potental new entrants into mrual labor reportpresented a coordinated approach that spans
markets, and thus it identifies growth in industrial different sectors and levels of the economy. Thefirst
employment as a key priority for future poverty prionty is creating employment and improving the
reduction. The study identified the macroeconomic efficiency of labor markets by removing regulatory
policies most likely to promote employment and protectionist biases in the industrial sector, by
growth (which are also consistent with other easingrestrictiveemploymentretrenchmentcodes,
macroeconomic objectives) and examined the im- and by eliminating small business protection
pediments to that growth at the sectoral level. schemes that constrain growth. The report pro-

posed using shifts in irrigation patterns, extension
Public expenditures. The assessment reviewed so- improvements, and research on crops with low

cialsectoroutlays,althoughthedivisionofexpendi- water requirements to imnprove agncultural yields.
tures between the central government and states Improving human capital by decentralizing the de-
and across sectorall programs made this analysis livery of population, health, nutntion, and educa-
very difficult The available data suggested, how- tion services is an important complementary
ever, tfhat public resources devoted to health and activity. Recognizing the special problems of the
education were not used effectively. Furthermore, ultra-poor, the report emphasized the need for ad-
the data suggested that it was the inefficient use, ditional targeted measures, including employment
rather than the total amount, of resources allocated guarantee schemes, nutritional programs, and in-
to the social sectors that was the main reasonfor the creased provision of credit vnth which to buy pro-
lowhealthand educationalstatusofmuchoflndia's ductive assets.
population-compared to the populations of other
developing countnes that have raised life expec- Statistical system. India has a well-developed sta-
tancy and literacy levels. The allocation of funds tistical system and is a pioneer in the measurement
across states and among and within sectors has not of poverty. Since 1973-74, India has used as a pov-
been consistent with demonstrated needs of the erty line the expenditure level at which a minimum
pDor. Socal spending remains well below average caloric intake and indispensable nonfood items can
in those states with the lowest health and education be purchased. The poverty line is updated and pov-
indicators. Moreover, general health and education erty levels are reestimated by urban or rural com-
expenditures have been losing ground to various position and by state in each census and sample
specific welfae schemes, although not to services survey. In reviewing these calculations, Bank staff
that have notably benefited the poor. noted that the results are very sensitive to the tech-

niques used. Different methods of estimating the
Safety net. Significant problems were identified in povertyine caaresult inquite different condusions

the major safety net programs-the public food about poverty trends. The Planning Commission
distribution system and the national employment method shows a significant decline in the numbers
schemes. The public distribution system has high ofthepoorandintheincidenceofpoverty,butother
costs, weak targetng, and a strong urban bias The measures suggest that although the incidence of
nationalemploymentschemeshaveasmall positive poverty has declined, the absolute number of poor
impact on the incomes of poor households but have is broadly unchanged.
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Indonesia Poverty Assessment Summary comes of small farmers. These restnctions tend to
reduce the farmgate price of crops grown on the

Poverty profile. Indonesia achieved an impressive Outer Islands while lowering input costs to manu-
reduction in poverty during the 1980s despite hav- facturers onjava, thereby aggravating interregional
ing to make macroeconomic adjustments in re- disparities.
sponse to external shocks. This decline in poverty The development of the Outer Island economies
has continued through 1990, the most recent year is also impeded by many regulations and restic-
for which household level data are available, and tions on economic activity at the local level, paric-
the continued broad-based and rapid growth since ularly on inter- and intraprovincial trade. Both
1990suggests thatpovertyhas continued to decline. central and regional governments levy taxes on the
The data also show marginal improvements in the movement of certain goods. Such impediments to
distributionofincome.However,alargeproportion trade add to the natural distance and infrastructure
of the population still lives in near-poverty and constraints in the Outer Islands, making it difficult
remains vulnerable to changes in economic condi- for remote regions to compete.
tions. Much of the poverly that remains is now
regionally concentrated in parts of Java and the Public expenditures. Indonesia's poor have bene-
eastern areas of Indonesia. Poverty is also increas- fited from public expenditures, although there has
ingly becoming "hard core" in that it is becoming been little effort at direct targeting Central govern-
confined to those who face more than merely eco- ment transfers to regional governments under the
noniic npediments. Instruski Presiden (INmES) program have been an

important vehicle for creating employment oppor-
Incentive and regulatory framework. Promoting tunities in depressed areas and have been a major

equitable participation in econeonic growth re- factor in reducing poverty in Indonesia. Recently
quires a broad incentive framework that encour- there has been a sizable expansion of nPRFS dis-
ages labor-intensive and export-oriented growth. bursements, but the allocation rules have not in-
Within this framework agriculture continues to cluded specific poverty criteria. As a result, the
play an important role as a source of emplayment impact on poverty has been no better than the im-
and of low-cost food, the main expenditure item pacta completelyuntargeted allocationwould have
for the poor. It is also important to ensure a 'level had. Policysimulations show thatanallocationspe-
playing field' so that small entrepreneurs are not cifically designed to reduce poverty would have
disadvantaged by policies favoring larger firms targetedincrementalresourcestoonlyafewregions
or particular regions. Further deregulations in andwouldhavenearlydoubledthepovertyimpact-
trade and investment policy will be necessary to Analyzing the incidence of public spending on the
promote equity goals. social sectors also shows that there are potentially

Several sectors .- e still dosed to new investment, large gains from restructuring public expenditure
in which a smalL nt.nber of firms, often conglomer- patterns to benefit the poor. Although public subsi-
ates, control a large part of the domestic market and dies for education and health reduce inequality (in
tend to be highly protected from international com- the sense thatrelative income transfers are larger for
petition by nontariff barriers or high tariffs. The ban the poor than for the rich), the poorest 20 percent
onexports of raw and semiprocessed rattan in mid- receive a disproportionately low share of public
1988 has been removed but has been replaced by a subsidies inthesesectors (15percentand 13 percent,
tax that is prohibitively high. Thus, the main source respectively). Conversely, the dchest 20 percent
of income of farmers in several Outer Island prov- capture a disproportionately large share of public
inces continues to be depressed. The prohibitive subsidies both in education (29 percent) and health
export tax on sawn timber, levied in late 1989, has (26 percent). There are, of course, reasorns other than
driven a number of sawmills out of business. Nor poverty reduction to spend public resources on
has the recent creation of a monopoly on domestic health and education. The challenge is to adhieve a
dove trading helped small farmers to cope with a more effectivebalance of expenditures.
glut of doves on the market A number of other
export restrictions on, for example, palm oil, low- Safety net Energy subsidies for petroleum prod-
grade coffee, and rubber may also reduce the in- ucts, especially kerosene, are an important policy
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instrument designed to augment the consumption nonfood farm activities; to deregulate trade and
of the poor. Although they absorb a significant per- industry; to remove price controls and regulations
centage of the budget-more than public ependi- inhibiting the efficient diversification of agricul-
tures on health-these subsidies are not well tural production; and' to develop support services,
targeted. The poorest 20 percent of consumers cap- especially in finance and transport.
ture only 8 percent of the kerosene subsidy while Improved access to social services should be sup-
the rich absorb nearly four times as much (28 per- ported by measures to restructure public expendi-
cent). A new development in the safety net is the tures to achieve better targeting, for instance by
recent Social Security Law designed to extend man- exploiting opportunities for price discrimination in
datory pensions and accident and health insurance charging for public services.
coverage to private sector workers. Social security
coverage for the formal wage sector is unlikely to Statistical system. A regular household survey
help the poor directly but it may enable the govern- has been in place for twenty years and provides
ment to retarget public subsidies for health care to the main database for measuring poverty and for
the poor by shifting the nonpoor out of the public conducting policy analysis. Efforts continue to
sector. refine the survey by broadening the coverage of

core welfare indicators and deepening the sample
Poverty strategy. The strategy to achieve further size to allow district-level disaggregation of the

reductions in poverty comprises three key ele- data. These efforts will be complemented by im-
ments: (i) macroeconomic and sectoral policies to provements in the design of sector modules to
sustain rapid and broad-based growth; (ii) targeted facilitate policy analysis. In addition, there are
interventions to generate income-earning opportu- plans to increase the access to and the use of the
nities for the poor; and Oii) inproved access to basic data by accelerating turnaround time and by
social services. Sound macroeconomic policies can teaching policy analysis skills to users within the
stimulate investment in labor-intensive export-ori- govemment and universities. These efforts have
ented production and support investment in infra- been supported by technical assistance from the
strcture and the social sectors. This needs to be World Bank with UNDP funding. The government
complemented with policies to enhance the profit- is now formulating a proposal to extend this sup-
ability of efficiently manufactured exports; to stim- port to consolidate the initiatives already under
ulate food crops, smallholder tree crops, and way.
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Malawh Poverty Assessment Summary grams poses potential tradeoffs with medium-tenn
growth-

Poverty profile. The Malawi poverty assessment The study found hospital- and clinic-based nutri-
found that the poor in Malawi are predominantly tionprograms for malnourished children and preg-
rural, low-productivity agricultural smallholders nant and lactating mothers to be the type of
and plantation laborers, which include at least half program with the most potential for expansion.
of the population. Despite the fact that Malawi has This is because the basic framework is already in
satisfactory economic growth rates, substantial place and tested, the targeting mecharism is rela-
World Bank support, and a sustained commitment tively easy to implement, and the distortions to
to adjustment, thereal income of thepoorin Malawi productionincentivesare-minimal.Fur.heranalysis
has decined since 1980, and social indicators re- is warranted before determnming the desirability of
main among the worst in Africa. The report con- public works programs and other food aid. Encreas-
dluded that Malawi's main productive asset is its ing the degree to which NCos are mvolved with
labor force. But many in the labor force are poor, delivering services at the community level should
with fragile food security and health and limited improve the affordability of transfers and the effec-
skills. tiveness of service delivery.

Incentive and regulatoryfjramework. The study ana- Poverty strategy. Priorities for reducing poverty
lyzed the impact on employment of the trade re- indude expanding employment opportunities,
form and the stabilization program and found that improving the productivity of smnallholder agricul-
nonprice structral factors continue to impede ef- ture, and enhancing human capital. To improve
fective poverty reduction. These obstacles include employment opportunities, the study proposed
investment and regulatory controls, financial mar- reforms in urban business licensing-zoning
ket imperfections, inadequate human resources de- requirements and building and production stan-
velopment, and labor market imperfections. dards-and in the provision of public utflities. It
Because these factors inhibit the private sector fiom also proposed reforms to improve the competitive-
getting involved in Malawi's reform process, they ness of financial markets and to liberalize trade
prevent improvements in labor demand and real furither. More regular revision of the agricultural
wages. minimum wage should smooth the adjustments of

the labor market to price changes, while reforms of
PublPZic expenditures. The study assessed overaRl major crop pricing and licensing would benefit

social sector expenditures and found them to be smallholders.
inadequate forMalawishumanresources develop- To raise the productivity of smallholder agrical-
ment requirements. The study concluded that the ture, the study proposed to increase the provision
intasectoral allocation of resources is a second, al- of fertilizer, agricultural credit, and research and
though lesser, concer. Priorities included increas- extension services for new crops. The study pro-
ing budgetary allocations beyond levels cunrently posed that investments be made in water, in trarns-
proposed by the government for programs in rural port,andmagricultumltechnologythatwouldsave
water and primary health and education. The addi- labor and, hence, address the labor constraints on
tional resources would be financed by the proceeds female-headed households.
from making expenditure cuts in other sectors. Expandingaccess to family planning services and

complementary investments in human resources,
Safety net. A key objective, if a safety net is to be partcularly in primary education, will also be vital

provided, is to find transfers that will improve pro- in raising agricultural productivity and unproving
ductivity. The study reviewed the eperiences of social indicators. Because the effects of these re-
existngNCoand government programs inprepara- forms will not be immediate, the study also recomi-
tion or pilot stages. Because it is difficult to identify mended introducing a program of temporary
the more vulnerable groups among the poor and income transfers.
because many of these groups are in rural areas,
targeting the poor poses problems of coverage, Statistical system. Because no comprehensive
leakage,andadministrativecosL Funancmngthepro- household data are available in Malawi, the study
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use an amalgam of agricultural surveys, employer gram are under way. An important element of the
surveys, and other indicators to measure and ana- process at this stage is to illustrate the value and
lyze poverty. Preparations to introduce a regular importance of these data to the government and to
household survey instrument under the SDA pro- put in place the requisite institutional support.
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Malaysia: Poverty Assessment Sumuary Public expenditures. Broadly speaking, for cate-
gories of public expenditures helped to reduce pov-

Poertyprofile. InPeninsularMalaysia,household erty: ( health care (including the availability of
poverty incidence has dedlined by 34 percentage potable water); (ii) education; (iii) public programs
pomts over the last two decades, from 493 percent for generating employment (including employ-
in 1970 to 15.3 percent in 1989. Meanwhile, the mentinpublicenterprises);and(iv)agricultureand
inadence of hardcore poverty (defined as income rural uplift (ncluding infrastructure). Health care
less than half the poverty line) has dedlined from 16 and education programs were particularly success-
percent in 1973 to 4 percent in 1989. However, this ful. Malaysia now enjoys an infant mortality rate of
encouraging trend masks the fact that different re- fourteen per thousand and a life expectancy of sev-
gions of the country exhubit a considerable range of enty-three years for females and sixty for males.
poverty incidence-for example, from 112 percent Ninety-three percent of the urban and 69 percent of
in Peninsular Malaysia to as high as 31.9 percent in the rural population have access to safe water. The
Sabah. primary school enrollment rate is 99 percent, and

In the early 1970s poverty tended to be conen- more remarkably, the gender and ethnic disparities
trated among paddy farmers, fishermen, and rub- in the number of completed years of schooling have
ber smallholders. In 1973 more than half the rural disappeared. An assessment of Malaysia's public
population was poor, but by 1987 this had dropped expendituresonhealthandonprimaryandsecond-
to 24.7 percent. Economic growth enabled many ary education canied out in the last economic re-
people to move out of low-productivity jobs into port, Malaysia: Fiscal Reform for Stable Growth
higher-productivityiobsthatpaidmore,thuslifting (Report 10120, April 1992), shows that these expen-
them out of poverty. ditures are, if anything, even better targeted now

The ethnic dimension of poverty is very import- than they were in the past.
ant in Malaysia, and achievement on this front is Publicemployn:ent,whichwasveryimportantin
also impressive In 1973 poverty incidence among the 1970s and the early 1980s for absorbing the
theMalayswasnearly60percent,butby1989ithad newly educated poor, now matters less. Most new
fallen to 23 percent Similarly, hardcore poverty jobs are beLing created in the private sector (in man-
incidence among the Malays fell from 25.3 percent ufactuzing and services).
to 3.8 percent. Anotherimportant antipoverty strategy pursued

under the New Economic Policies (NEP) was the
Incentives and regulatory framework Given settlement and development of new land. Between

Malaysia's success in eradicating poverty, the 1986-90, the last phase of the NEP, agricultural pro-
appropriate question is which regulatory and mac- grams aimed at reducing poverty received M$7.6
roeconomic polices played the most crucial roles. bilion or 55.7 percent of the total expenditure on
Malaysia's success in reducng poverty can be poverty reduction. It is estimated that about 40
thought of as the outcome of a development strat- percent of this was directly channeled to the poor,
egy that saw growth and equity as complementay 31.8 percent benefited the poor indirectly, and the
and not as a tradeoff. This strategy led to policies balance was spent on buildings and administration
that strengthened both aggregate demand and ag- costs.
gregate supply. Demand was increased by pursu-
ing macroeconomic stability and by strengthening Institutions The success of Malaysia's poverty
domestic and foreign investment Supply was eradication programs is indicative that the insti-
strengthened by investing in education for both tutional capacity exsts to formulate and execute
males and females. This resulted in a long period of policies and to deliver services.
sustained growth and created the employment op-
portunities that allowed people (in partcular, Safety net. None exist (other than sustained eco-
Malay women) to move out of low- and into high- nomic grcwth in an open setting).
productivityjobs. The strengthening of competition
(through privatization and further deregulation) Poverty strategy. In the 1990s the nature and di-
andgrowthiproductivityarenowthemainpoints mension of the poverty problem have altered radi-
of emphasis ofMalaysias povertyreductionstrategy. cally. The overall inadence of poverty has sharply
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declined, to approximately 15 percent by 1989, and the most. Several such schemes have successfully
thepovertygap-theincomethatwouldbeneeded completed pilot phases (for example, Project
to bring all the poor above the poverty line-has llchtiar), thus demonstrating their viability. This
declined from about 6 percent of crN in 1970 to less change of focus in the poverty reduction strategy
than 1 percent at present. Preliminary estimates will make it possible for agricultural programs
suggest that even if perfect targeting could be (such as Federal Land Development Authority
achieved, only M$500 million would be needed to [FELDA]) to be put on a commercial basis, allowing
bring the income of the poor in the Peninsula above funds to be diverted from explicit and hidden
thepovertythreshold,whileM$59nmillionwouldbe government subsidies to the new antipoverty
needed to relieve all hardcore poverty. programs.

This reduction in poverty has two fundamental It is important to note that these successes in
implications. FiLrst, the magnitude of the problem is reducing poverty could not have come about with-
small enough to be taken care of through direct out the presence of stable macroeconomic condi-
incometransferprograms,whichindudeprovision tions conducive to high investment rates and
of goods and services to vulnerable groups (chil- smooth structuralchange. The extentof theachieve-
dren, the elderly, pregnant women). Second, mem- ment is attributable not just to targeted government
bership in one of the existing target groups is no programsbut also to factors suchas: first, the spread
longer a cost-efficient way of identifying a poor of universal primary education, which boosted
household. In recognition of this, the government mean real incomes by about 30 percent second,
is establishing a master list of hardcore poor overall capital deepening in the economy, which
households. raised the marginalproductof unskilled labor at an

But experience in Malaysia and other countries estimated rateof 1 percent per year, ora cumulative
suggests that basing such a list on income, as is 22 percent between 1970 and 1990; and third, struc-
currently planned, is difficult, and establishing an tural change, which created higher-productivity
accurate and up-to-date list car become vexyexpen- jobs outside agriculture.
sive. An altemative approach would be to base it on
easily observable household characteristics-such Statisticadsystem. Malaysia has a very good stats-
as housing roof material, quality of water supply tical base for poverty assessment work. Household
and other amenities, and location-that are closely Income Surveys are done quite regularly. Data are
correlated with the income measure of poverty. available for surveys carried outin 1973,1984,1987,
Such an approach would benefit the hardcore poor and 1989. Their coverage and quality are excellent
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Mexico: Poverty Assessment Summary in the past. The two key improvements in this re-
gard are the replacement of generalized price sub-

Poverty profile. The report found that approxi- sidies by targeted programs and a renewed
mately 20 percent of Mexicans are very poor. The emphasis on making social and infrastructure in-
study suggests tat poverty is primarily a rural vestments in poor regions. A major recent develop-
phenomenon; the majority of the poor (nearly 70 ment has been the introdch tion of the Programa
percent) and the poorest among them reside in rural Nacional de Solidaridad (nRONASo, an umbrella
areas. The very poor-whether urban or rural- organization that delivers health, nutrition, educa-
have the largest families, the highest dependency tion, housing, infrastructure, and other productive
ratios, and the lowest levels of education. Most projects to the poor. An inmportant feature of the
depend on agriculture for their livelihood; almost programisthatitencouragesintendedbeneficiaries
40 percent of the poorest heads of household work to particpate in setting priorities. Beneficaries are
in rural areas (primarily as self-employed, small- also held responsible for results and, in some cases,
scale agricultural producers), and an additional 21 are expected to contribute financially or with their
percent work as agricultural laborers. labor. Although the study found this overall frame-

work for reducing poverty to be appropriate, it
Incentive and regulatory framework The study identified two issues that remain to be addressed.

found that poverty in Mexico is exacerbated by Fist, public expenditures for poverty reduction re-
policies and institutional structures that generate main biased toward urban areas even though the
market outcomes that undervalue the resouroes bulk and .- > poorest of the poor live in rural areas.
owned by the poor. Regulations and land tenure Second, there is a substantial group, labeled the
institutions in agriculture, in particular, have hurt extremelypoor,whosenutritionalandhealthstatus
the rural poor by lowering the return to their land, needs to be improved before they can be expected
reducing the demand for labor in rural areas, and to benefit from general programs.
impeding labor mobility. Rural-urban imbalances
in resource allocation have further contibuted to Safety net. In the past, Mexico's efforts to provide
worsening income disparities. Over the past six a safety net were mostly limited to food subsidies.
years, Mexico has successfully removed many of The report noted that more than half of the budget
the biases that discrminate against the poor. By allocated to this was for untargeted subsidies, the
stabilizng, liberalizing, and privatizing the econ- majority of which benefited only those in urban
omy, the goverrunent has set the stage for a period areas. More recently, efforts have turned to provid-
of sustained economic growth that should generate ing a more comprehensive safety net that exploits
more plentiful and more lucrative employment op- the complementarities among health, nutition, ed-
portunities for alL However, if poverty reduction is ucation, and information services. Two innovative
to be sustained, uarther institutional reform will be health programs, supported in part by Bank-fi-
necessary, particularly in agriculture where prog- nanced projects, are being implemented on a pilot
ress to date has been more limited. Recent govern- basis in selected states: W the Basic Health Care
ment efforts in this area have focused on Project, an integrated program for delivering basic
restructuring the rural financial system, partally health care services to the poor and uninsured rurl
libernizing output pricing, and refoming the land population,particularlywomenandchildrenunder
tenrae-edo-system. Nevertheless, the prices of five; and (ii) the Nutrition/Health Pilot Project, a
key agricultural goods-particularly of maize-re project offering joint health care services and food
main distorted. The heavy protection granted to trarsfers.Theseinterve-.tionsarecomplementedby
maize producers benefits medium- and large-scale actions designed toincrease thequality of education
farmers but harms the rural poor, who subsist inpoorareasandbyavarietyofproductive projcts
largely on this staple. supported byRoNAsoLto increase the employment

opportunities of the poor.
Public exnditures. The study concluded that de-

spite thefiscaldisciplineimposedbythemacroeco- Poverty strategy. The report's proposed strategy
nomic stabilization program, more resources are forreducingpovertydrewadistinctionbetweenthe
being channeled to the poor more effectively than poor and the very poor. For the former, the report
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recommended institutional reforms and allocating Statisticalsystem. The report's main source of data
publicresourcestoinreasethepenmanentdemand is a 1984 nationwide household expenditure sur-
for unskilled labor and the returns to land. It also vey. The report noted some of the weaknesses of
called for efforts to increase the access of the poor this data source and calls for higher quality and
to social and physical infrastructure. For the very more frequent surveys. A 1989 survey has recently
poor (thepoorest 10 to2O percentof thepopulation), been processed, and the World Bank has begun to
the report proposed directly targeted programs to analyze it There is no offical definition of the pov-
reduceundemnutritior,infantmortality,iness,and erty line in Mexico. However, a line of extreme
fertility. Recognizing the dynanics among inter- poverty has been constructed from the Coplaniar
ventions, the report recommended integrating the (1983) study of basic needs, which calculated the
delivery of nutritious food, health care, preventive annual cast of a basket of food that would satisfy the
medicine, and related education. mninmum requirements of calories and proteins.
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Mozambique Poverty Assessment Summary in a manner that is costffective and culturally
appropriate.

Pomert profile. Mozambique is one of the poorest * Developing a comprehensive employment gen-
countries in Sub-Saharan Africa. Poverty is perva- eration strategy, tageted to low-income house-
sive, and even by the strictest definition of absolute holdsi
poverty, it affects about 60 percent of the popula- * Buildingup teapacityofall evels of govem-

tion Abslutepovety i idntifed b theleve ofment (including enlisting NCOs and cornmuni-lion. Absolute poverty is identified by the level of ties) in the imnlementation of these initiatives.
monthly household income per person below I improving the coordination of ongoing pro-
which growth faltering in children is very common grams so that the limited capacity for im-
or when the cost of a basic monthly food ration plementation is not overloaded.
equals 50 percent or more of income per person.
Including refugees, around two-thirds of the popu- Reaching small farmers. Emphasis has been put on
lation of Mozambique (more than 10 million peo- clearing land for tillage; providing tools, utensils,
ple) are estimated to live in absolute poverty. If and other items needed to reestablish homes; devel-
peace were to be maintained and absolute priority oping extension services relevant to small fanners;
were to be given to poverty reduction, this number increasing access to agricultuxal credit and inputs;
could be cut by as much as half. revitalizing private trade and marketing channels;

Several groups of the absolute poor have been rehabilitating feeder road networks; improving vil-
identified. Poverty in urban areas is esfimated to lage water supply, and increasing access to basic
be 30 to 50 percent. In ped-urban areas between services.
40 and 60 percent are considered poor. They have
limited potential for earning cash income, despite Strengthening basic services. Healflu The govem-
having substantial food purchase requirements. ment's immediate attention is focused on rebuild-
Some 60 percent of the rural population are esti- ing or rehabilitating health infrastructure for all
mated to fall below the poverty line. These house- levels of the system and on revitalizing basic pre-
holds have limited access to seeds, tools, markets, ventive services, including immunization, commu-
or goods to buy. One hundred percent of the nicable disease control, and maternal health and
displaced and 90 percent of those severely family planrning. Initiatives to improve the effi-
affected by the war are expected to be poor. Also, ciency of health services have already begun, prn-
included among the poor are returnees from the cipally to streng*ten and decentralize the health
mines and other employment in the Republic of maintenance network to increase hospital effi-
South Africa or other neighboring countries who ciency at the central and regional hospitals, to
lack access to either land or remunerative employ- strengthen financial management, and to improve
ment in Mozambique.- the capacity for storage and management of drugs

and medical supplies. Education: The sectoral pri-
Government policy. The Mozambican government orities are providing education in rural areas, rehabil-

attaches the highest priority to addressing poverty itating education infrastructure, improving the
issues and has placed poverty reduction at the core quality of teaching, increasing the efficiency of in-
of its macroeconomic Frogram. The governments vestment, focusing on investment that will increase
strategy emphasizes the following four priorities: recurrent costs, and improving the sector's capacLty
Gi) creating employment and income-generating for planning and designing its own projects.
opportunities; (ii) improving the delivery of basic
services; (iii) restoring basic infrastructure; and (iv) Restoring basic infrastructure. The physical re-
providingasafetynetofdirectandindirectincome construction and rehabilitation of basic infra-
transfers. structure is a task of enormous size. In particular,

In implementing its strategy, the government is tc restore smallholder production and rural trade
emphasizing the following rapidly, increased emphasis is being put on devel-

* Ensuring that all public expenditures ade- oping a network of rural feeder roac_z and on
quately reflect the need to deal with poverty, rehabilitating smaller secondary pore-- 'fU1 .or-in-

* Targetingprograms to vulnerable groups, espe- tensive projects for rehabilitating infra.Aructure
cdaly infants, children under five, and women, are emphasized.
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World Bank assistance strategy. Based on the inces to pre-war levels, the rehabilitation if rural
govenmuent's commitment to poverty reduction, infrastructure, particularly in the smallholder sec-
the strategy of the World Bank is clearly directed tor, and the construction of community and individ-
toward the same aim. The Economic Recovery Pro- ual grain stores. It pays particular attention to the
gram (fiscal 1992) emphasizes (i) the redeployment land tenure rights of women and indudes resettle-
of budgetary expenditures toward key social sec- ment support to returning refugees.
tors (primary health, primary and secondary edu- Finally, the Second Health project (fiscal 1994)
cation) and smallholder agriculture; (ii) the reform will aim to expand primary health care services as
of agricultural marketing; (iii) the improvement of well as to establish and improve health facilities in
access to credit by the private sector, including ural areas.
smallholders; and (iv) the provision of direct in-
come transfers to poor households. Statistical system. The absence of sufficient data

The project lending is similarly targeted. The Ag- limits the degree to which it is possible to quantify
riculturalServicesRehabilitationandDevelopment satisfactorily the extent and depth of poverty in
project (fiscal 1992) focuses on developing inte- Mozambique. At the time of the report, no recent
grated agricultural services and providing assis- household survey was available. Since then, the
tance to some 130,000 small-scale family farmers uNDP is carrying out a household budget survey
producing food crops and cotton in Nampula and witi modules on employment, education, and
Cabo Delgado provinces. It also aims to improve healtL. This survey has been completed in Maputo
water supply facilities in rural areas. The Rural and will nowbe extended to otherprovinces. It will
Rehabilitation project (fiscal 1993) includes the re- collectthenecessaryinformationtoanalyzepoverty
capitalization of the smallholder sectorin four prov- and living conditions in selected areas of the country.
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Nepal Poverty Assessment Summary Safety net. Nepal does not have extensive price
subsidy and income transfer programs for the

Poverty profile. The report estimated that about poor. Although some programs exist-such as
40 percent of the Nepalese population live in ab- Food for Work, the Nutritious Food Program
solute poverty-in other words, have incomes (supported by World Food Program), and the
below the level required to support a minimum Joint Nutrition Support Program (under the guid-
daily calorie intake. Rural households, which rep- ance of UNICEF)-they have had limited success
resent over 80 percent of the population, account because of poor targeting and the limited capacity
for the vast majority of the poor. The poor are of the government to deliver programs effec-
overwhelmingly subsistence farmers, earning tively. The report, therefore, recommended improv-
half their incomes from their own agricultural ing targeting and enhancing the govermnent's
production, 30 percent from employment (mostly capacity to deliver services as ways to increase the
working on farms), and the remainder from mis- benefits reaching the poor.
cellaneous subsistence activities.

Poverty strategy. The report pointed out that
Incentive and regul t.ory framework. The study the poverty reduction strategy in Nepal must

found that the present high population growth include strong public policy measures to curo
and the prevailing demographic profile will population growth. It argued that a multi-
translate into a growth in the labor force of about faceted approach should be adopted, including:
400,000 people per year-twice the average num- (i) accelerating the overall growth of the econ-
ber during the 1980s. Thus, effective absorption of omy by exploiting the potential in tourism,
the labor force will be essential to avoid any dete- hydropower, and services; (ii) promoting labor-
rioration in the present poverty situation. The absorbing measures to increase employment in
study, therefore, emphasized that an effective other sectors; (iii) improving agricultural pro-
program to slow population growth should be the ductivity, especially among smallholders, which
starting point of any serious efforts to combat should also help in increasing employment in
poverty. In addition, reducing poverty would agriculture; (iv) introducing measures that
also require raising the overall rate of economic would allow the poor to help themselves by
growth by increasing agricultural productivity equipping them with education and skills; and
and exploiting the growth potential of other sec- (vi) providing basic infrastructure. Other ac-
tors such as services, energy, and light manufac- tions that should be taken include selected inter-
turing particularly for export. ventions to compensate for the remoteness and

seasonal variations in food supply, limited pro-
Public expenditures. The report pointed out that grams for feeding the vulnerable groups, and

although the composition of public expenditures measures to improve nutritional retention at ex-
(which emphasize agriculture and infrastructure, isting consumption levels.
with a reasonable share allocated to the social
services) is consistent with a poverty reduction Statistical issues. The statistical system for mea-
strategy, the absolute level of financing social ser- suring poverty is weak. The available information
vices is very low on a per capita basis. Institu- is not adequate to assess the impact of specific
tional and service deLivery problems have also measures on the poor and other disadvantaged
seriously undermined the efficient use of avail- groups. There is no recent source of information
able resources in the social sectors, as elsewhere. that permits the identification of the poor or an

In 1987 the government initiated a Basic Needs assessment of changes in the poverty situation.
Program, which was intended to achieve the mini- The information collected on social and demo-
mum forall bytheyear2000. The program induded graphic indicators does not provide a basis on
most of the elements needed fora poverty reduction which to mnake judgments on the effectiveness of
program, but it concentrated on expanding existing program or policy initiatives. Few nationally rep-
programs without having cL.ne a full analysis of resentative household surveys have been done in
which ones worked well and which did not The Nepal, and those that are available either are out
program had also set unrealistic targets. of date or have limited coverage.



Palcistarn Poverty Assessment Summary conducted several sector studies shortly before the
assessment. The conclusions of these studies were

Poverty profile. Poverty in Palistan is widespread. used to make recommendations in the assessment
Itismoreprevalentinruralareasthaninlargecities, concerning the provision of basic public services
with small cities and towns coming somewhere in as part of its recommended poverty reduction
between. The poor are typically headed by a male strategy.
breadwiner rather than by a single mother. Poor
households are larger than nonpoor households Safety net. The official safetv net program in
and tend to contain more dildren below the age of Pakistan is the Zakat and Ushr program, intro-
15 (4.0 vernus 1.7 on average) and a larger number duced in 1979 as part of the government's Islam-
of adults (3.6 versus 31). Many children in poor ization program. Revenues from Zakat and Ushr
households are malnounshed; however, this prob- taxes are used to assist the needy, particularly
lem is common over a broader spectrum of the orphans, widows, and the disabled. Collected by
population, as almost 60 percent of all children the government (although completely separated
under the age of five have some Idnd of nutntional from the budget) and distributed by provincial
deficiency. Infant mortality among the poor is ex- and local councils for specified p-rposes, some of
tremely high, with poor settlements reporting rates the funds are allocated to institutions that benefit
substantially higher than the national rate of 110 the poor (medical, educational, and social welfare
deaths per 1,000 live births. The educational levels institutions) and the rest to individuals. The por-
of poor households are low; 80percentof household tdon going directly to individuals would better fit
heads in the lowest expenditure qtintile have no the concept of safety net as usually understoodc
formal education. Boys in the poorest 20 percent of the institutional portion is more akin to public
the households are less ikly to complete primary expenditure on basic social services. In addition,
school than boys in the wealthiest 20 percent of the there seems to be a large private safety net that
households by a factor of 40 to 50 perment. These provides an important, albeit imperfect, support
differentials are smaller for girls (but girls have a system to help in emergences or as a regular
much lower educational achievement than boys income supplement. The program reaches at
across the whole income range). most 15 to 20 percent of the target population.

The sources of income of poor rural households Subsistence payments are typically very small-
are diverse Wage employment is the most import- accounting for 1 to 2 percent of monthly expendi-
ant source of income for the runrl poor. Only 16 tures for families in a poor section of Karachi for
percent of rural households in the bottom quintile which data were available-and are not necessar-
of income own any land; on average, poor rural ily regular.
households derive about 30 percent of their income
from farming land they own or work as tenants. Poverty strategy. The assessment recom-
More family members in poor households work, mended a three-pronged strategy for reducing
especially young men, women, and children. Fam- poverty. First, there should be sound overall eco-
ily members of poor households, usually male, nomic policies leading to sustained growth, be-
often seek more remunerative work outside the cause expanding employment with rising real
home area, either elsewhere in Paldstan or in the wages is the key to reducing poverty for the vast
Gulf, and they send transfers home. In several poor majority of the poor. Second, the government
rural districts about 20 to 30 percent of all house- should ensure that basic social services of an
holds receive remittances covering more than 50 adequate minimum standard are being pro-
percent of their total expenditure. vided. Particular priorities should include in-

creasing primary school enrollments (especially
Incentive and regulatory framework. This topic for girls and in rural areas), providing basic

was not systematically covered in this poverty health interventions to reduce the high infant
assessment. and child mortality rate, offering family plan-

ning services in all public health clinics, target-
Pubfi erpenditures. This topic was not systemati- ing food subsidies to poor mothers and children

wlly covered in this poverty assessment The Bank to reduce malnutrition, and expanding access to
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dean potable water and sanitation facilities. Third, research and extension services to help smaUl fanm-
the government should take more specific mea- ers to make better use of their inputs.
sures to increase the productivity of rural produc-
ers, such as widening access to institutional Statistical system. The assessment did not discuss
credit, araking the pricing of agricultural inputs the adequacy of the country's statistical system
and outputs more efficient, setting up land distri- from the point of view of the measurement of pov-
bution programs, and strengthening agricultural erty indicators.
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Paraguay- Poverty Assessment Summary to be a big problem. The public sector is overstaffed
but small and pays low wages; thus, distortions

Poverfy profile. Preliminary findings on poverty, stemming from public employment are small. For-
as assessed in the report, suggest that the sodal tunately, many existing formal regulations are un-
situation in Paraguay is surprisingly good despite enforced, because if they were, the consequences
the country's relatively low per capita income, al- would be serious. Therefore, a key concern is that
though this evaluation may change as more refined these regulations should be dhanged to reflect what
and accurate information becomes available. actually happens. But important regulations that
Paraguay is among the countries in Latin America would be worthwhile enforcing are also meaning-
and the Caribbean where income is most evenly less. Public institutions are weak, which reflects to
distributed and extreme poverty is least wide- some extent the limited role that the government
spread. Available estimates show that 22 percent of plays in the economy.
households receive an income that puts them below
the poverty level and 4.2 percent receive one that Public expenditures. Indicators that are available
puts them below the absolute poverty level. Not are surprisingly good, despite weak public institu-
muchis knownaboutthe characteristics of thepoor, tions and low public expenditures on the social
but because half the population live in rural areas, sectors. Public expenditures on social services de-
poverty should presumably be significant there. In dined in the 1980s, from a peak of 2.8 percent of GDP

fact, to reduce the minifundia problem in the in 1981 at the height of the Itaipu dam construction
country'scentralregion(equivalenttofightingpov- to 23 percent in 1988. This drop was due to lower
erty in rural areas), the official strategy was to ex- health expenditures, mainly as a result of the com-
pand colonization programs; some changes to this pletion of hospital construction. This share went up
strategy may soon be needed. afterward, however, and reached more than 2.9

The access to and the coverage of primary educa- percent of GDP in 1990 as a result of higher expendi-
fion are both nearly universal, repetition rates in tures on housing and education, particularly pri-
primary education are lower, and completion rates mary education.
in this cycle are higher than m similar countries. Nevertheless, the level of public expendites al-
Educational quality is low, however, and so is cov- located to the social sectors has not been the key
erageatthesecondarylevel.Life eVpectancyatbirth factor in bringing about these encouragingly low
and infant mortality indicators are more favorable poverty statistics. The crucial factoz seems to have
than in countries that have a similar per capita been a strong reliance on communuity participation,
income,butmatemalmortalityandtheincdence of whichhasmadeit possible to deliversocialservices
easily controllable diseases (such as goiter, anemia, effectively and inexpensively. There are areas, how-
diarrhea, and parasitic diseases) are high. Chronic ever, where substantial improvements could be
malnutrition is lower than in most Latin American achieved for only modest outlays, among them in-
countries, with daily caloric and protein intakees provements inprimary education quality, in mater-
exceeding minimum requirements. Sanitation and nal care, and in nutritional habits. Other key areas
sewerage services are, however, among the least that need to be addressed (but that will be more
adequate on the continent. expensive to deal with) are secondary education

coverage and the need for better sanitation and
Incentve and regulatory framework Government sewerage services inrral and urban communities,

intervention is minimal, which means that there are including the capital city.
few distortions in the relative prces of goods and
factors. This also means that the public sector is Safety net. There is no safety net in Paraguay.
small and that tax rates are correspondingly low. Sodal security is not widespread, and low public
Price cDntrols are few and often meaningless and expendituresareoflittlehelptothemostvulnerable
although a high minimum wage is set by law, it is groups. However, because the economy has few
not enforced. The economy is actually almost fuily pice orwage distortions and the tax burden is very
open although not always through formal channels low, the macroeconomic adjustments that were in
(smuggling is widespread on items carrying high response to the crisis of the 1980s have been carried
tariffs). As a result, unemployment does not appear out more qricIdy and have apparently been easier
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to endure than has been the case in other latin to be revised. To reduce poverty, the Bank has
American countries. Given that the poverty assess- recommended increasing the quaity of primary
ment, which was carried out after almost a decade education and coverage in secondary education (at
of reductions in per capita income (per capita cDp the expense of public spending on higher educa-
was 6 percent lower in 1989 than in 1981), was don), inceasing maternity care and the control of
favorable in its conclusions, this speaks well of the easily preventable diseases (at the expense of fur-
simple and inexpensive system of fighting poverty ther construction of big new hospitals), developing
inParaguay. public information campaigns on proper nutri-

tional habits, and increasing water and sewerage
Poverty strategy. There has been no formal or ex- coverage in urban and rural areas (accompanied by

plidt strategy for fighting poverty. Instead, at the proper tariff policies on the services provided).
aggregate level authorities have concentrated on
providing a distortion-free macroeconomic envi- Statistical system. The existing information base
ronment with little government intervention and a on poverty is far from satisfactory, and the data that
small public sector. In rural areas an ambitious col- do exist are often contradictory. Therefore, the con-
onization program has been in place for several dlusions of the assessment may change as better
decades whereby rich agiicultural lands in eastern data become available. Inportant new inforimation
Paraguaythatwereoncepubliclyownedhavebeen is now being processed. An excellent household
tumnedovertolandlesspeasants.Theseactionshave survey carried out by the Central Bank in 1991,
reduced migration to the cities and have helped to which includes detailed information on social indi-
keep poverty under control. cators (such as housing, health, and education), and

The poverty problem has not been eradicated, a well-planned population and housing census car-
however. Landless peasants are still numerous, and ned out in 1992 helped to improve both the process
snce there are no more public lands available in of identifying pockets of poverty and the character-
eastern Paraguay, the "poverty strategy' may need istics of the poor.
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Peru: Poverty Assessment Summary the trade regime, but additional actions are needed
to ensure that factors of production are free to re-

Porty profile. Households are dassified as ex- spond to market forces.
tremely poor if their total expenditures are less than
the cost of a basic food basket. Households are Publicexpenditures.Thepublicresources available
classified as poor if their total expenditures are less for social services have become scarcer with the
than the cost of a basic food basket plus an estimate sharp drop in overall government expenditur
of nonfood expenditures. About half of the popula- during the last five years. The decline is explained
tion surveyed in 1991 fell below the higher of the by several factors, including the severe recession
two poverty lines, and a fifth fell below the lower and the near disappearance of the country's tax
cutoff. Among the four regions sampled, the mci- systemL Although the socal sectors have been pro-
dence of poverty is highest in the rural sierra. About tected from the more extreme reductions experi-
66 percent of the households there are poor, and 47 enced in other sectors, Peru still spends less than its
percent are extremely poor. neighbors in these areas.

The typical poor person lives in a larger house- Ineducationtherehasbeenanimpressiveexpan-
hold diana typical nonpoor person. Each worker in sion i primary enrollments. However, this was
a poor household supports four family members. coupled with a decline in expnditure per student
For the nonpoor, the equivalent number is three. and an exodus of trained teachers. Intemal effi-
Poverty is particularly high among the indigenous cency is low as is the quality of pre-primary educa-
population. lion. In addition, there are wide disparities in

The poor are found largdy among two occupa- educational attainment and efficiency within the
tional groups-the self-employed and private sec- country. The lack of supplies and poor teaching
tor workers. Working in agriculture is positively practices are particular problems in multigrade
assocated with poverty. The relatively high mid- schools in rural areas. Another concern is the per-
denceofpoverty3mPeruhasbeenachronicproblem sistence of a relatively high rate of illiteracy because
forsometime,andthesituationdeterioratedfurther little progress has been made in rural areas and
during the latter part of the 1980s as a result of the among women. Data show that children of poor
economic casis. families begin school at a later age than children of

nonpoor families. Also, a larger proportion of the
Incentie and regulatoryfrmnework. One of the leg- children of the poorest families never attend school

acies of Peruts poor economic performance is the or drop out early. One of the factors behind the
persistence of high poverty levels in some regions relatively high repetition rates for children from
and among some ethnic groups and the decline in poorer households is lower attendance at kinder-
the livmg standards of others. Until now, the mac- gartaL
roeconomic stability, administrative framework, In health, in spite of an expansion in primary
and incentive structure conducive to growth were care infrastructure, Peru has some of the worst
absent. In August1990 the Fujimori administration indicators on the continent. Many health prob-
launched an orthodox and sweeping stabilization lems could be improved with more concerted ef-
and structural reform program-L These reforms aim forts in primary health care. The full benefits of
to promote competitiveness and deregulate ecD- the network of primary care facilities are not
nonic activity. Several reforms are aucial for pov- being realized because of a scarcity of equipment,
erty reduction. Peru's ability to reverse the sharp poor distribution of personnel, and low expendi-
decline in tax revenues lies at the heart of the resto- tures on the programs. Thus, the quality of ser-
ration of fiscal balance. It is also vital in order to vices provided is not adequate. Vaccination
guaranteethegovernment'sabilitytoprovidebasic coverage among children is low, particularly
services in the long runL among the poor and in the rural sierra.

Growth in urban employment and wages is a
majordeterminantofthepaceofpovertyreduction. Safty net. Food assistance to the urban poor is
Greater neutrality in the trade regine can support widespread and generally well targeted in Lima. It
amorelabor-intensivepattenof industy. The gov- represents an important source of consumption for
eminmt has moved quickly and boldlyto liberalize poor households. In other areas of the country,
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however-wheremostof the extremelypoorlive- poor because they are in low-paying, low-produc-
these transfers account for a negligible percentage tivity jobs in the private or informal sector or are
of the household expenditures of the poor. Also, it unemployed. They need more productive jobs to
is likely that the absence of complementary health raise their expenditures above the poverty level,
and nutrition promotion activitieslessensthenutri- and they are relatively well-eqipped to take ad-
tionalimpactof thefoodassistancethatisprovided. vantage of employment opportunities. The im-
Nongovernmental organizations play an important plementation of the economic reform program and
role in Peru in providing social assistance. the liberalization of the labor market are the most

important measures to take to reduce poverty for
Poverty strategy. Improvements in access to and this group.

quality of public services, particularly education,
are needed to reduce extreme poverty. These pro- Staistical system. The quality of data in Peru is
grams should target the rural sierra and the indige- relatively good. There is capacity and experience in
nous population. These households are also at both the public and private sector to carry out and
greater risk for poor health because they lack dean analyze household expenditure surveys. Since
water and sanitation. Nevertheless, the poor (as 1985-86, four Uiving Standards Measurement Sur-
opposed to the extremely poor) have relatively veys have been carried out, although two covered
good access to public services. Theirhouseholds are only Lima.
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Philippines: Poverty Assessment Summary ables and receive significant transfers from abroad,
they are adversely affected by real exchange rate

Poverty profi7e. The report found that about 30 appreciation directly, as well as indirectly, because
percent of families in the Philippines lived below jobs are lost as competitiveness declines. Recent
the poverty line in 1988, but fewer than 9 percent of structural reforms have significantly reduced the
these fell below a minimum subsistence line. These bias toward large firms, however, and have made
percentageshavebeenslowlyimproving overtime, the exchange rate into a market-determined price.
despite the fact that according to the National In- The poor should benefit as firms adapt to this new
come Accounts, personal income growth has been situation. The labor market has yet to be reformed,
negative in real termssince the early 1970s. The real although for the past two years real minimum
wages of urban unskilled workers have also de- wages have been allowed to erode with inflation.
clined.The government's comnuiitment to social de- In rural areas, poverty has been associated with
velopment and poverty eradication is partly an unequal distibution of land, although less so
responsible for these improvements in poverty in- than in Indonesia and Thailand. Population pres-
dicators, but the poor Cespeiallyredrees, the unem- sures have led, however, to growing migration to
ployed, and female-headed households) have upland areas and to overexploitation of natural re-
benefited significantly from rapid urbanization, sources, whichhas led to soil erosion, deforestation,
fromtransfersfromfamilyworkers,fromacomplex overfisbin& and the destructon of fragile man-
network of private relationships, and from produc- grove ecosystems. Policies have been established to
tivity and price gains for traditional crops. rationalize natural resource use, including large in-

Poverty is considered to be largely a problem of creases in forestry charges, but these need to be
underemployment and low productivity rather implemented more vigorously. Land reform is not
thanofopenunemployment Incomedistributionis seen as a major means of reducing poverty in the
comparable to or better than that in other low mid- medium term. Some of the land involved is already
dle-income countries. Most of the poor (more than farmed by squatters, and so no additional assets
80 percent) are found in rural areas; many of them would be transferred to the poor. Legaliziug their
workasself-employedrice,corn,andcoconutfarm- land rights will allow, however, for greater invest-
ers and fishermen, but nonagricultural seasonal ment in the land over time.
work is also an important income source for the Another element of the land program involves
poor. the goverunent's purchasing land from private

There are fewer poor people in urban areas, but owners at fair market prices, again with a limited
they are susceptible to specific health hazards such net asset transfer to the poor.
as high levels of fertility, malnutrition (especiaUy in
pregnantandlactatingwomen),infectiousdiseases, Public taxes and expenditures. Despite being heav-
and other consequences of urban pollution and ily reliant on indirect taxes, the tax burden in the
slum growth. Both urban and rural poverty are Philippines is fairly evenly distributed across in-
worst in regions outside the national capital regionL come deciles. It could and should be made more

progressive. The problem lies in tax administration
Incentive and regulatory framework. The report rather than with the structure of taxes. Only about

identified the absence of any structural shift from 50 percent of personal and business income taxes
self employment toward wage-paying jobs as a key are collected; improving this percentage would
correlate of poverty. This is attributed to low de- have both revenue and equity benefits.
mand for wage labor because of minimum wage Public expenditures on social servces have been
legislation that is effectively enforced in the formal protected throughouttheeconomuiccrsesof thelast
sector and to a bias in the trade and investment decade, and the poor are significant beneficiaries of
incentive regime toward large firms that have also public expenditures in the aggregate because the
been the most capital intensive. This has been com- expenditures are targeted toward poorer regions
pounded by a macroeconomic strategy that has and selected low-income municipalities. The pri-
accommodated an appreciated peso in order to re- vate sector also contributes significantly in provid-
duce the costs of debt service and to keep fiscal ing both education and health servicesAs has been
balances under controL As the poor produce trad- true for some time, indicators of literacy, life expec-
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tancy, and infant mortality remam better in the the public safety net is likely to remain fragile,
Philippines than in other countries, adjusting for given present budgetary cicumstances. Private
per capita income levels. safety nets compensate to a certain degree, but for

Ineducation, the structure of public expenditures now the government's efforts to reduce poverty
is sound, with the bulk of the budget going to should focus on encouraging overall growth and
primary education while the private sector domi- employment.
nates the provision of tertiary education. The poor,
however, do not benefit from the education system Poerty strategy. The strategy in place in the Phil-
as much as they might; rates of return are lowered ippines includes both broad-based growth and spe-
by high drop-out and repetition rates for children cific targeted interventions to support the poor.
frompoorfamilies.Publicsecondaryeducationalso They would benefit significantly from a develop-
suffers firom high unit costs and lower quality, corn- ment strategy that would generate more wage-pay-
pared with the pnvate sector. Thus, quality and ing jobs. Some aspects of the broad-based growth
access remain key issues. strategy are already in place, including macroeco-

Inportantincreasesinpublichealthexpenditures nomic stability, intermationally compettive prices,
have been made over the past six years, but these marketexchangerates,transportationderegulation
have largely been offset by reductions in private and decentralization, and afocus onprimaryhealth
spending. There has been a shift, however, from care and pimary education.
preventive to curative services in the budget, which Priorities for what remains to be done indude
has had an adverse impact on the incidence of reforming taxes, restructuring public employment,
health expenditures. Some areas remain neglected, reforming energy pricing and institutions, rehabili-
including nutrition programs (especaIly provision tating existing transport infastructure, and deep-
of iron,vitaminA, and iodinesupplements), family ening capital markets, induding reforming social
planning, and women's health. Health risks from security policies and restructuring the Central
urban pollution are also growing but have been Bank. In addition, at least three groups need special
neglected in government programs. Better target- attention-the indigent, those who are at risk be-
ing would refocus health expenditures in a more cause of natual resource degradation, and those
cost-effective way. who are at risk from enviromnental pollution or

In all the social sectors, establishing the relative other health hazards. Measures that should be sup-
roles of the public and private sectors and a dear set ported include: (i) low-cost activities such as nutri-
of regulations within which the private sector can tional supplements, especially iodie, vitamin A,
operate is vital as is mobilizing more financial re- and iron to benefit mainly the indigent; i) birth-
sources from the private sector and from NGos. based targeting and women's health; (ii) environ-

mental projects to dean up water in cities and to
Safety net. The public safety net is not very well improve the health of the urban poor; (iv) improved

developed. How much it benefits the most vulner- disaster preparedness; and (v) the substitution of
able groups is questionable. Several broad-based narrow- for broad-based targeting.
programs, including social security, which ac-
counts for a significant fraction of welfare ser- Statistical system. Household data in the Philip-
vices, are not certain to benefit the poor because pines are processed with considerable delay, and
of the extensive role played by private transfers. major discrepancies exist between poverty mea-
If private transfers decline as public transfers rise, sures based on income and those based on expendi-
the benefits will be shared by private transfer Wire. The Consumer Price Index (cp) is not a good
givers. Other programs, such as those benefiting reflection of the consumption basket of the poor, so
sugar workers, have uncertain horizontal equity it is difficult to compare whether the real poverty
implications in that rice and corn farmers and line is being held constant over time. The official
coastal fishermen may be equally disadvantaged poverty line is sharply overestimated in compari-
and unable to have access to the same benefits. son to neighboring countries because it indudes a
Food ration shops run by the National Food Au- much higher proportion of higher-value foods in
thority are found mostly in urban areas where few the supply of total calones and allows for a higher
truly indigent groups are to be found. In the end proportion of nonfood expenditures.
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Venezuela: Poverty Assessment Summary 1980s,basiceducationaccountedforonly3Opercent
of the education budget. In the case of health, pre-

Poverty profiLe. Poverty in Venezuela is primarily ventive medicine represented only 15 percent of the
anurbanphenomenon,giventhatnearly85percent budget in 1987.
of the totl population of the country live in urban Although social indicators have improved, the
areas. Three-quarters of the poor are urban dwell- level of achievement is far less than what might be
ers, and the incidence of poverty in this group is expected of a county with one of the highest GNMs

about 50 percent Of particular concern are the des, per capita in Latin America and the Caribbean.
perate conditions of the majority of residents in the Some indicators are typical of those expected in a
squatter settlements that surround the major cities. low-income country, and they have deteriorated in
However, the incidence of povertyis higher in rural recent years, particularly those related to the nutri-
areas (75 percent). Poverty is strongly correlated tional status of the most vulnerable groups-in-
with illiteracy, low educational attainment, poor fants, children under the age of six, and pregnant
health, and malnutrition. Female-headed house- and nursing mothers. Also, cases of endemic dis-
holds are more prevalent in the poorer segments of eases have increased dramatically in recent years.
the population, particularly in urban areas where Given Venezuela's relatively high social expendi-
one-third of the households in extreme poverty tures, the appropriateness and efficency of spend-
are headed by women. Poor households are larger ing must come into question. Although some of
but contain fewer working members than non- these issues are partly addressed by the
poor households. goverment's poverty reduction strategy, greater

attention should be paid to improving the efficiency
Incentive and regulatory framework For fifteen of traditional social services.

yearsafterthel973-74oilpriceincreases,Venezuela Public health expenditures are significantly bi-
lived on the rents generated from oil revenues m- ased toward curative and hospital care at the ex-
stead of on the proceeds of growth in productive pense of preventive and primary care. The lack of
capacity. The economy also became highly regu- efficiency prevalent in the sector undermines the
lated. The reform program introduced in 1989 was effectiveness of both. Similarly, the share of person-
designed to transform the economy from one based nel expenditures has increased substantally at the
on the consumption of oil rents to one based on expense of operations and maintenance, resulting
growth in productive activities. Under this pro- in the deterioration of facilities and a lack of com-
gram, the economy began to be deregulated, and plementary inputs such as drugs and consumables.
fundamental exchange, trade, financial, and fiscal Overhead expenditures have also increased at the
reforms were introduced. A poverty assessment expense of medical attention, environmental and
update to be caried out in fiscal 1993 will evaluate disease control, and disease prevention. The result
the impact on poverty reduction of both short- and of these trends is a low quality of service, a lack of
long-term economic management and of cunrent necessary medical supplies, and inequitable access
government policies affecting the pattern of to service.
growth, labor demand, and asset accumrulation by Public education also suffers from inefficiency,
the poor. inequity, and poor quality. Public funding is heav-

ily skewed toward higher education. Free univer-
Public expenditure. Through the mid-1980s, Vene- sity education amounts to a large subsidy to

zuela devoted relatively large proportions of its students from middle- and higher-income house-
public expenditures to the social sectors as com- holds, who make up the majority of university stu-
pared tothosespentby other middle-income coun- dents. At lower levels of education, rates of
tries. During the first half of the 1980s, spending on repetition, drop-out, and non-attendance are high,
education and health (exduding social security) av- particularly for children from rural and marginal
eraged nearly 8 percent of GDP. However, since then urban areas. Part of the reason for this is the deteri-
expenditures have fallen to the equivalent of only oration in the quality of education.
slightly over5 percent of GDPin 1989. Moreover, the
share of the health and educationbudgetsallocated Safety net. The goverment has itroduced sev-
tobasicservicesappearstohavededined.Inthelate eral innovative safety net programs. Four of the
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most prominent are. (i) the Beca Alimentaria, a nu- someof the fundamental principles of targeting and
tritional program that provides a direct cash sub- cost effectiveness that have driven the new
sidy to families of school children living in programs.
low-income areas; Gi) Salud Mateno-Infantil (s, A second phase of the strategy should be devel-
a maternal and child health feeding program that oped to improve the effectiveness and quality of
aims to expand prmary health coverage by distrib- established social services. Some of the measures
utirg food to vulnerable groups seeldng preventive required include improving the targeting and ad-
health care (inamly pregnant and nursing women mnistrative efficiency in nutrition programs; real-
and children under the age of six); (iii) Hogares de locating education expenditures toward basic
Cuidado Diario, a community-based daycare pro- education; and in health, increasing funding for
gram for children of working mothers in low-in- preventive services, for expanding care in un-
come neighborhoods; and (iv) a preschool derserved regions, and for improving the quality
expansion program targeted to poor rural and and efficiency of hospital servces. The govenmnent
urban areas Initial results indicate that these pro- is beginning to make efforts to control endermic
grams are proving to be relatively effective in reach- diseases, to reform hospital management, and to
ing their target groups, and some have been improve basic education.
expanded beyond their inital pLans. In the case of
thesw,demandfor primaryhealth careserviceshas Statistical system. Although Venezuela has a sys-
increased sixfold in the areas covered by the pro- tem of household surveys, they have not been used
gram, resulting in an increase in coverage of the to monitor social programs or to inform social pol-
maternal-infant population from 12.5 percent in icy on a regular basis. Consequently, the govern-
1988 to 60 perent in 1991. ment has recetly decided to enhance its ststem of

monitoring social conditions, based on the ap-
Poverty stnztegy. The Govenment of Venezuela proachdevelopedbytheWorldBank'sLivigStan-

has adopted a national poverty reduction plan that dards Measurement Study. This builds on the
includesspecificmeasurestoehimategeneralfood existing household survey, incorporating new sec-
subsidies in favor of programs targeted to lower tions on, for example, health (including women's
income groups, to strengthen existing social ser- reproductive health, dhildren's health, breast feed-
vices, particularly those designed to benefit the ing, and fertility), education, income and expendi-
most vulneable groups, and to increase the role of tures, and anthropometrics. The results from the
the pivate sector in service deivery. Despite these first revised survey that was carried out in late
promising measures, however, several issues are 1991-early 1992 are being processed. The results of
not addressed. Most of the poverty reduction pro- this and future surveys will be analyzed regularly
grams are new and tend to fail outside the tradi- by working groups with members from research
tionalsocialsevicechannels.Consequently,health, institutes and from those institutions in charge of
nutrition, and education services continue to be fonnulating and implementing socal policies and
highly inefficient and have not yet incorporated programs.



Annex E. Selected Country Economic
and Sector Work, Fiscal 1992

A great deal of poverty analysis exsts other than concentrate on food security, human resources
that contained in the poverty assessments. Most development issues, agriculture, and the environ-
studies produced by the Bank are country specific ment. Food security studies have been prepared for
and thus have served as a basis for lending in many twenty countries in Sub-Saharan Africa. These
countries. Studies have tpically prepared poverty studies are important sources of measures of pov-
profiles or analyzed single topics, mainly food se- erty incidence because each provides rough esti-
curitY and agricultural issues, human resources de- mates of the percentage of the population with
velopment, and, to a lesser extent, population, sufficient income to meet its food needs. In Mo-
environment, and women in development issues. zambique, for instance, the food insecure are
Some poverty analysis is in the country economic identified as those who are dependent cn the
memorandums and in the public expenditure re- government's rationing scheme, and in Nigeria it
views, but most analysis is contained in sectoral was found that 22 percent of urban households
reports. (See table EH1 for a selected list of poverty- and 17 percent of rural households are food inse-
focused economic and sector tasks.) cure. In Rwanda, one report outlined the dimen-

sions of food security in the country and served
Poverty Trends and Profiles as a basis for the Food Security and Social Action

In the East Asia and the Pacific and Latin America Project (fiscal 1992). In addition, two Sub-Saharan
and the Caribbean regions, farly detailed studis o Africa regional studies addressed ways to im-
the trs in poverty and social indicators up to the prove the effeiveness of food aid and to prepare

end of the 1980s have been prepared, covering most an agenda for actions to be taken in response to
mfuntries m &te two regions. lnt the Sub Sabaran disasters.
AfricZ?regioy7povWty%profiles . . p . During fiscal 1992 about fifty social sector reviews
forsixcountnesforwhichhouseholddataareavail- of education,health,population,andnutritionwere
able, incuding Cbte d'Ivoire, Ghana, Guinea, completed. Overall they examined the provision of
Guinea-Bisau, Mauritania, and Rwanda, and . basic services, which gave them an imlicit focus on
Chad a profile was prepared for the capital city poverty although they were rarely based on house-
Poverty-related iiformati.onhasalsobeeninluded hold and community data. The strongest reports
i about sxteen country assessments. mese w;B based their analysis on a poverty profile classifying
provide thebasis for future povertyassessments. In the poor by gender, region, and nutrition, among
a few cases, the countryassessmentshaveanalyzed other criteria. One example was a Cote d'Ivoire
the npact of poligr reforms on the poor Also, study,whichanalyzedLivingStandardsStudydata
many stuofes have beep done on the contions for and found that the existing distribution of social
women. In latin Amerca and the Carbbean, for expenditures had few benefits for the poor and that
example, one study examined gender diia- the situation of the poor deteriorated over the sur-
tion in labor markets. Similar country assessments vey period (1985-87).
on women in development have been prepared for A few common themes can be identified. First,
oeventeen w ome ties inprep-Saharan Afdca. many of the studies address the composition ofsevnen countries in Sub-Saharan Africa. ~g ~otnfvr h opo-an

spendmng--Which often favors the nonpoorand
Sectoral Studies the need to expand financing, including increasing

private-sector provision. This is the case in Nigeria,
Poverty-related issues have been addressed in a where a study on health care emphasized the need
large number of sectoral studies, most of which to encourage the complementary role of private-
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sector provision of services, especially to higher of rural infrastructure, which typically benefits
income groups, so as to release public resources to men, to include women and children.
finance basic services. Some reports addressed a variety of agricul-

Second, the reports identify ways to improve the tural and environmental topics. A recent regional
access to and the quality of services in neglected report for Sub-Saharan Africa examined the
areas. For instance, a report for the Republic of interrelationship between poor agricultural per-
Yemen recommends training female health care formance, rapid population growth, and environ-
workers as a means of decentralizing and improv- mental degradation in creating and perpetuating
ing the access to and the quality of health care, poverty in the region. In India, a forthcoming
especially for women. study will examine ways of encouraging sustain-

Third, thereportsconsiderwaysto reduce gender able agicultural practices in rainfed areas (which
differences in access to services. The Women's Re- are among the poorest areas in India) and of coun-
productive Health Report for Brazil, for example, teracting the disincentives to rational land use
recommended thatwomenin particularbetargeted brought about by poverty. The study will also
to receive basic health services since they currently develop a strategy for Bank investment in rainfed
receive a disproportionately low share of available agriculture.
health resources. Several reports specifically ad-
dressed targeting and safety net issues. These issues Public Expenditure Reviews
are particularly predominant in analysis in Eastem
Europe and in the countries of the fonmer Soviet Public expenditure reviews (PERs) are an important
Union for which the studies addressed the need to part of the Bankds country economic analysis. They
move from universal social support toward creat- can help assess the effectiveness of existing expen-
:ng more targeted safety nets that protect the most ditures in reducing poverty and in redirecting re-
vulnerable groups. sources in ways that will enhance the economic

A recent study from the Latin American and the opportunities of the poor and their capacity to take
Caribbean region, From Plaitudes to Practice. Target- advantage of such opportunities. A review of PEMs
ing Socal Programs in Latin America, found that tar- completed dunng the past ffiree years has con-
geted programs are much more progressive than cluded that for the most part their treatment of
general food pnce subsidies and even somewhat povertyis limited. However, fheydoanalyzesocial
more progressive than primary health and primary expenditure allocations, and many recommend in-
education. It also concluded that the costs of target- creasing the coverage and quality of certain social
ing are quite small (on average about 1 percent of services by talkng measures such as reallocating
the total program costs) and that thereis notasingle resources from higher education and curative
most effective targeting mechanism. In addition, health care to prmary education and preventive
the report identified relatively simple ways to im- health care. For example, a study on Bangladesh
prove targeting, such as targeting programs to poor exmined the incidence of social sector expendi-
municipalities or using exstng health or school tures and targeted government programs such as
programs to identify those who are poor or nutri- creditandfood-for-workprograms,andareporton
tionallv at risk. Indonesia analyzed the role of public expenditures

Some studies examined food subsidy policies. Re- in reducing poverty.
cent sector work in Algeria and Tunisia, for exam- Most PERs do not examine the incidence of public
ple, found that generalized food price subsidies expenditures for the social sectors or analyze how
favored the nonpoor, and this led to their reduction other types of public expenditures (such as physical
in favor of more targeted interventions. A recent infrastructure investments, consumer and pro-
food policy review in Bangladesh recommended ducer sbsidies, and other targeted programs) can
reforming the way the price of rice is stabilized so contribute to reducing poverty. At the same time,
that thereisless picevariabitywlchiLs especially social sector expenditure reviews cover the impact
hard on thepoor. Thereportalso suggested expand- of social expenditures on poverty more frequently,
hug self-targeted programs (such as food-kfr-work) and it would be helpful if their findings could be
to offer a range of activities beyond the construction routinely integated into the PERs.
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Table E-i Selected Poverty-focused Economic and Sector Tasks, Fiscal 1992

Malkysia Fiscal Reform for Stable Growth
Papua New Guinea Agriculture Sector Review
VietNam Population and Health Sector Review

Hungary CEM
Social Policy and Distribution

Poland Income Support and Social Safety Net
Health Sector Review
Social Expenditure Review

Romania Accelerating the Transition: Human Resources Strategies for the 1990s
Identifying Needs for Socid Protection in Romania: A Constrained

Empirical Analysis
Turkey Agricultural Environment Study

Women in Development
Ukraine Employment, Social Protection, and Social Spending in the Transition

to a Market Economy

Regional Women's Employment in Eastern Europe

;i- .te.nb*w .. a-..L...a..L......... ::a. .. ... *;- ... ~. :r- s.=,mFz.m';.,--,,;' b

Brazil Addressing Nutritional Problems
Guatemala Health and Nutrition Sector Study
Nicargua Social Sector Study

Regional Feeding Latin America's Children: An Analytic Study of Food Programs
Womerns Employment and Pay in Latin America

t- --.. n*. -- -~ -- * s.. : - F ;.-. !-;.--i.; 

Algeria Consumer Price Subsidy
Morocco Health Insurance

Social Services and Recurrent Costs

-uut A!a- :-4. .; _ ;-j6 .;.. :-. U. i::* _ M _ _ _-_J_,^_,

Bangladesh Food Policy
Development in Population and Family Planning
Small and Cottage Industir

India Education Fmance
Health Fiance
Small-scale Industry
Women's Health

ialdstan Access of the Poor to Basic Services in Pakistan

Cape Verde Environmunl Strategy Paper
Ethiopia Food Security
Mauritania Food Security/Nutrition
Niger Food Secrity
Sahel DrugPolicies

Education Strategy
Se- Health Finance
Uganda Public Investment Review

Strengthening District Management
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